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w.. Wapmbua

2emmauts n "DIftawmet Cmter Smmamas for Pre.et a isalu

1. ne paper on MeDpOaIOnat of CAmpater SISAlatin for project
Jiprda"al by . utlinger of the oo-*am partmnt has bees rmievaed
br several people in the Agriculture Projects Deparmat. A meetug W"
held Ivmiviag Mohers. 7raidut, 8hmmh-a as Benay to disosms Mr.

8.,nneh7's Witten comments on the UsRutuger popes, ad thae. was
POW11 areenut tat these Coamts reflacted the reamums of this

&oop to W. tsutoiger's propeea. These commente are attached hereto
for yow lat-is .

2. The aidsi wan t a bit be a the actual poInts raised in
Jb'. Sol-eh-'s caommnta, and the major o.lionms mW be smmmeimad

as taonw'

a. To the eteant that mr. Ust1umr has In inAd the dvelqumnt
af alU-parpoee oaqutor sflat o for Omplete project W4-
praimala, this vmLd be an urealistic objective for further work
at this time

b. Within projeots, hmoeer there are certain activities tat land
thae2Lws to similar analysis as between project, and work
mit be donn to dewlap adel, fw such quecific aqp*ets.

ke-uI- of this wnuld Include such thing as operatic. of
irrigation systms, breeding moftls f livestock, feeding mdels
for hivestock, and so on.

c. Models tat have ahreedy bees devenlped in this dsparmt, and
referred to in Mr. Scaam veos attached amas, still require
dammatatio to Imae thm more ide*y usable. As a result of

e.perisme to date it snows that it would be better to use
outside csanStiag services for pro'auAtng sims thias would
prowide the oeuCsary dOcIa tation to p with the progo and
woid also be lest estly than has been the case in the work
d(ol within the Bhk thus far.

d. Dn the verloat of nam models for speeLie aspects, the
technica al sticis built into the, mdals mo critical to
acceptance of the Mdels bF te 4oiams. It wouAld therefere,
seem desirable that eeh modsls be developed within thetmbmcal dopwrents with assistmne frem the aommmica

Diprhamet,

aci **os5.. Yreidgut
As. Sahsmh

S. Talcaas i

4'-'
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r. D. 8. Julantune December 19, 1966

ggmets on Proosal for Application of 02Mud Simulation for Project
Apraisal,L Based on a Draft Discussion Paper43ehloao leutlngor)

I. The paper suggests that application of sensitivilw analysis bp
use of computer techniques could improve project appreisal 1rs

(1) rationalising data collection and processilgV

(2) rationalising the decision process through inking all
assuqptions expliciti through allowing for alternative
assupptions and alternative structures of the project
to be wirked oati and thereby increasing and detailing
the number of possible choices, i.e. inmroasing the
chances for the relatively best choice to be icked;

(3) making project evaluation and review (during and after
iMemo entation) much easier, thereby providing for
t aasparemq of investment policies end for their
efficient, continuous reforiulation.

2. The paper implies that this can be ackdmd b (1) using model
techniques, and (2) using the rate-of-return as main appraisal criterivm.
1ilst the latter i not (yet) applicable to education investment decision-
making in the Education Projects Department, the applictien of computer
models is a proposition which merits investigation.

3. In this context oonuter siulation (I.e. making expr sats br
use of a mathematical model which makes the logic of a project e*lit)
takes the form of cooputer assisted sensitivity analysis. This mean that
the effects on project objectives of changes in the basic assuqmsops and
parameters of the appraisal nodel can be determined, i en an permtal way.

I. Goitwry to the project fields Reutlingor has in mind (reods,
irrigation, high dams, ports, etc.) education is a huge industry for *Leb
there is no consistent theoretical or conventional system of valus and
relAtionships defining the socio-econmdwo interd n esnia of this industry
with ae other sectors of the socio-econoq. Edacation appraisal prjeacts,
therefore, caot count on consistent (and detailed) market studies and
straight-forward economic evaluation. Howevr, detailed investigations of
the education process in relation to specified ebjectives and of related
muneasts are possible. In this area computers would be very useful.
Sine national education systams have certain basic structures, prodUction
objectives, input characteristics, and features of aperation and orgamisation
in cammon it might be possible to construct a basic model, Aicb oeoLd be
adapted to individual oases (countries and projects).
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5. ?wesemt q apprsal pwro.4m'.s esd, pwkPW S be ImprOv"w bg tests
tor eOWstemq ad 4pummJtq fix Ow serus eft 3a0t ost buftefm) tresh
Wew=pL iuaton in fields likes (1) oest frpiatIem. of the choice of

sandards (o.g. aloes dAs, floor spece per pll, number of es-eVMo m
e*.)1 (2) sausintamem .c"yabsry elAemts of the proecst, and or-

Aisteney at the project pla with dsmItar 1we pmmnt pre el ag is
th Odwatn system at large (e.g. suocemdve steps of te twesaw e

preess , ebv#Lopusts in pVpl enmallmeat and teacher trnindfg); (3) som-
lsetemoy of eorllxmt plas, fina al n progranmes, and emplayuemt

46 Itr conolucion. dith respect to *amatien projects are*

(1) PeAtLnpAGWS propOsal is aOt appUOabl* ". it stUads.
Mdoptag senvauties applied to projsets In other sectors

ot dGOeS Ob eoaoi*s L wult uesleot the speeal antore
ad hsotlu of a souutWr's eodatoa system.

(2) The tareeag work lead of the Departmeot and als the
Ineweauug -sooarmt y (hesnuse of sottumrs 4lamsts) of

ed ation projet. uil Ve Ukely Asessuitate ra e mal-
isatioa and OsaisadOsaton Of procedAres (ftre Ideatifi-
caten thrwagh prAisel and supe-vAsion).

(3) Use of modols and ompaters would ses desirable. Wap
and means should be Urrestgated of how to constmaut
operatianal models and how to *Vq cooapaters tor ow
basic data retrieval and procesalag work. Cmter
laulatloa or oemputer assisted sesitity aaa~Lyd

would tue be a matter of aourse.

Igbego

P.S. In preparing the. brief notes I have consulted ith Msrs. SIaks,
van..mik, toulrowiaos, Lthom who had an opprtuAity to read
esutliager's draft paper.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. Takahashi DATE: December 18, 1968

FROM: A. Schu er

SUBJECT: Coments on "Deployment of Computer Simulation"

Current Simulation Programs

The Livestock Division is using a number of simulation models in its
project appraisal work. There are three models "on the shelf" for livestock
appraisal work. These are a breeding/fattening model, a breeding/weaning model
and at.straight fattening simulation. The first two have been revised so that
they now incorporate risk and sensitivity analyses. Mr. Husain also worked out
a system so that each of the simulations can be aggregated for securing an over
all economic rate of return thereby throwing up a risk profile on a project
basis (Tanzania Green Cover).

The Livestock Division also has devised a kimulation model for deter-
mining cash flows and the rates of return to participating banks when ope or
more of these banks is used as a channel for IBRD/IDA lending to the liivestock
sector. This program was conceived originally by J. Andreu and devisedi by
myself and Bdwin Kumsher of the Computer Services Division. This simulation was
used extensively on the Uganda Livestock and Costa Rica Agricultural Credit
Projects.

I also understand that Mr. Renato Rossi has been working thrQugh a num-
ber of his farm plans on the current Mexico report using various simulation
models. Perhaps eventually it would be possible, time and funds permitting, to
work out in connection with specific project appraisals simulation models for
dairy and sheep production. We are also continually revising our livestock
simulations which have been .used on the Brazil, Uganda, Tanzania and now on
the Zambia Livestock Projects.

Problems

During this work on simulation many problems have arisen. The most
important problem is that it is vital to have the closest cooperation of the
technical specialists in devising the actual make up of the simulation..model.
Messrs. Gerring, Fransen and Schafer-Kehnert were extremely helpful in:provid-
ing and checking the information required for the formulation and revision of
these livestock models. (attached are Tariq Husain's comments on this subject)
The second problem is that there are many other aspects of livestock project
appraisal equally or more important than simulating a herd development .pro-
jection. By far the most important problems in my brief experience to'date
have been devising suitable channels for the lending operations and organizing
or strengthening the executing agency or agencies responsible for carrying out
the project. Therefore, in this light, I am working less now on further re-
fining the basic livestock simulations and more on finding suitable programs
which would enable our livestock and agricultural credit institutions to
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greatly improve both their accounting systems and the data provided to manage-
ment for policy decisions. You will recall that I mentioned this subject
briefly during staff meeting (December 16). I have attached the first .results
of this work as reported in AFOC's most recent progress report on KE-105.

Conclusions

I would question the need for "a center" located in the Economics
Department devising simulation models on various projects. I would suggest
that it could be very beneficial if certain interested members of the Economics
Department could participate more fully in project appraisal work and ould,
as a result of such participation, devise realistic suggestions for improving
our project analysis and follow up. In this connection, Mr. Gittinger of the
EDI has discussed wf'th me in very general terms a possible presentation to
this summer's Agricultural Projects course, of two lectures (with appropriate
case study material) on sensitivity, probability and risk analysis as applied
to a specific project, such as Tanzania or Zambia. Therefore, it would be
most helpful if someone from the Economics Department (preferably Mr. Reutlinger
or Mr. Husain) could work most closely, possibly on -the Zambia Livestock Project
where our data would be fairly good, with the Livestock Division in analyzing
the particular problems of applying simulation models to these projectd. In
this fashion, it would be possible to obtain a good appreciation of the specific
problems incurred and benefits obtained in deploying such an approach.-.

Finally, it would also be very helpful to the work of the Livestock
Division if someone in the Economics Department could make an inventory of
all simulation work completed or on-going on livestock done in universities
both in the United States and overseas. Such an inventory of work would
better able us to assess the current state of both simulationlinear and
dynamic programs and systems analysis existing at the moment in the livestock
area.

ASchumacher/mjt
IBRD

cot Messrs. Stoops/Fransen
Friedgut/Palein
Gittinger (EDI)



December 17, 1968

Professor Pearson Hunt
Edmund Cogsell Converse Professor of

Finane and Banking
Graduate School of Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston, Massaehusetts 02163

Dear Pearson:

I greatly enjoyed seeing you again in Boston last week, and it
van a pleasure to meet your wife. Thank you both for your kind
hospitality.

You will recall we had a sholt talk after dinner about financial
analysis and the new approach you are developing. I said it would be
interesting for us and perhaps for you to see what you thought of the
way we conduct finanaial analysis in our project appraisals. I have
spoken with Mr. Satm, Associate Director, Projects, and Vith Mr. Rovani,
Finanial Adviser, Projects. They have agreed that it would be useful
for me to send ye two of our resorts, one on the Seeond Railway Project
in Taiwan (1967), and the other on the Ghana Power Project of early 196.
You will note that these are confidential documents between us and the
member governments, and I would ask you to treat them on this basis as
being for your personal use only.

If you feel so disposed, and taking into account your imminent
$ouraey to Europe and Israel, we would be glad to have any initial
reactions from you, and then see if there is anything further that might
be done. The easiest way might be for you to call in at the Bank when
you are in Washington after your return from abroad. At that stage, I
would like you to meet Mr. Rovani who is responsible for guiding the
Bank's financial analysis work.

I hope you have a good journey. Alison and I send you our best
wishes for Christmas and the New Year.

Yours sincerely,

p . Bruce K. Cheek
Deputy Director

Western Afrie Department

Co.:Mr. oue s

M 3~k
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C. R. Dickenson

Proposed Aamdments to the awssary of Infornation keoded for Tlecomani-

otlmn Pele9t Auraile

It was suggested tat, if the finIZ7 in question is to be re-
iesmed, it would be advantageous if this were done in loose-laf form
so that it may become a suppleient covering the special telecmanicatious
aspects and associated with the small black reference book covering ap-
praisals in general.

ith regard to the actual asmndnts and additions, I would
propose as follows

Parafaph A. InforMaMon about 9e 13nowe,

A sentence should be added before the final sentence in sub-
paragraph 2 worded as followse mhe adequacy of the planning orgmniza-
tion and arrangemasts for review of plans as projects progress should
be emasined, and proposals nade for any changes which may be necessary".

Paragraph 2. fte 1Wlacewmnicaoas bfhet

A further sentence should be added at the end of the paragraphs
MConsideration should be given to the possible effects of the project
on other means of cossi cation alread in existence, particularly insofar
as profitability of such ervise =y be affected with possible prejudice
to the financial viability of the organisation as a whole."

PararaME D. D criSuPIIS of te Pioiect

The following new sentences should be inserted after the first
sentences Me description of the project will normlly include any addition-
al provisions outside of those to be financed by the hak which are necessary
for effective use of the plant which is proposed for Bank financing. The
description of the project my also include comeultancy services where
these are proposed. the appraisal team should nks a review of the Borrower's
development progran as a mhole in order to confirm that this is a balanced
one both from the geographical standpoint and in relation to the various
services provided, i.e. lang-distance, local, tel*n, etc. The question of
possible standardisatin should be examined as related to filling existing
installations to capacity, extension of existing installations by additional
new uwits, or in regard to the network as a ibols.' and then read on Me
description of the project
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?araMa&h 0. ,stINated COII of the Pr9e2t

An addition should be made worded as follow.e mw"Psible
foreip exchange coinversion problems and the effects of ay future de-
valuation should be considered. 1bere alternative propeals involving
different foreip exchange costs are under .nsedration, present value
cost studies should be related to the free market rates of exchange."

aragrah J. I eratR Orasnisatin

An additional sentence should be addeds "The nusher of em-
ployees should be considered in relation to numbers employed in other
develeping countries facing similar conditions and at a similar stage in
their development, and as related to wage rates applying and the labor
cost per telephone. Taining program should also be considered in re-
lation to outside educational faoilitiea, academic levels reached and the
adequacy of such both from a quantitative and a qualitative standpoint."

Paragraph A. ariffs

An additional sentence should be added to the first paragraph:
'In many countries preferential tariffs or special services are provided
for government dpartmnats. Dbtails should be obtained and the position
clearly set out in the appraisal.' An addition should be made to para-
graph 2 as followns *In reaching its conclusions on the tariffs propsed,
the mission should bear in mind the fol]Muing general principless

(a) Tariffs can frequently with advantage be cost
related but te relationship should be reason-
ably broadly based and in the case of looal,
long-distance and international telephone net-
works mant be interrelated.

(b) Dovelopment of all notworks and systems abould as
far as possible be based on a reqirent for
financial viabilitf ever the life of the plant
and as related to the cppotemity cost of "apital
in the country in qusaton.

(c) The need for subsidisation of any service either
by the administratian/rate payers or by direct
subsidy trm governat should be carefully
examined and brounut out in the report.
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(4) Chairs for services should aet be placed at
such a hIa level that they adversey UnVluSnce
developuamt or affect the operation of the co-
nwq, and the use of hig rates as a rationing
factor should be carefully oxmaia.3

(e) fte basis on which Installation fees or the pur-
chase of bonds is required fiom new subscribers
should also be considered and brought out in
the report.'

Merar&a . FinanCial Asects

At the ond of the first paragraph, the tbllowiug smtnc*w
should be added# aIn general, considerations should be related to wodern
cinrcial aromntiag systems even though the administration operates
within a governwut budgetary system. 2e position on accounts receiv-
able should be carefully exaulned and related to how san months' revenue
this costitutes. Possible proposals for geohanised aoemaning should be
exmdined, particularly as related to use in other functions of Managment."

After paragraph L, a new paragraph should be inserteds

N. loeooic Aspeots

be pssible scenonic aspects for eonsideration In relation to
the teleoan-1 catione operation will In the main fall under the follow-
ing haeangsI

(L) A review of wheter an adequate allocation of national
resources for tele ..m nie s is being made as re-
lated to the WI? and/or national savings;

(ii) an Investigation as to what extent the order of prier-
ities proposed for telecommicatins devel pmt is
related to economic conaiderations;

(i4) an Vaiatlom of the tariff structure and possible
effects of euisting and proposed tariffs on the economy;

(iv) an aanatlen of the balance of pyanets position as
related to the essential telecmsioations needs;

(v) the adequaey and effllescy of ewisting services and
their present effet aM the ecenes;
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Dr. 3d. MaRSs ke eobsr 9, 196

A. V. pItt I etm 1 Liwowits

Outline flw Historical Davooi3mat of PY*,oot 4pzae1

1. We have pep.aed the attached outlinW an the historel
dolopmnt of projeet apisals as a basis for disoesion as to how

you Wowid Ill us to plseaed.

2. lhe outline is only illustative of the fastors that have
affooted pojseot apraIsals and it is nt intended to be exhasative or
.suplate. We hope, howaverm that it will serv to obtain yewr appioamh
to ts research ueqmup d and the dagme of ditall you il to have.

3. After you hae road the outline please lst Mr. Spettameod kow
usba it unald be onvealsat to disouss it with ye. (fztbanten 2663).

A2Dpottmoodsw
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Herman 0. van der Tak

Proposal for Deployment of Computer Simulation for Project Appraisal

1. The attaohed dbaft working paper, prepared by Mr. Reutlinger
outlines the substantive features of the application of cmpter sine-
lation to project appraisal work. briefly, the proposals are to (a) write
up clearly models used in evaluating various types of projects, (b) have
the model programmed for compterised calculations, (o) use prelimwry
data to determine the relative merits of investigating various project
features and to determine the most relevant data gaps, (d) detwmine the
eonsmie benefits using alternative project designs, and finally (e) obtain
the most likely estimate of benefits as well as the likelihoods of other
estimates (risk) based en probability distributions of events and pera-
"eters affeting tbw project.

2. The proposed presmederes do not aim at sophisticated optimisation
nodels or systems analysis for oemplsx projects. They are merely intended
to improve and facilitate currently used appraisal methods for standard
types of projects. The eame models and simlations, but using updated
informatitn, would serve at several stages of aPrG$bt4'Vi2fet tarpse-
appraisal, during appraisal and for ox post evaluation.

3. The general idea behind these proposals, the need for both stream-
lining and improving the project appraisal proeedures, is not new and has
been discussed for same time. Their implementation will require a syste-
matic effort. A teas of two to three persons from the Projects and geoter
gtedies Division would lead in constructing the models, demonstrate their
usefulness and advise en problems of implementation. They would work in
alse eeperation with the Projoets Dopartments whose active participation
is required. Their subject experts will have to assist in developing the
bodels for the various types of projects and ill have to use them in
prastice, and possibly adapt then for a particular project. vetually,
we would expeot that many people in the Projects Departments will have
l.irned how to use and adapt simulation modele. The division's inlve-
ment would thea become limited to advising on special problas and to
using these mdels for special research and fellw-up studies.

h. We are looking forward to discussing these proposals fMebwriaith
you and yer colleagues,

Attachment

ae. Nesr. 1[am*arek
gtevenen
Routvnge/dowbollu/%L

HCWTak-bso
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I. Introduction

1. The purpose of this paper is to suggest adoption of a new

format for presenting economic appraisals of projects and to suggest

additional analysis of project appraisals. None of the proposals are

new to persons generally familiar with operations research tools. The

paper is intended, however, to impart a basic understanding of the pro-

posed analytical procedures to those unfamiliar with jargon used in the

operations research literature. Since application of some of the pro-

posed analytical procedures would probably result in more speedy and

less costly appraisals and others would improve their quality, the fact

that they are not more used suggest at least that the methods are not

widely understood. Yet, the proposals are simple: (a) write up clearly

the algebraic relations of the model used in deriving a measure of the

project's benefits, (b) have the model programmed for computerized cal-

culations, (c) use preliminary data to determine the relative merits of

investigating various project features and to determine the most relevant

data gaps, (d) determine the economic benefits using alternative project

designs, and finally (e) obtain the most likely estimate of benefits as

well as the likelihoods of other estimates (risk) based on probability

distributions of events and parameters affecting the project. Translated

into the language of operations research, the recommendations are simply

an advocacy of using simulation and stochastic simulations in routine

project appraisal work.
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2. Rationalization of project appraisal procedures has been going

on for a long time. We have come far in accounting for the benefits and

costs, and in doing so we have uncovered a whole host of problems: how

to measure benefits and costs, how to estimate physical responses to

project activities and how to predict prices and costs. We hope to make

progress on all these problems through improvement in our theories ex-

plaining physical and social relationships, and through improvements

in data collection and their statistical interpretation.

3. Interestingly enough, however, our attempts at rationalizing

have led us to a new phase in project appraisal: a clear recognition

that knowledge of costs and benefits, let alone future costs and bene-

fits, is likely to remain incomplete and at best a matter of probability

judgments; and that what we need, therefore, are appraisal methods which

take this fact explicitly into account and do afford as rational a

judgment of a project's merits, given whatever knowledge we do possess.

ii. As quantitative appraisals of a project's merits become accepted

standards and as it is more and more realized that such appraisals involve

a large number of judgments about events and parameters which at best

are subjectively determinable predictions, it becomes also necessary

to require a clear presentation of how and on the basis of what assump-

tions costs and benefits have been estimated. A more formal statement

of the model used in the analysis facilitates such a presentation.

5. The proposals detailed in this paper have grown out of a variety

of experiences. First, the paper represents an attempt to point out the

practical feasibility of applying the general ideas presented in an

earlier, more theoretical study of measuring the impact of uncertainty
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1/about project related events on the rate of return estimates.- Second,

recent applications of systems analysis in the appraisal of several pro-

2/
jects suggest valuable generalizations.- Finally, the quest for a more

adequate and systematic presentation of factors considered in making

rate of return calculations is the result of difficulties encountered

by the author and others when asked to corment on project appraisal on

the basis of presently available information in appraisal reports.

1/ See S. Reutlinger, "Techniques for Project Appraisal Under Uncertainty",
IBRD Report No. EC-16b.

2/ These applications were pioneered by L. Pouliquen and E. Jaycox on trans-
portation projects, and T. Husain and A. Schumacher on a livestock project.



II. "Formal" Project Models and Their Uses

Definitions

6. This paper is about the application of computer simulation on

mathematical models in project planning and appraisal. A good general

1/
definition of simulation and model is given by Shubik.-

"A simulation of a system or an organism is the
operation of a model or simulator which is a represen-
tation of the system or organism. The model is amenable
to manipulations which would be impossible, too expen-
sive or impractical to perform on the entity it portrays.
The operation of the model can be studied and, from it,
properties concerning the behavior of the actual system
or its system can be inferred."

7. This very broad definition then suggests that, in fact, any

planning activity, including project appraisal always is a simulation

on a model. Indeed, a model could be simply a logical abstraction in

the mind of a person or a physical structure reduced to scale and

devoid of detail. Simulation could be an abstract manipulation on the

model retained in the mind of a person or a physical manipulation on

the three-dimensional structure.

8. The definition of computer simulation on mathematical models

is much more restrictive. A mathematical model is a statement of rela-

tionshipsbetween variables which conforms to well specified rules of

logic. "Computer simulation is a numerical technique for conducting

2/
experiments on a mathematical model."-

1/ M. Shubik, "Simulation of the Industry and the Firm", American
Economic Review, L, No. 5 (December 1960), pp. 908-919.

2/ T. H. Naylor, et al, Computer Simulation Techniques, John Wiley
& Sons, New York, 1966.



Reasons for Constructing a Mathematical Model and Computer Simulation

9. It has been pointed out already that practically all planning

is synanomous with simulation on a model. Certainly, major capital

projects which take years to be constructed and many more years to yield

benefits cannot be manipulated themselves for the purpose of knowing

their benefits. All such projects' effects must be inferred form cal-

culations (or simulations) on a model.

10. A concise mathematical statement of the model conforming to

rules of logic does not necessarily and under all circumstances improve the

model nor facilitate its use. Certainly, some aspects of a project might

be more readily studied by observing physical models like the ones usually

contructed by engineers and architects. For other aspects, it is too

difficult and costly to construct a mathematical model or inadequacy of

empirical knowledge may curtail its usefulness.

11. There are no exact rules for setting up good models. The same

applies to mathematical models. Generally, there is sone benefit from

disaggregation if it results in better projections of the aggregated

variable of interest. For instance, it is quite clear that if one's

objective is to estimate the internal rate of return of a project it is

useful to have a model of how the rate of return is related to annual

net benefits. Whether to project total revenues from sales of a commodity

on the basis of prices and physical quantities and a "model" relating

these to total revenue or to project revenues directly without a "model"

would depend on whether prices and quantities can be better predicted than

total revenues directly. It would not make much sense to construct a model

relating production to weather, if weather cannot be predicted and/or the

relationship between weather and production is not known.
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12. To the extent that any model can and should be developed,

however, the construction of a mathematical model and computer simulation

are useful because:

(a) such models can be used as very specific "terms of

reference" to what data and assumptions should be or

have been considered in the appraisal;

(b) such models can be easily adopted for computer

calculations;

(c) The general model can be then used for quick and

inexpensive investigations of the effects of

changes in the project on the desired benefits;

(d) the model can then be used to identify the more

sensitive information gaps,

(e) the model can then be used to make an appraisal

of the likelihoods of obtaining various results

from the project, and

(f) the model and the clearly specified assumptions

about the behavior of variables and parameters

will provide. a good basis for ex post evaluations

of the project.

Construction of Mathematical Appraisal Models

13. Any project generates many types of costs and benefits. An

appraisal cannot take into account all of them nor can the actual

costs and benefits be actually observed. Hence, cost-benefit analysis

is simply the construction of a model capturing anticipated major occur-

ences and analyzing them. Possible shortcomings of present appraisal
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procedures are not necessairly the result of inadequate models used in

appraisals. Some models may be gross abstractions of what actually is

likely to transpire during the course of a project, yet may be the "best"

ones feasible in view of the state of available information and appraisal

objectives.

314. The difficulty with most currently used models is that they are

often not clearly or fully stated. Component parts of the model are

scattered throughout an appraisal report, while it has become standard

procedure to show the "super-structure" of the model in the form of an

annex table, giving series of annual costs and benefits and the internal

rate of return estimate. It is usually difficult to find out how these

costs and benefits are estimated and on the basis of what assumptions.

An analagous situation would be if an architect presented a matchbox glued

to a cardboard and, separately, a shopping bag filled with models of doors,

windows, ornaments, etc. to a panel of judges charged with assessing the

beauty of a proposed building. Obviously, the judging would be very

difficult and the effect of making small changes in the components of the

building on the final appearance and beauty could not be easily ascertained.

15. A mathematical model as used in the context of this paper is

merely a precise statement of the logic used and the basic premises or

assumptions used in appraising a project. Such a model does not require

accurate quantitative information, nor does its deployment guarantee

accurate quantitative estimates. The following illustrations are intended

to illustrate the technique for constructing a mathematical model.

16. A project model can be extremely crude and simple or very re-

fined and complex. 'An extremely crude model would be a statement that
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to determine the internal rate of interest it is necessary to find the

rate, r, which makes a prescribed number of discounted net benefits suni

up to zero. Or in algebraic notation:

Choose r such that
) _/~(l + r)~t x / Net Benefit(t) 7 = o

where t = 1, 2, .... ,

This project appraisal model would then consist of an explicit statement

of n annual benefits (negative or positive) and their relationship to a

1/
derivation of their benefits.- This is obviously an extremely crude

model. However, for a case in which no data on specific inputs or outputs

or prices can be obtained or in case of a project which is extremely small

or similar to previously analyzed projects, this crude model may be the

"best" one for the purpose.

17. An expansion of the very crude model may look as follows:

Choose r such that
(2) /(l + r)t x NET BENEFIT (t)_7 = 0

where t = 1, 2, .... , /7

(3) NET BENEFIT (t) = REVENUE (t) - COST (t)

/-k(-t) /x PROJECT COST if t /7
(14) COST (t)

MAINTENANCE COST if t > c7

1/ Variables or parameters which are used as given data without speci-
fying how they are estimated are shorn in boxes.
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Equation (b) simply states that during the construction period, c, the

cost is some proportion, k(t), of the total project cost and thereafter

the cost is a constant maintenance cost.

(5) ,PROJECT COST = STRUCTURES + / CONSULTANTS / + / ADMINISTRATION /

(6) STRUCTURES = / QUANTITY / x / PRICE S /

Equation (5) states that the project cost is derived from estimates of three

distinct types, say structures, consultant's fees and administrative cost.

Equation (6) states that the cost of structures is based on estimates of

the number of structures needed and their per unit cost. Then,

0 if __5 g

(7) REVENUE (t) ((t - 2/7)//IF x REV FULL DEV if A-7< t </A7./I

REV FULL DEV if t "/7

Equation (7) states that revenue is zero during the construction period, c,

increases at a constant rate furing the development period, if, and remains

constant from there on. Furthermore,

(8) REV FULL DEV = OUTPUT x / PRICE 0 /

(9) OUTPUT = / OUTPUT PER FIRM / x / NUMBER FIRMS 7

18. The eight equations presented so far constitute a model which

is still not very specific on many assumptions likely to be made in the

course of a project appraisal.. However, it illustrates the kind of

model which could be prepared in advance of specific appraisals for

projects of a similar nature. The purpose here is simply to show what
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is involved in preparing a formal statement of a model. Clearly, it

is nothing but a concise statement of how a project is being appraised.

The use of math-ematical language certainly presumes nothing about the

preciseness of the quantitative estimates used in the appraisal. It

merely codifies the logic used in going about the appraisal. Clearly,

no unusual mathematical skills are required to construct such a model.

19. A model identifies the r.elationships between variables. The

basic building blocks of the model are variables and parameters which

are used in the appraisal. A listing of these and their values used in

the appraisal in conjunction with the model is an important step in pre-

senting the model. In the case of the above eight-equation model data

would need to be provided for the following list of items:

EP, the "life" of the project

/kT~)I7, the proportion of project cost incurred in
each year during the construction period

EP, the length of the construction period

/COJNSULTA NTS/

/ADMINISTRATION/

/QUANTITY/

/PRICE S/

/REVENUE FULL DEVELOPMENT/

T7, development period, time between end of construction
and attaining full development benefits

/PRICE 5/.

/OUTFUT PER FIRM!

/NJIT1BER OF FIRMS!



Timing of Model Construction

20. To the extent that there are many similarities in the way pro-

jects of a kind are appraised, it may be useful to have a general model

on hand prior to specific appraisals. This is similar to saying that one

ought to approach such project appraisal with fairly detailed terms of

reference. Clearly, some part of the model might not be useable in all

projects either because of lack of necessary data or because of irrelevance.

Similarly, in other cases it would make sense to agument the model by

making further refinements.

21. With currently previaling project appraisal procedures, the

terms of reference specify indeed only a very crude model in advance of

the appraisal. It is generally expected for almost all project apprai-

sals that an internal rate of return be estimated on the basis of a

series of annual net benefits (as outlined in equation (1)). Any further

development of the model is accomplished during the appraisal of each

project.

22. Preparation of more refined models in advance of appraisals

would have several advantages. First, such models, incorporating features

generally analyzed in projects of a kind, would serve to alert appraisors

to data to be collected and analyzed, if feasible. Second, such models

could be used for analyzing a project's merits with preliminary data.

Such data may be requested from whoever is in charge of project pre-

paration. Finally, such models, in conjunction with preliminary data,

could be used to analyze the sensitivity of the rate of return estimate

to specific factors and to identify the relative importance of further

field investigations. Similarly, the stage would be set for analyzing

the advisability of modifications in the project and related policies.
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23. It is likely that in each appraisal some components of costs

or benefits are estimated in other than the usual ways. This applies

to technical as well as economic parameters. It is then desireable to

graft on to the general model a number of equations describing the

"appraisal logic" used in the particular case.

Computer Simulation

2b. Transcribing a model into a number of concise.statements may

be useful simply in terms of making it less likely for oversights to

occur. It may even turn out that after having invested in the adoption

of "formalized" models, they will turn to be instruments for speeding

up appraisals and making it less time-consuming for persons who have not

been- involved in the appraisal to give critical reviews. However, the

most.important reason for preparing a "mathematical" model is that this

provides an opportunity to subject a project to a much more adequate

appraisal than would be possible otherwise. This advantage obtains

because a mathematical model's deployment is uniquely adopted to calcu-

lations on high speed computers.

25. Preparation of the project models (whether to be made in

advance or during.an appraisal), data collection and determination of

the uses to be made of the model is, of course, the sole responsibility

of the experts: the engineers, the agriculturalists, the economists,

etc. Many of the advantages to be derived from "formalizing" models

derive, however, from the ready availability of high speed calculating

capacity on modern-day computers. With competent programmers to assist,

the model deployment suggestions detailed below should not present any

serious technical difficulties.
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Sensitivity Analysis

26. Senstivity analysis is essentially an investigation of hcw and

to what extent individual factors and parameters are likely to influence

the benefits derived from a project. Knowledge of this "sensitivity"

can affect project planning decisions and appraisal in several ways.

27.- There are first of all the many factors and parameters which

inflence the success or failure of a project, and hence its merits,

but which are outside of the control of project design or management.

Clearly, the quantitative values of these factors and parameters cannot

be known precisely. However, a sensitivity analysis prior to the de-

tailed appraisal of the project could determiine the relative value of

information to be obtained from additional investigations. Furthermore,

when-additional precision of estimates cannot be attained, sensitivity

analysis, combined with a rough estimates of the extent of uncertainty

about various factors and parameters could provide a preliminary estimate

of the risk of attaining a lower than anticipated rate of return.

28. Equally important, sensitivity analysis would make it feasible to

explore the benefits or costs of many alternative project designs and

management features. Using the formulated model one could quickly deter-

mine by how much a smaller project, delay in construction or different

management features would affect the rate of return of the project. When

costs and benefits of alternative design features are not known, it could

be at least determined whether additional investigations are worthwhile.

Risk Appraisal

29. Another important potential use of a project simulation model is

ii estimating the risk or uncertainty involved. In the literature on decision



models one may get the impressions that variables and relations can be

classified as known to be with certainty or as being subject to risk

or uncertainty. As abstractions these three states can be more or less

.objectively defined. However, in reality, when one is faced with making

appraisals or forecasts, objective measures are not available or unattain-

able. The appraiser must then make up his mind of what he believes to

be the most likely probability distributions of each variable affecting

his decision, using whatever related evidence available to him. Practi-

cally, this means that he must consider the full range of possible values

taken on by the variable and their relative likelihoods. Such information

has not and cannot be processed by current appraisal procedures. The

- estimated rate of return as usually estimate;d is simply the return, assuming

each'variable and parameter is going to take on a specified single value.

Consequently, the likelihood of getting a lower or a higher rate of return

is not appraised, although it is quite certain that the engineer or the

price forecaster making the appraisal has in his possession a large amount

of relevant information.

30. Uncertainty analysis in conjunction with a simulation model

could utilize this information to predict a probability distribution of

the rate of return. This appraisal method is called stochastic simula-

tion. Instead of using a set of single values for the variables and

parameters, the computer is presented with a set of probability distri-

butions of variables and parameters. The computer is then instructed to

pick at random a set of values for each of the variables and parameters,

a value having a chance of being chosen according to its likelihood to

occur. Based on this selected set of values a rate of return is calculated.

Repeating the same procedure a few hundred times, the resulting frequency
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distribution of the rate of return is likely to approximate the probabi-

lity distribution which corresponds most nearly with the objective

and subjective knowledge possessed by the appraisors.

31. Having done this uncertainty -appraisal, the decision maker first

of all can avoid surprises. If he is not willing to take chances he can
/

decide to avoid projects with unacceptable chances of failure, or if he

has a choice between two projects having equal average of "most likely"

returns he can choose the one with less chances of a smaller return. It

is not possible to give a general rule for decisions under uncertainty,

but the fact remains that decisions are frequently affected by what are

believed to be the likelihoods of varying outcomes and that it is, there-

fore, desirable to use all available inforlation for estimating these

likelihoods.

Ex Post Evaluation

32. Finaliy, formalization of models will be extremely useful for

doing follow-up evaluations of projects. Explicit statements about the

variables and parameter assumed to influence the appraisal and their

assumed values will facilitate the collection of useful data for testing

appraisal practices. Sensitivity analyses and risk appraisal performed

during the appraisal will provide the basis for identifying the more

important variables to be kept under continuous surveillance. As actually

realized values become available, the model with modifications can be

used over and over for quick recalculations of the actual benefits.

33. Projects may turn out better or worse than or as anticipated

without credit or fault being attributable to the appraisal, as ably
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documented by Hirschrnan.-- Hence, useful lessons are more likely to

be learned, if we concentrate on re-evaluating our predictions about

specific factors and how they relate to the overall success of projects,

rather than limit our attention to success or failure of projects them-

selves, which may be due to unforecable circumstances.

1/ A. 0. Hirschman, Development Projects Observed, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C., 1967.
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III. Case Illustration: A Highway Project

3b. The case study of an actual transportation project is presented

here to illustrate. the proposals made in the previous chapter. The des-

cribed project was appraised by Messrs. Jaycox and Pouliquen employing

the method of simulation on a mathematical model. Since the purpose

here is to illustrate the method rather than to impart a thorough under-

standing of a particular project, the model discussed in this paper is

a somewhat simplified version of the model actually used.

35. The project data used in this illustration are taken from an

actual highway project in Zambia. The project calls for the pavement

of a 6b mile long road. The project is supposed to be completed in

two years. The major measurable benefits consist of road user savings

and road maintenance cost savings. The extent of these benefits depends

of course a great deal on the estimated traffic volume. The road may

result in some induced traffic, but for our illustration we are simply

going to neglect this kind of benefit.

36. A conventional project appraisal report would give a table with

numbers, as shown in Table 1. The costs and benefits shown in this table

are based on best estimates of various items affecting the project costs

and the benefits and the schedule of constructing the road. These

"assumptions" may be spelled out in other tables or in the text of the

report, or very often they are not explicitly recorded.

37. Using the method of more or less "formal" model construction

and simulation, one simply writes out explicitly in algebraic form the

model used for measuring the rate of return. In constructing the model
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Table 1: Highway Project Benefits and Costs

Year Project Vehicle Operating Road Maintenance Benefits
Costs Cost Saving Cost Saving

(thou san-d )

1 95b (95h)
2 95h (95h)
3 8 88 172
I 90 95 185
5 97 100 197
6 10 107 211
7 112 115 227
8 120 123 203
9 129 133 262

10 139 111 280
11 109 152 301
12 161 16b 325
13 173 176 309
1b 186 188 37
15 200 202 b02
16 215 217 L32
17 231 233 b6
19 267 270 537
20 287 289 576

The internal rate of return is approximately 12%.
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one does more or less what one would do in finding the best route on a

road map. One locates the desired, final destination and then identifies

the best road leading ot it, working back from road to road to the point

of origin. Then in taking the actual trip, one starts, of course, with

the road nearest to onets origin. Similarly, in constructing an appraisal

model one identifies the final objective, working backwards through inter-

mediate objectives to the very basic data. In instructing a computer

(or a statistical clerk) we must proceed in the opposite direction, pro-

ceeding from the very basic "input" data with each equation calculating

new data obtained from data obtained from previously calculated equations

or futher "input" data. If one wants to follow the logic of the model

it is a good idea to read a model which is constructed for computer cal-

culations by starting at the end and reading backwards.

38. The flow chart is merely a visual aid, giving a bird's eye view

of the model. Each box represents a sub-model which could be deleted or

modified to suit particular circumstances. Or else, further sub-models

could be added on. For instance, if project costs could vary a great

deal with findings from future soil testing, a model might be added on

to reflect such functional relationships.

39. The flow chart, model and data used in appraising the road

project by the procedure advocated in this paper are presented in the

following pages. The data presented in the column of "best estimates"

processed through the model would exactly reproduce the results of the

conventionally practiced appraisal presented in Table 1.

-ho. It should be noted that the model is actually more general

than needed for the specific project, since there are no benefits from
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reduction in length of road in this case. This, of course, does in no way

interfere with the use of the model. When no / REDUCTION MILES 7 figures

are given, the statistical clerk or computer' simply assumes a value of

zero and carries out the calculations of benefits attributing zero benefits

due to reduction in miles. On the other hand, the model is far from general

enough to handle all road appraisals. For instance, benefits from generated

new traffic are not included. But it is easy to see how a series of equa-

tions could be added to handle these calculations. In practice, one could

either have a very general model utilizing only the equations for

which variables have non-zero values, or otherwise, one could prepare

in advance a series of sub-models or "packages" which would be put to-

gether in every case according to the nature of the project.

l. There are basically three ways in which simulation of a model

. as presented here can improve the appraisal of a project. First, it would

be worthwhile to ask how changes in the project would affect the rate of

return and if it is advantagous one would proceed to improve the project

plan. Second, one would want to know whether it is worthwhile to collect

more information and what information should be sought. Third, one would

like to know by how much the rate of return would be different if other

than the best estimates for the "input" 'variables were to materialize,

and what the probability is of getting a rate of return in a specified

range.

(Analysis of the project sensitivities
and risk6 to be presented in next

draft of paper)
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R.O A D P R JE C T A P P R A I S A L Cr-

1. (PROJFCT CosT) - P 7 + __T_ q; -E

COST) if t < n

2. (COsT)t

C-1 if t n

3. (TRAFFIC CARS) - (1 + 7 J'&OU.l1in 5Aa,~ )t x CiiI TfA _FC CA7 x 365 days

I. (TRAFFIC TRUCKS)t - (1 + ElRT7ElSn _ S 7 )t --- C Y, 7 X

5. (TR~iTIG BUSliS) (I + n )tux - = calu 6 ziflIGL')t7

6. (TRAFFIC TRAIL-RS)t (1 + /_hATF I RIILEAS x FINTIAL TRAF TRIIS

7. (TRP.FFIC SPECIAL)t * (1 + ONspc _AL ~/)t x SFJkIJX i it

8. (COST SAVING CAR) - ,~CO PO ) 7 - FCOS iL NI~~ROADICAR /

9. (COST SAVING TRUCK) - F3T L O RCA) i:IC - / COST T LJ, NEl POADTR.CK 7

1C. (COST SAVING EUS) - fF'7 O F~7-fNb3T 'RAELNEW ROAD FUS

11. (COST SAVING TRAIIER) f l OT R h 7 - [C TTAViL NEW ROAD TRAILER7

12. (COST SAVING SPECIAL) - [0052 T F L d fOAD S5 'L1; - .!)
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13. (OPERATING COST SAVING CAR)t (MILE COST SAVINJ CAR) x (TRAFFIC CARS)t x / MILES /

l. (OPERATING COST SAVING TRUCK)t - (MILE COST SAVING THUCK) x (TRAFFIC TRUCKS)t K FEVF7

15. (OPERATING COST SAVING BUS)t = (MILE COST SAVING BUS) x (TRAFFIC BUSES)t /

16, (OPERATING COST SAVING TRAILER)t - (MILE COST SAVING TRAILER) x (TRAFFIC rRAILERS)t x

17. (OPERATING COST SAVII;G SPECIAL)t - (MILE COST SAVING SPFCIAL) x (TRAFFIC SPECIAL)t x F-ffs7

Q . (NI: COST G~pc AR)t 'R~T CARS)t FTh: iO; oo.C x/ TThjs/

19. (NiLE COST 5AVIN3 TUjCK)t - (TWAFFIC TOUCNS) x /-T7ML -J-AiCA; x

20. (HTLE COST SAVTNG BUS)t (TRAFFIC FUSES) x I QNLJ c_/ x C

21. (IlNl, SAVIN/, TRAITMR)t - (TRAFFICE TRAILERS) x / r3>WDA'L- OLD R0A7 x

2c. (rULE COOT SAVITG SPEcIAL) - (TRAFFIC SPECIAL) x / OST IRA/L OLD ROAD A x /

23. (TRAFT3 UNITS)t - (TRAFFIC CARS)t + 2(TRAFIC TRUCKS) 2(TRAFFICE n'J3L ) + 3(TRAFFI TALD

3(TRAFFIC SPECIAL)t

2. (YAINTENANCE COST OL RO0)t - _a_ + FF7 x (TRAFFIC UNIS)t

2'5. (NA ;~i;ACE COST 14 RCAD) - F7 +/d x (TRAFFIC UI'T3)

26. (MA PIr'IF:cE COST sAVrm,- - (MAIANT: CF COST CLU ROA)t -t (M.'AT;AKCE COST N7d CA3).
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27. (TOTAL OPERATITG COST SAVING)t - (oi~RLTD COST SAVIING CAR)t (OPERATI3 COST SAVING TRUCK)t

+ (01LRATII;G COST SAVING BUS)t + (OPERATIN3 COST SAVING TRAILER)t

+ (OVERATII:a COST SAVIN,, SPECIAL)t

28. (TOTAL MILE COST SAV1NOI)t - (NILE COST SAVIKG CAR)t + (MLE COST SAVING TRUCK)t

(MILE COST SAVING BUS)t (ILE COST SAVING TRAIIEIR)t

+ (ITIE COST SAVING SPECIAL)t

(TOTAL OPER~ATING COST SAVIEG)t + (TOTAL M4ITE COST SAVING)t +(MAIITEWICE COST SAVING)t if' t >

0 if t < tu

30. Calculte r such that 2 (2+ r)t (CCST)t 2 (1 + r) (BNEFITS)t t 1 ... / /
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Eauation Item Best Estimate Nature cf Probability Distribution
Uncertainty _

PAVEENT BASE 466,000 Price and Quantity Discrete:

Probability Cost

40% 579,000 (6" base)

60% 466,000 (5" base)

SUB-BASE/SHOUIDERS 311,150 Price, quantity, Step Rectangular:
thickness of base
required (i) If cost of base is 579,000 then:

Probability Cost Sub-base
and Shoulders

30% 150,000 - 240,000

50% 240,000 - 300,000

20% 300,000 - 400,000

(ii) If cost of base is 466,000 then:

Probability Cost Sub-base
and Shoulders

30% 200,000 - 300,000

50% 300,000 - 340,000

20% 340,000 - hho,000



Equation Item Best Estimate Nature of Probability Distribution
Uncertainty

1 EARTHWORKS 92,400 Price and Quantity Uniform between 46,200 and 92,400.

1 BORROW MATERIALS 15,000 Price and Quantity Triangular on the range 10,000 to 30,000.

1 OTHERS 1,023,000 Price Triangular on the range 941,850 to 1,163,500.

2 COZTKJCTION TIME (n) 2

3 INITIAL TRAFFIC CARS 41 Statistical Error Normal: Mean L, Standard Deviation 3.35.

INITIAL TRAFFIC TRUCKS 23 Statistical Error Triangular on the range 15 to 35.
and number of tankers
in actual traffic
count



Eouation Item Best Estimate Nature of Probability Distribu tion
Uncertainty

5 IMTIAL TRAFIC BUSES 6 Statijtical Error Normal: Mean 6, Standard Deviation 1

6 :,'ITAL TRAFFIC TIRAILERS 15 Ncrm1: Mean 15, St-idard Deviation 3.3

7 IlITIAL TRAFFC SPECIAL nil Probability Traffic Le7l -

25% 35

75% nil

3 TRMFIC GROVMR CARS 6% Forecajtirg Error Uniform cn range Ia - 8%,

TPAFFIC GrO2CH TRUCKS Forecasting Error Uniform on range I% - 8%,

5 TP.fPIC GROWT'fH BUSES Forecasting Error Uniform on. range t - 8%.

6 TPAFIC GRUTH RAIERS 8% Uniform on range 6% - 101. Growth of truck snd
truck trailers traffic are fully corrolated.

7 TRAF7IC GROW'HS PECIAL

Piriod 1968 - 1972 -

Period 1972 on -20%



Equation It.a Beat Estinm to Nature of
Uncertainty Probability Dis tribution

8 COST TRAVEL OID ROAD CAR 0.0613 Lack of data

9 COST TRAVEL OID ROAD TRUCK 0.1076 Lack of data and size Uniform on a -12% +15% range; all filly corrolatad./I
of trucks In addition operatirM cost of trucks is variod uni-

fornly on a -5%; +10% range to account fcr uxnrer-
tainty on size of trucks.

10 COST TAVEL OLD ROMD BUS o.1516 Lack of data

1. COST TR1AVEL OID ROAD TRAIIER 0.215 Lack of data

12 COST TRAVEL OID ROAD SPECIAL 0.215 Lack of data I

8 COST TP.AVEL '= R=.D CAR 0.0479

9 COST TRAVEL MUJ ROAD TRUCK 0.0670

10 COST TRAVEL EW RAD BUS o.103 /2

11 COST TR;.VEL NYW ROID TRAIIER 0.140

12 COST TRAVEL MW RaLD SECIAL 0.1LO

A Dis distribution is artificial and is only geared at getting a correct distribution at the savings from the improvezent of the road.

/2 Ignored becauso variaticn of savings is fully taken care of by variation of operattng costs on old road.

'p6



'qnation Item Best Estimate Nature of Probability Distribution
Uncertainty

13 - 17 Fa LV 64

18 - 22 R!UUCTION IN VIITS

24 a 417.0

211 b 3.6 Divergere c existing Uniform between 3 and 5.
data

. - ro

25 c 600.0

25 d 2.25 Dirvergence of existing Uniform between 1 and 2.5.
data

30 m (life of projs at) 20 Incomplete arnlysis Triangular on range 12 - 25 years.



yr. NO& Xaiaw, Senmases Department Desember 3, 1968

Joiwi A. Holsom

Cmsste u ee b Ecutqase for ?toeot Apraisal Ukider 12boerta14tr

this is a good paper. It should find an interested audience
agg peoplebe whe r emesed with the apoflioata of statistical Umthods

and geqiter oaamlat4 tehaiqas t the problem of taking 'mcwtaiaty
Lotu aaoout in projest r49atioa. It should hae a 1Wing amdiease as
this 1 a 6iLOGI Umt step in IRqOving qpPraisal posedares. This
treat at the sfjest is gspeeiallp valuable beosme a owhl reader
with ely a ruwy knwlase of statisties will be able to msks goed
sense ut of itj he ase not be a professlmal in operatmas research.
The Bask can amsk a oeUtWibttim IW making this str mare iLds1g available.
I wuld rank it high in terim of the asures you suggest In yew nm of

NolwbW 26.

, Aala/u'e



Mr. 3. ha~maant October 25, 196.

V.A. lpenbana

tewtker' s Anoradm on Cost Estimate Tables

WoreneIs ade to your oae of Ostober 22, 196. We
would very mnwh welome the atmderdicm of tim tabulation of

ost estlastes in the beo4o of the or . We take it that this
xeters to the table to be Included in the text rater than aesw
Material.

As far a te example givw is mahomedp we would like
to make the fMlowing ensanete,

(i) Te use of sub-totals in the vertical organisMatu
asiold not be excluded eopesially ainoe me . e pI.
given does naither melinda interest during sosm-
straotia nor omtin-ie . 1Fer seoAL= projesp
espOeialW those Indludiag sub.arg jset ativises,

Uis wIdt slarify th preesmtatir.

(i) Rogardlag the howismtal orgonmsatcm of the table,
we vander whether the final colas giving the amount
of the sub-item as pper sent of total ost ndght
not, in saw oases W , be usetWuly replaced by a

OUM giving the foreiga *nhaage e"eqPamt as a
per ost at the total east of to svb-ite. On this
I draw your attentia to e east estiate table
used in the Trsi Seeds oJet, XMdIa (em atbaahe).

(111) Iou EgLht also ELSb to cassider hotber it would not
auttioe to have a breakdom in 1sal ourrsowy and
foreign =ohange requirmes under the M8$ vd11
equivalent souaa 1n2, Ih1. tme eCaina giving easts
in lasel surreecies vould have oly *ggpvgata *osts
for saun ites. %is would rede.. the wise ft tme
table in the bodW of the text. A more detailed
breakdova giving this infon'atiam umder both eur-
resoles *add be included in the ex an cost
eatinates.

V Partisularly ihewe our fiasdang is tied to the foreiga exchange
.4.senst.



Mr. 3. Chadent 0 2 ctober 25, 196

It might also be iweful to .mpbaa'dz in the Director's amorontdum tha
the anx material On cost *stimatex is prepared in such a wq a, to
enable comparison with the s.m8ry astimates eotainod in the tabLe in
the text. he treatmmt of Eotingvacies, for iistamoe, is a cse in
point since differaut 4l ovanos mW be made for the various work
ite.

Attaohaua

00S Messrs. Evas
Takeahanhi
Goffix
Bartsch
Danel
stoops

WAWV fh



SUMMARY PROJECT COST ESTIMATES

Rupees US$ Equivalent
Local Foreign Local Foreign Foreign

Currency Exchange Total Currency Exchange Total Exchange
- - - - Rs Million - - - - - - - - $000 - - - - Per cent

Processing Plants

Buildings 15.6 - 15.6 2,086 - 2,086 -
Mechanical/Electrical In-

stallations .2.2 2.9 5.1 294 381 675 56
Consultant Services 0.2 1.2 1.4 27 160 187 86
Pre-production Administration
Costs 0.2 - 0.2 20 - 20 -

Sub-Total: 18.2 4.1 22.3 2,427 541 2,968 18

On 'FarM

Land Levelling (by contractors) 19.2 4.8 24.0 2,560 640 3,200 20
Land Levelling (by farmers) 0.4 - 0.4 53 53 -
Tubewell construction 3.4 3.8-V 7.2 448 5oW 955 53
Irrigation Distribution System 21.7 - 21.7 2,897 - 2,897 -
Farm-Machinery 7.0 39.0 46.0 933 5,200 6,133 85
Spare parts for imported

farm machinery 9.2 9.2 , - 1,227 1,227 100
Surveys 1.0 0.2 1.1 128 23 151 15

Sub-Total:, 52.6 57.0 109.6 7,020 7,596 14,616 52

Electrification 4.1 2.0 6.0 545 261 807* 32

Total Investment Cost: 74.9 63.1 137.9 9,992 &,399 18,391 46

Fertilizer - 30.0 30.0 -4000 4,ooo 100

Total Project Cost: .74. 93.1 167.9 9292 12,399 22,391 55

Vf Apparent errors due to rounding.
2/ Represents foreign exchange component of equipment already in India.



r. Robert Sadove October 24, 1968

V. W. Hogg

Commuts on - Direetor 's )Isrannu on Cost Ist4mate Tables

I. IV comments on Mr. Chadwent's amm are as follows

Prolect Costs

(Million's)

Item Local Foris Total cost % of
(pro (U" (fs) (o ITotal

2 105.9 26.3 231.6 48.6 25.3

3 28.2 11.8 84.3 17.6 9.3

4 28.0 1.8 36.6 7.7 4.0

5 101.3 9.4 1.6.1 30.7 16.1

Total 4.870 190.8 100.0

2. I think this 1-eolas table is al that is required. It says
all that is often required, i.e. report readers want to see the total
cost easily - this is given under one heading and in local currency and
US$. Readers want to know the foreign costributies - often the loan or
credit - this is clear. Borrowers want to see the leoal eurrenoy contribution
that is alno given. In mW experience we are not too concerned with con-
verttAg the local coipoment into US$ or the foreign oeponent into local
currency. These two latter are readily obtainable by subtraction.

vw.,\ma



mr. 1. CMdeot Otber 24, 1968

D.S. nate

Diroctor ..a .r. nCost Ibat. Tab.e

With refereN to you a wmwndum of Otober 22, 1968, the

proponed owthod of presentAtion of proect costs wil be used in all

futurs &hwuation Disin reports.

SiCIO -t



Messrs. ballastim, vems, NAnS, Sdeve, Odteber 22, 1968
Pieeali and Ravant

A. Chadenet B. Chm4eet

DirJ WLr's Msadum es C.t Estate Teb

The presmti of coat estimate tables is appraisal reports has not
ben headled enistently. A more umn m preseatation would have the ad-
vantages of askifg these tables easier to prepare tr our staff and easier
to review by readers.

The Public Utilities Division has experiusated for sme tins with a
table giving the amount of local costs, foreiga exshame cost and total cests,
expressed both in the surressy of the borrover ftd in U$ equiveleats. Mare
is an exmple, which alse imsledos a colum of pereentages:

Almn U~S WAAJA us I
kaggm heism no&~ LIft" Imreim, MWi fto

1. Local telephone network
(175.000 telephones) 171.4 140.1 411.5 56.8 29.4 85.2 45.3

2. Trunk switching and
long distance network 105.9 125.7 231.6 22.3 26.3 48.6 23.3

3. latervifg and Iater-
national 28.2 56.1 84.3 5. 11.$ 17.6 9.3

4. Telegraphs and telex 28.0 8.6 36.6 5.9 1.8 7.7 4.0

S. miseellausous, includ-
Ing government PA. M-. JA1 .l .A LJ L

Total telepbsaee 13_4.- * M7,J 9lli M&I&& ZAJ &,0

This presentation bas the followl" advantagest it is s prebemsive
but not difficult to prepare. It is easy to read by Sank staff. wbe are
famiir with US$ equivaleats , and it is courteous to our borrowers, vhs
are used to their Currencies. X therefore suggest that this 6-celum
presentation be used nless special sireaustance. require a departure from
it the sum on per cents can be added whm Sesful.

May I have your comments by the eleo of busiaes. an Friday, October 25,
so that a Director's Memorandum may be published en the subject.

Bchadeset s jfh



Xr. Chadenet October 11, 1968

Michael L. Boffmnn

Operational Neaorandum No. 5.01

In connection with revising saoe of our Operational Xsmoranda, I have
had ocoasion, because of eros references, to reread O. No. 5.01 n preJect
appraisal. In this monorandum we state that project appraisal in prties,
involves the investigation of six different aspectst eeenonio, tachnical,
managerial, organisational, comwrcial and financial. 1he anoorandum con.
taein an excellent oaNUWne of how thee six aspects should be examined.

I wonder whether the time has not case to add another *aspect" to
which appraisers should pay attention. 7he section might be headed "Non.
Iooncmic Aspects." These would include such things as the impact of the
project on the sociology of the region and cosumanity, its relation topace
and extent of urbanisation, the constraints imposed by culture patterns and
the project's possible effects on such patterns, possible ecological impli-
cations for pollution, olimate, etc. Do we not in fact already exmine such
aspects for manr ednoation and agricultural projects? And in others, I have
frequently heard statements in the Board and elsewhere that we wished we kmew
more about such matters than we do.

It seems to me that the present Operational Merandun does less than
justice to the breadth of our current standards of project appraisal and is
an inadequate guide to new and junior staff in the light of proposed exten-
sions of our lading activities into non-traditional'fields.

MLHof fman/pnn



September 25, 1968

Professor R. Billingsley
Department of Agricultural

Noonomics and sociology
Texas A & N University
College Station
T .I XA 8 7783

Dear Professor Billingeleys

Thanks for your letter of September 13.
I am enclosing a copy of my publication, *Techniques
for Project Appraisal Under Uncertainty', whch
has been issued with some delay. You will note
on the back cover a list of our other studies.
If any are of interest I suggest you request them
from W'. Ricardo V. Dia., Reports Desk.

I enjoyed very much meeting with you
and your wife and am looking forward to your
announced visit here.

Yours sincerely,

Shlomo imutlinger
lconomics Department

Seutlinger ibso

Inclosure



FoRM No. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: SENIOR STAFF MEETING SSMI/M/68-37

DATED: September 24, 1968

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: SENIOR STAFF MEETING

SUMMARY:

PROJECT APPRAISAL UNDER UNCERTAINTY

1. Mr. Kamarck drew attention to the report (EC-164) entitled "Techniques
for Project Appraisal under Uncertainty" which had been circulated
(Secm68-320), and added that the highway project in Zambia for which the
Executive Directors had approved a loan earlier that day was the first to
which these techniques had been applied.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

SecM68-320

FROM: The Secretary September 10, 1968

PROJECT APPRAISAL

There is attached for information a copy of a report

entitled "Techniques for Project Appraisal Under Uncertainty"

(EC.164). Additional copies may be obtained upon request

from Secretary's Document Office (extension 2158).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC



Nr, S. Takaasbi August 30, 1968

blomoe RetJingez

A NOUe th e lntetrrtdton of gh ae R s A 'rh2pt

1. The problem discussed in the attaohed note has "mn to my
attention en several oeoasiome. The note was )naziedly prepared since
I A not qpite sure that I "m on the right track, i.e., if I have eor-
reotly identified the unwrlying questioes or if I have left out aome
important oneiderations.

2. I wauld appreiate if you would make coements and/r Suggst
a form for discussiag the oentente of my Nte. ariularly, I would
like to know it it wuulA be wrstmhile to dig up mre eadrioal evi-
densce and to drear out further gansealisatione or sAggest particular
epplicatims of s*me of the implied hypthatical statements.

Attacmm.ata

5eutlingsr as. e

so. Messrs. A. Stevemsaa
1. 8. wan dew Tak

W. A. Wepesheas
3. 3. lendry



S. Reutlinger

August 27, 1968

A NOTE ON THE INTERPRETATION OF HIGH RATES OF RETURN
IN CURRENT INPUT FINANCING PROJECTS

1. Introduction

1. Project appraisers, particularly in the case of some agricultural

projects, seem to be "plagued" with so far unheard of high rates of return

estimates in projects whose main components consist of financing current

inputs such as fertilizers, seeds and extension services. For whatever

reason, very high rates of return seem to be unacceptable to the appraisers

and consequently they sometimes seek to contrive a variety of reasons for

reducing the rate of return estimate. In a recent IBRD project appraisal

report this reduction in benefits was accomplished by including costs in-

curred prior to project initiation and reducing arbitrarily the number of

years for which benefits are incurred. This note attempts to analyze the

nature of the "problem" and suggest some solutions.

2. It is not uncommon to find that application of new inputs through

making available knowledge and credit can result in a revenue increase of

3 to 5 dollar for every dollar of expenditure for the input. If the lag

between the time the cost is incurred and the benefit is harvested is one

1/
year and the benefit cost ratio is B/C, the rate of return will be B/C - 1.-

1/ The mathematical derivation is as follows: The internal rate of return
is r such that,

(1) [1 + (1 + r)~1 + ... C = [(l + r)-l + (1 + r)- 2 + ... B

then '-

(2) B/C = 1+ (1 + r) 1 + ... (1+ r) + (1 + r)2 +

dividing both the numerator and denominator of (2) by (1+ r" we obtain

(3) B/C= 1 +r
and hence,

( r B/C- 1

7#
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It is notcuorthy that this rate of return is indepcndent of the "life" of

the project. For example, if B/C = ), then the rate of return is 3 or

30C percent.

2. Plausibility of High Rate of Retur rstimates

3. A main cause for suspecting the validity of a high rate of return

estimate is, of course, the historical evidence. If such investmerr oppor-

tunities realiy existed why would they not have been explored already, one

would be justified to ask. Why would private and public institutions have

preferred to invest in projects with much lower rates of return?

b. The burden of proof is then clearly on the project appraisal. One

needs to show that and in what way the project really innovates. Is it

through introduction of a new technology not previously known Is it through

an institutional innovation which spreads information and encourages far-

mers to seek credit for new inputs? Or is it through setting up new

institutions which make available inputs to farmers in a way previously

unknowrn?

5. For example, it is quite possible that under presently existing

institutional arrangemenu s, the only -ay by wh5 ch farmers can obtain new

inputs is by making their oun credit and purchasing arrangements. Given

that faridng is carried on in many small units, is it not possible that

with existing banking and credit institutions and input supplier arrange-

ments, the selling, bookkeeping and collection costs of a $5 fertilizer

purchase and loan admiistration -ould be 1CC percent or more? If to this

we add a 5O percent paynent default rate, even a 2CC to 3CC percent rate of

return may not be an attractivz alternative to other investments.



3-

6. Let us assume, honever, that the ne-i; project bypasscs completely

the existing institutional arrangenents. Perhaps, the fertilizer is simply

distributed to farmers without individual loan contracts and collection is

made in the form of a commodity tax on farm products sold by farmers or no

collection at all is anticipated in the case of pure subsistence farmers.

A high economic rate of return may then indeed be realizable and the his-

torical evidence would not need to invalidate in any 7ay the anopraised high

rate of return estimate.

7. To sum up so far: it makes sense to question high rate of return

estimates on the basis of seemingly contradictory historicl evidence,

H owever, it ;ould be erroneous to jump to the conclusion that high rates

of returns are always the result of errors of judgment of calculation. In

some cases they may well, sand up in spite of seemingly contradictory his-

torical evidence.

3. Is a Hiv-h Rate of Return an Indication
of a high Priority Project?

8. Assuming then that we have properly accounted for all costs and

that the project innovates in some way (new techonology, information avail-

ability or institutional set-up) so as to make historical evidence non-

applicable, and that then the rate of return estimate is still high, the

question is how to evaluate such projects in terms of investment priorities.

9. There is, as far as I can see, only one reason for not preferring

a project with a higher rate of return to one with a lower rate of return,

all else being equal, which may be applicable to the interpretation of rates

of return from current input financing schemes. Given limited investment

1/ I am fully aware of the weakness introduced into the argument by the

"all else being equal" clause. But this is another topic.



capital and lumpi.ness of investments it may be preferable to postpone a

high-roturn project. It is quite possible that opportuniti es for current

inputs financing projects are limited and that for this reason a country

with a fixed capital supply and "luapy"1 invesmentus' -ay find it preferable

to invnst in larger projects having lower rates of return. Otherwise, the

rate of return criterion would be applicable, regardless of whether two

projects are major capital projects or one is of a current input financing

nature.

10. High rates of return from current inputs financing projects are

proposed to bc discounted sometimes on grounds of incomparable uncertainty

bet'TCen current inputs financing schenEs and major capital investments.

This is certainly not a generally valid generalization. The uncertainty

attachcd to the benefits from irrigation projects would not seem to be any

less than to benefits of fertilizers projects, but with the latter having

occasionally the advantage of being revisable in response to newly acquired

information.

11. Another possible argunent one hears occasionally in favor of

major capital investments even if their rates of return are lower is

that they take longer to be installed and therefore must be started at

once, although their rate of return may be less than that which could be

obtained from financing "current" inputs. This would be true only in

the case in which (real) costs of such capital projects are expected

to increase or their (real) benefits to decline with the passing of time.

12. Finally, one could investigate whether major capital investment

projects result in more second.ry benefits or have larger multiplier effects

than currint mant financing projects. In the absence of evidence to the



contrary it is highl 'y questile, bowever, that valid generalisations

could be made on the basis of secondary banfits. In fact it is not all

cleor that current inout stimulating projects have not the edge on secondary

benefits as well.

)*. Sumanry

13. (a) High rates of return are indeed suspect unless the

project can be shoun to introduce in some signi-

ficant way a major departure from historically

experienced situations.

(b) It is possible, ho;wever, to encounter current

input financing projects with very high rates of

returns, even after all returns and all costs are

reslistically reflected in the appraisal.

(c) The rate of return from a current input financing

project (i.e., fertlizer) should be interpreted

in the same way as one would interpret the rate

of return from major capital investMnt type

project (i.e., irrigation) unless a choice has

to be made under conditions of fixed capital

availability and "'lumpiness" of projects and

current input projects are the relatively smaller

projects.

(6) One should not a priori expect current input

financing projects to be subject to higher un-

certainty, or fe-er secondary benefits.



August 21. 1968

sr'. 1. Peyt
/- Mrs. * . Gerdea DeyA

flat Si,
20 Abbey Roed

ambs, N.W., smatgu

Dear Jehs:

tbxw for yow letter saytug you velt take o the
tortem Job - pm alevqs get the eMby one.!

Emke ye left, I hd mnt yot red yer noe an
appraisal in nditios of inflation. I hays am dee so,
and found it very isteresting.

Atteated to ye mote was a oepy ot a aasnda
" *3latIon and Mstcry sphesurs In lat.i Asrica". You rfer
to it a "a stat by ADIZM". the wards appear Is ink o the
eopy attueaed to yew st.. The paper is t by ADMA, and
has no eemmetiom with AMLA. It vuM be srrmseig beth
to ADRA nd 4 Vte ether (tram flea I han the paper On L

nsrnietil besom) to hays the paper attributed to AMIA.
I've made the crreetie n yw origiual, but if ye have a
epy of the paper still i your eessesse, I'd eppreeoate
your returning it to me.

With bet wihlee,

Biseerely yours

Will.a. Diaond
bunter

Develolmsat yraie Composie.

nQ* a/- Rlils Travel arem
$ n. Venis Ste Aveo
Attue, oree

eeo Mr. Mathew
Mr. aueta

VDawinsA/J
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Joebeo X. soku.tjo Algmst 21, 1968

Willi" 3114"0"
Ilie J!t1usa. Gi Aie

1. No your draft st*Vy on "ftee In i At atteawr

Qowtem's". Att"64A Is a Sw of a umn on t fres Mr. tyd (who usd

to U an o- starr), whieb yes *lit tIad IterestIng. I hope it Is set

tee late.

2. a -mnh Isterosted In the outemw e youw stsdy. Is a

raw son avrsab.?

So * 1. * lwek
or. R4tbow
!r. arels

WDi4mum:ju



Mr. V. . ogg August 14, 1968

3. V, 1. Jayrz

Probability Anaysis

I. You asked for a mema on the role, costs and limitations of using
probability analysis as an analytical tool for projeot appraisal.

2. The Eemonoiss Department is, as you know, writing on this subjeet
generally, using our ZaUmbia/fameania read appraisals and Nsgadissie port
appraisal as ease studies. Mr. Pouliquens, wo was involved in these
appraisals, is engaged in this write-up with Mr. loutlinger and others,

3. Ny thinking on the justifiable uses of probability analysis is,
therefore, not fully fernalated at this time. As you know there are three
phases to condoUng a orbability analysis: (1) build a model for rate
of return analysis, (i a sensitivity analysis to test the effect of
on the rate of return of varying the assuqptions relating to various pawto,
and (iii) the probability analysis proper. Each has separate uses I
will discuss all three.

a) Basic MeAl of Physical. Seaomic and/or fInaneial Perforuance:

Creation of a basic model to aceount for the interaction of the iMportant
variables in the econemics or finaees of a projest or an operation is the
first step, and by far the most difficult one. This involves censiderable
time sad, of ocurso, costs money. If this moel is to be any good, it
should insorporate operational similations and generate critical isupt data.
kaplst the port model we have developed generates the optiam apacitw
of the port, maximum benefits, point of eWishing returns, timing for
expansion, and the east of handling cargo, froa prodauctivity, mapower,
ship most, ship arrival and other critical data. The modal incorporates a
queueing model. In the case of our read model, optimm initial pavement
strength can be assessed and forn part of the rate of return analysis. Nbile
it takes tie to develop these mdels, once they are available they can be
used to handle moot of the projects we appraise. The development and use
of these models requires systematic thinking about the project concerned;
this is ons of their great advantages. Understanding the logic of the project
is a prerequisite to appraisal, the onstructien of a model, therefore,
can in certain instanses be a valuable aid to discipline.



Mr..V.kgg -2- August W*, 1968

trtbear, eptita ing t..hnelep, investment tming, staging, even eperatieml
pelaises, say in a ports, are possible aging these medels as t0lS.

b) Seasitivitj Analysisg

In the (partial) Sensitivity analsis of tie project used as a pv.1imms
to probabilitW analysis, samh variable is given a range of pes-ible values,
and rates of return are salonlated (using the nedel) on the basis of the
extromes, and on the basis of a 10% or some sh variation frm te best
estimate vals. This aU s the qpraissr to see vbieh variables are nest
imertat for the outcome rate of return. lb have often been surprised
in the ease of oomplsm probleo involving traffie diversion, limited physiel
eapaot, differential Cost savTigS, *te. Ons of the biggeet advantages of
this amslsis, is the possibilitW of saving appraisal tim and prejest
preparation tim, Assuming pre-eiesenes of the del, preoecte saa be
tested for their sensitivity to data aneertainties in the early stages of a
tlasibilit stwV b the eonsultants or borroer. Time wam be saved in
roahing decisions bg somentratiag investigation on the mat eritical
variables. Iven the need for final engineering of sm parts of the projeet
prior to appraisal might be handled on am ad W rather than blanket rale
basis. Appraisal teame could igre VaIAe which prior analysis has
proved to be of lov importanos tor tha deisies to be made. The importaae5
of prising polieies, eMploymnut poUltiss, and operating methods for finsaial
and/or esomnmi. results to"ld be tested to see whether lending conditions
wuAld be appropriate and worth making an issum of in negettations. Argsmnta-
tion on these isrues *mUd be basked up by anasis. If the preba&Uit
analysis step is not to be taken, this seuitivity amalysis step nst be
made mere sephistioated to take into consideration oerrelations between
variables. It mW be easier in some case to go straight to a fUll probability
analysis.

o) Probabitur Analusiss

The pvobability analysis program is very siqle and sheep to operate. To
do tAll probabilitr asassis of nine road setioms from thre different
priate of view involving a total of 8100 rate of return caleulaUn
(Tasoasa sections of Taiwan highvq) with over 40 variable in each calculatiot,
took sppeximately 25 xiates of ecqiuter time and ot less than $150 at
eumvsial rates in Bethesda. With our own cmpater the allocable most
wuAld be wuah less.
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The probability analysis allows the appraisal staff to wwres, its entire
judgment about taourious Important variables in the malysis, vihMeut
a oaswolous bias to be .eonsrvatSve' r 'eptitis , i.e. witbout an
overt personal risk preforme. being given and for *hieh here are no
guidelines. The rosult* give a much better indication of likely out*me
than a single point result. The asalysis allos appraisal under onditions
of umserbaiaty, simply by alcning the appraiser to "quantify unsertainty',
1.. to take it eSplielty Into asount. This is all very saUsfylag, but
it may not be nevessary to te making of the investment decision per s9.
This depends On what investment criteria we eaplsy. For projests where the
Criterion to "asseptability instead of ptaion and esaservative
estimates yield very aseeptablo results the analysis would not be of added
ussfullness in the sense of leading to a qaisker or different decision. Whan
using tis eriteria, it is only the marginal project or one partioularly
sarrounded by unstainth tat vmuld be analysed in this way. Mogadisuto
and Tansam are respetively examples. If, however, we awe going to de in-
aremental analyses of design features, pasity inerments, ts0, a more
general use of probability analysis Vould be very helpful. Opratng *us*
to the optimum means taking risks and investigating the margin. Optium
tiing of investments, for instanee, means making them as soon as they would
earn te minimum aseeptable rate of return given the onpertunity east of
eapital. Conservative bias may maan being too late on investments, too
fat en design standards, ffouW $n stage onstruction tiMing and other wastes.
Incremental analysis also involves delving into areas where data uncertainty
is high. It is her that probability analysis can be partielarly helpful.
We may then have an apparently paradexlsal situatlon, i.e. in well supplied
data aountries we would make sound but broad project judgmnts, but in data
poor countries we may have to emplsy the most sophistisated techniques to
make good project decisions.

zflaluou/bb

ce3 Mr. Chadenet, Mr. Baum, Mr. Geolst
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Michael L. Hoffman

Techniques for Project Awraisal Under Uncertainty

Reading the whole of Mr. Routlinger's paper on project appraisal
under uncertainty confirms my first impression that this ought to make
a first class occasional paper. It is clearly written, uses mathematics
effectively and not unnecessarily. I do not at all agree with the critic
who said that the author was trying to satisfy both the scholar and the
practitioner or the one who made his principal criticism that it was not
"a discovery of America." It seems to me the author had made it perfectly
clear that he is addressing himself to the practitioner. And in my judg-
ment he has succeeded admirably in writing a paper that anybody with the
technical tools to do project appraisals at all can understand and adapt
to practical situations.

Wy only criticisms are not of the paper but of the critics. None
of them, at least none of those quoted, seem to have grasped what appears
to me to be the fundamental justification for attempting a more sophisti-
cated approach to the discounting of uncertainties. In fact, several
critics who emphasise that the Bank's project appraisers already "take
risk into account" do not seem to have grasped the point, which is made in
paragraph 10 on page 12, that if each expert contributes to an appraisal
numbers which each one has alre discounted for uncertainty factors by
some unstated percentage which may be the same factors discounted
by different experts), the results given to the project appraiser are likely
to be even worse than if no uncertainty discounts had been applied. Ny
guess is that this is probably the situation we are in today, with everyone
concerned applying unstated discounts for social, political and other uncer-
tainties, and then producing figures which are thrown together in an apprai-
sal the results of which are then again discounted for the same factors.
In view of the fact that the critics do not seem to have paid much attention
to this part of the analysis, it might be desirable to put it up in front as
a basic justification for the whole exercise.

It is also distressing to see that we still have in the Bank people
who persist in assuming that when an analyst refers to the contribution
that a computer can make in the solution of problems, he is claiming that
the computer analysis is somehow supposed to remedy deficienoies in under-
lying data. I should have thought that in paragraph 10 on page 5 the
author would have precluded such misunderstandings, but apparently not.

I have pointed out to Mr. Reutlinger a slight error in equation 26.1
on page 73.

MLH:mmcd
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. William Diamond DATE: July 18, 1968

FROM: J. G. Boyd

SUBJECT: Draft Study: Project Appraisal in Inflationary Conditions

This is an interesting report on a difficult subject. I have
little to quarrel with in the general method of approach, which is
to differentiate to some degree between direct financing of projects
and indirect financing through intermediaries which creates special
problems. With some reservations, I think that the authors' con-
clusions and recommendations on a number of problems they have
selected are sensible for dealing as best we can with the intractable
problem of value distortions caused by high rates of inflation. Bat
I take issue with them on the scope of their report, which by-passes
(or only touches on) a number of important aspects of the problem of
external financing of projects in inflationary economies.

As a result there are, to my mind, several large gaps in the
study which leave a number of important areas virtually untouched,
which are nevertheless germane to the authors' own objective of
studying the effects of inflation only as they affect the evaluation
and working of Bank projects. The report is very useful as far as it
has gone, but I think it would be of considerably greater use as a
guide to project appraisal in inflationary conditions if the following
aspects were covered, or more fully covered:-

(a) Other Forms of Financing than Conventional Ioans

The report only deals with financing by Bank loans, which is the
main activity of the Bank group. However, the problems of inflation
are such that other methods of financing which might be more suitable
to maintenance of value in inflationary conditions, for instance
equity investment or lending with equity features. Even though equity
investments may only be suitable for a relatively small number of
projects, it is an important field which I think should be covered,
not only because it is a prime function of IFC, but because the
maintenance of value of equity is an important aspect of loan security
and of borrowing power.

(b) Accounting under Inflationary Conditions

The trend of the authors' thinking on direct financing is towards
greater emphasis on cost-benefit analysis, shadow-pricing, etc. as
the best method of evaluation in inflationary conditions, and less on
financial analysis. To a certain degree this appears sensible, with
obvious reservations on the rather embryonic state of the art of
shadow pricing and other non-accounting techniques. The burden of the
argument is that financial forecasting under inflationary conditions
is too difficult more than a year or two ahead, and that, at any rate
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in direct financing of projects by the Bank, financial criteria should
be abandoned in favour of investing in projects which pass economic
value tests, provided that these projects are assured "financial
viability" by means of Government subsidies in lean years and excess
profits taxes in fat years. This may be the only solution practicable
for ensuring financial equilibrium in certain cases, but I am not
entirely convinced that financial criteria should necessarily be
abandoned wholesale, especially as in normal business projections the
horizon for any degree of accuracy is rarely more than two years
ahead anyway.

In the first place shadow-pricing involves in many cases as
much subjective "guesstimating" as forecasting the likely price changes
under unstable monetary conditions as a basis for financial evaluation.
Second, if financial criteria are abandoned, the logical conclusion
is that more projects are likely to be accepted by the Bank using less
strict criteria in countries where Governments allow financial indisci-
pline than where they practice discipline -- rewarding the "bad boys".
Thirdly, I see no reasontwhy some effort could not be made to assess
financial viability on a theoretical basis in some cases, eliminating
unforeseeable inflationary influences from the calculation, if the
authors' own belief that, in the long run prices moving at different
paces tend towards an original equilibrium holds. This is not to
argue that the subsidization solution should not be adopted, however,
where appropriate dndconditions of great uncertainty exist, but simply
to suggest that even a theoretical financial appraisal is still
advisable to help sort out the sheep from the goats.

Even more important, perhaps, is that appraisal of projects
involves follow-up assessments of progress and performance from accounts.
Moreover, accounting costs, prices, cash flows, depreciation, profits,
reserves, etc. are all vital elements for measuring the economic value
and financial viability of the projects even in inflationary conditions.
The central problem of inflation is, in a large degree, the maintenance
of value in monetary terms as nearly as possible to "real" values
by financial policies and accounting methods suitable for inflationary
conditions. It is central to project appraisal and follow-up and I
think the report would be greatly strengthened if it were to give
considerable attention to this rather immediate problem.4

(c) Value Maintenance

The argumentation of the report is probably the principal reason
why the authors are almost exclusively concerned with the problem of
the maintenance of value of external financing from the point of view
of the project rather than from the point of view of the financing
agency. Since most of the Bank' s loans are disbursed, paid for and
repaid in foreign exchange, the authors take the view that there is no
important value problem involved for the Bank. But this is non-proven;
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it is not in fact analyzed (only touched on) and an analysis of
this could be very useful, with deeper probing of the relationship
of the two main elements, exchange rate price changes and internal
price changes.

Under inflationary conditions it pays to borrow but not to lend
(except at very high interest rates). As regards external financing,
the authors point out that exchange rate adjustments tend to lag
behind internal price changes, which means that the advantage of the
borrower is further increased oveitime. Who pays for the differential?
I think that the report would be more balanced out if the problem of
maintenance of value for the financing agency were given more analysis.

The part of the report of main concern to IFC is Part C, dealing
with Bank financing through intermediaries. Apart from the main general
points made above, I have the following comments on this section,
which I feel gets much closer to the nub of the problem than the
earlier parts:-

(i) Subsidization

While I agree that subsidization is a less desirable solution, I
do not really follow the authors coolness to this as a solution here
compared with their favoring it for direct Bank loans to projects. The
same economic and financial distortions are liklely. Also in fact many
financial intermedia-ies are subsidized by Governments, even where
inflation is not high, and this does help the financial performance of
the institution and therefore enhances its attractions to local investors
as share or bondholders, and helps to attract local funds.

(ii) High Interest Rates

I think the authors may overrate the admitted disadvantages of this
solution. It is a solution which is in fact quite widely adopted by
financial intermediaries as the principal means of maintaining monetary
value in inflationary conditions (e.g. Colombia, Korea), and has been
used for extended periods. The high rates on short-term credit and
the lack of long-term funds generally permit its use competitively and
does not deter borrowers whose debt burden is being rapidly reduced
by inflation, which encourages borrowing.

(iii) Use of Indices

The authors survey of possible indices for use in value maifitenance
in loan terms appears thorough and generally sound. I agree with
the value of using both a general price index and a currency value index.
But I think this whole subject needs to be developed further into
the practical application of these indices in methods of accounting and
value analysis, including cost benefit studies, internal rates of return,
and accounting methods under inflationary conditions. In this way
the study would be brought more closely into focus from the point of
view of project appraisal and follow-up.



(iv) Other Solutions

As previously stated, the route of equity or equity type invest-
ment needs to be analyzed in relation to shifts in currency and local
price values. Also the question of maintaining loan security and
tying the value of loans to land prices, commodites, etc., needs to
be looked at. The question of Government guarantees against exchange
risk are also not specifically covered, nor methods of shifting the
maintenance of value to the borrower. Also accelerated amortization
is an important area not covered specifically (except as shortesiing
of loan terms), where the disadvantage of the lender can be off-set
by sharing in profits above a certain level, or requiring premature
loan repayments. Counterpart loan funds are also an area of some
interest where they are loanable without any maintenance of value
requirements for imported commodities, and the use of foreign Govern-
ment risk guarantees.

Attachment
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Techniques for Project Appraisal Under Uncertainty

1. The attached draft study, "Techniques for Project Appraisal
under Uncertainty", has been prepared in the Economics Department by
Mr. Shlomo Reutlinger. The study aims at providing a better conceptual
framework for cost-benefit appraisal of projects when many project-
related events are uncertain. The paper focuses primarily on the
feasibility and desirability of conveying uncertainty judgments in a
formal and mathematically correct manner. It is suggested that
appraisal of the extent of uncertainty in project-related events and
evaluation of the probability distribution of a project will largely
remain a matter for subjective judgments.

2. The present draft has greatly benefited from discussions
and comments on an earlier version. It is intended to distribute the
study, subject to final revisions and editing, within the Bank as an
Economics Department report.

3. Written comments (two copies) should be sent to Mr.
Reutlinger (Room F-1149), with an additional copy to me, by the close
of business on July 31, 1968.

C. F. Owen
Secretary
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1 J. J. Andreu Nay 27, 1968

Louie Poali

1. We origin of my work in risk analysis is a lucky rotation in my
assigments which brought me in the Projects Department at a time when some
thoughts were given to this method of appraisal of projects. Ny general
background, some evperience in the use of computers and in the handling of
practical problems made me able to undertake to apply this technique to the
port of Rogadiscio project. Later on, this first attempt having proven to
be useful and promising I we asked to investigate the technique furtherand to apply it to a road project which is now being appraised (Tansania-
Zambia road link).

2, The objective of risk analysis is to cope with the general problem
of uncertainty in the data used in the analysis of any system - in our casethe projects proposed for our financing. The easiest way to cope with thisdifficulty is to use different data and to see what happens to the codalueion.tbmthod known as sensitivity analysis, and which I have also introduced inmy work is very simple b4* rather inefficient when the uncertainty about thedata is so high that the project may vary according to the hypothesis, froma very bad one to a very good one. Risk ae s goes me stop further andtries to resolve this difficulty by associating to the outcome of the analysisa weight (or probability distribution) derived from the weights (probabilitydistribution) te ' ireer may wish to give to the likely values of the iputsof the problem. Starting eom a complete picture of Weopmts, risk analysisgiven a complete pic%*o of the outpute in a concise form well adapted to deci-sion making. Practically risk analysis is mostly performed by way of simulationand requires an extensive use of computers. By necessity I, therefere, havehad to develop computer models beth for ports and roads. While in the case ofreads this did not raiae any difficulty in the case of port it was a much moredifficult task which is only partially opleted by Am.

3. 1 think that my wark has been useful since it has already been usedas an integral part of the appraisal of 2 projects and seems to have stimu-lated attempts to conduct similar analysis in other divisions of the ProjectsDepartment. The method has indicated promising prospects for future appraisaland seems to have many side benefits which could justify its use given inprojects where uncertainty is not a critical element of the appraisal. Goingbeyond the direct benefits of risk analysis I would say that my work has alsobeen interesting because it was the first attept in the transportaen divisionto make serious use of quantitative metheds. Conaqjbhs such as 6pVwtationqsystems analysis, automatic data processing new seem to be taking roots in theminds of some economists and engineers. Undoubtedly, this is a first sptoward better microooonomics analysis and constitutes an extremely int0Oungdevelopment in the work of the Bank. As far as I am concerned the task been,and till is, a challenging one and I wish that more young professionals wouldbe given the responsibility and the support I have had in carrying it out.



Mr. P. beitia mareh 5, 1968

Jobn A. 9 f44
Casebook cc Project Apraisal

In accordance with your req1est I list belmy the loui and credit
nmabes relating to the cases. Vwers starred are eredits.

Case I - CO 38, 113, 235, 255, 339.

Case 2 - CEO 101, 209, 283.

Case 3 - ES 22, 221, 268, 342 .

Case 4 - JA 200.

Case 5 - A 210, 350.

Case 6 - GH 320.

Case 7 - 00 225, 282, 369.

Case 8 - TI 175, 333, 406.

Case 9 - JA 196.

Case 10 - IR 247.

Case 1 - VE 353.

Case 12 - Not related to aneparticuAr loui.

Case 13 - IT 235.

Case l4 - wI 145.

Cas 15 - 81 337.

Case 16 - JA 2O.

Case 17 - PE 260, 365.

Case 18 - rR 249.

Case 19 - IM 64*, 77*.

Case 20 - M .1., 176, 379.

Case 21 - Mg 317, 401
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Mr. P. BhtSA VAM3h 5, 1966

Cae 22 - 18265.

Case 23 - JA 2.8, 302, 357, 374, 13, 460 (priAmiplvay 3%7).

Case 24 - IT 31, 166, 35*.

Case2 - A 428.

Can 26 - SP 387 (I believe the apprWisal repOrk has been trens-
lated iato Spaniab at the =DI. Th *ase also
draw heavily = The Egonm= &1n2*
a Bak survey missice report, which I understn
ha" been translated uud published in Spala.)

Cass 27 - PI 116,

Case 28 - CR 83.

Cas 29 - 3 71, 159, 656.

Csn 30 - CO 345.

JAKIng/st



Kr. J. Price Gittinger February 27, 1968

H. von 0pe *V

Draft Prjoect AMrasal ftg!dbook

1. After a sonewhat superficial review I agree with your
conclusions that this is not suitable for our use mod that our
preftremcs of the internal rate of return should be noted.

2. I voder why Mr. Mellott calls the internal rate of
return method cuabersome? Instead of Wetting out invesbtnt,
annual cost and revenue, he om*putes present values separately
for each series.

3. While the logic and the mechanics of each step are well
explalmed, he could say more about what to include, hmw to get
reasonable data. He ould also explain the difference between
the financial and economic rate of return, as he does cover shadow
cost and shadow prices.

4. Finally, he should disouss the limitations of the
internal rate of return (as well as those of the other wthed)
which sta largely from the inadequate knowledge underlying many
of our assunptions.

5. I Af passing the manseript On to Shig Takahashi and
trust that you will hear from him.

cc0 Mr. . Takahashi

Hvonppefeldtlkt
IBD



Y*. Otto Dosmer Frury 1, 1968

Berzard Chadgnst B. Chadenet

Project lbaluation

In answer to your inquix7, I am sending you a series of
questionnaees which the Bank uses in the process of project
evaluation, together with our $black book.'

You asked also about our methodolog. I would refer you
to the following studies which may be given circulation outside
the BankI

The Braluaticn of IAgcultuJ Pro1jcts: A tg of Sme
1n o and Finan l Aevets (M 12, May 7, 1964)

On &JtALtin the *monmis Cost Of CIaLE (With special
reference to developing coustrues) (M-138, October 21, 1965)

The Scongn Choice kjve #drooloctric and Thrml Powr
Developments (World m StAtff Occasionsa BP&1:rm Fm-lwr-n
1966 )

tification of Road fler MSaings (old nk Staff Occasional
apers Naber Two, 1966)1 and,

fetar and Proect PMIMIN IS Transportation (1*rld Bank
Rhaff Ocasional faperm Number Axor 1967).-

Attachments

ccI Mr. . Johnson



Resme. Takahasbi and Schaefer-Kehnert January 16, 1968

Considerations Regarding the Potential gas of Risk Analysis at Projeet

The attached paper wakes a useful contribution to the discussion on
the potential use of risk analysis at projeet appraisal because the paper
identifies and clarifies some of the issues involved which require omm-
Instion at trying to adopt riskeanalysis into Bank use.

RBuwin/13b



Mr. W. Schaefer Kehnert Jaimory 18, 168

John C. Orring

Risk Analayis for the Tausau Livosteek Preit.

1. osare. aSohmaihor and ftsataw are aking satisfactry progross
in earrying at the assignment of applying risk analysis to the Tansoaia
Livestock Project. The problan has now asamwd a clearer formt and the
manner in which a tentative solution wold be obtained is also elear. How-
ever, eonsiderable progranadng work remains to be dame. The Statistical
Services DIvision of the Boosolaes Department is helping in enrying part
of the pwogrug lead. The balance of the programaing is being dane by
Nr. Husain.

2. Two of the basis objectives ef this mereise ares
a) to test the usefulness and adequsoy of this amthd of analysis for
appraising livestock projects and b) W6oenate a mohaniem which shall
facilitate its use given that it is in fast useful. Thus it. in iqportant
that Messrs. Semh and Husain should conti to work together on this
projest until it in osqmleted and written ip.

3. The present arrangent about Mr. Hassil's stay with this division
is unusuaIl as of January IS he is iaistratvely a usber of the 2Eonamis
Departoent snd Is an lean to uw for a period of aboat four weeks. That is,
ho would leave the sestisn an or around February 15.

. It is espected that the basic progrimadag woald be sewpleted within
tUe weeks -- unless useWted delays eaur in the "debugging (removing
the syntatisal and logical errors in the propemm) of the basis program.
After programing would eon the phase of testing the program en real data.
If testiAg proves that the "proams" are fanctuwing effectively, then
astual analysis vuld be perfOrmsd. The eotput f ren the satual analysis
would then be translated into meingful langage. This weauld terminate te
initial phase of the Project i.e. the estual use of risk aualysis to provide
muAimgftI answers to real problan. If this is scessaftIly --ae-dishod -
which in quite likely - the next job wUld be to prepare a report to the
livestock and credit section eplaining the gnMeral mthodology epleyed,
and pointing out the possibilities and the lmintations of the method. It is
Nero Imgartant that this rapert be oapleted in order to provide an adequate
link with possible future aplioations of the method.

5. It would be very diffinult to aecomplish all this by Pebruary 15.
It is therefore requested that Mr. Rasain road assiged to this section
till the project is fully aompleted and docmented.

Thusainme
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Letter gU, 21

Mu. Robert Plooottt
IMD Resident Hission
Post Offie" Dox wal
Now D8114 India

Dear Boba

It us good to beer from you. Tihe DIvision, especially the
Credit SeCtion is V0r7 active at the mmmnt. The tranmtw of Sast,
Pierre and iZu'toffin leaves quite a burdim on the Vest of the Section.

our 1ision to appraise the Tonsania livestook project proved
ever bit as diffIcult as Ugib'es, mainly due to the sem problems I
outlined at the sectimn meting. at I have a feeliag that something
enmtraotive sm come out of these difftmclties and 1968 will bring
gome imuewvMent in the situation.

bat the main paint of this sote is to pass gn to you some of
the material on our efforte to refaine the livestock program you davewoped.
We managed to get progrAming he2p Md tbq are tow engaged in rafining
the progwm as per the atteched mno. This will make it easier far
Tarig besain to inlorporate riak analys into it. a has prepe-sed
wall so far. We are proping to mibjeot (1) priaes of asatis, (2)
operating oeats, (3) apitaL cost. and (1) wmning and (5) mortalltr rates
to risk anaysiss an see *bat kind of results i get. MIobl is also
9ing to tUY a0me risk wmalysis an the Papua agrslsu1.

Joh, TOi and I would greatly Wreoiate aW -IIgestwin you
aight have on our proposed refinamnte in yar program. I iisuld als
mention that Jose ndron is finding a bit of spare time to dvise a
progm for owoidg out cash flow for agraultural credit provets.
This ill be a most helpful program as we will be able to more quickly
appiisdate the likdly ret= an a participating b 'skts contribution
and tham~er adjust the interest spreads if the retun is too hig* or
low.

Regards .

minwarly yours,

A*.Schvmacher
Agricultaure Division
Projects Department

Achomachers.ja
ThED



r. A.B. Tiomann Janary 3, 1968

J.D. Mandry

Ranch Development Project
Authoriation of Ccsuter Time.

1. An y0 know, we are planing to use Monte Carlo sisulation
(Risk Analysis) in the appraisal of the Tanmania Livestock Project. In
this first effort the plan is to use the Livestock Developent Program
(develo. by Wbs. Angel and Mr. Picciotto for the Brasil Livestock
Project as the basic coputational unit for the simalation. In its
present format the OLivestock Program" would not be fully adequate for
our purposes - that Is, a few modifications would befrequired. First,
as Us Program would be used In conjunction vith at least two other
pro'rims it would be necessary to convert it into a sub-roaune in Fortran
IV. this Progrm, along with same others, would be used frequently by
the Livestock Section in the coming months, and the effert put in for its
conversion would save staff time in writing appraisal reports.

2. The other modifications in the Program could best be discussed
with the programr iei would be assigned to the job, tough essentially
thse would consist ofa

a) introducing variable culling rates for coms and heifers
in place of the present constant culling rates;

b) introducing an option to use a fiezible policy for the
purchase of heifers (classified by age), i.e., peuitting
purchase of heifers from capital funds as well as from
operating income;

c) introducing an option to permit purchase of steers
(classified by age) during the development poriod;

d) introducing a Predevelopsent period;

e) introducing selective printouts, computations for a few
productivity coefficients (i.e., overall mortality rate
pr.dutivity of stock etc.), and the printout of units
(i.e., currency and units of d4amaration).

The above roughly outlines the areas ihere modification would be required.

3. The current version of the Program deals with 3reeding/OroiUg/
1ato ablg- phases of development with optins for some combinatimns of the
three. n the case of Tansania we have to deal with a ranch type wuich
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ould best be described as a Pure fattsut9i opsmta, I.., bqifg of
lew steers, keeping then an the ranch for a fe maths and than selling
thean off. We would Ulk. to have a s*-woutins whieh cOvld simaUlte a pure
fattening type operation.

U. W. would be dodng part af th. basis pro-samiag meuselves
especially the witng of te main proven ifhich ell tM e tagotbor te
outputs from the various smb-psogw. The sia propm would geerate
the input data for the various sub-progamis, vould attend to the caNtest
and the format of the output from the vbole pasage. There my be atebr
ehanges not foreseen at the present Ume that mW require sav changes in
diremtion, but at this tim tMis is roughly the y ws plan to proceed.

5. Prep1ag and te anical assistance from ywr division would be
very bhapul especially in cmpletug the modificatius suggested in Pars.
1, 2 amd 3.

Jsaysasl

s' fN. D. Takaa
*. D. Stoops



FRA rG. 57 INTERNATONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL 3ANK FOR INTERNATIONAL NAN CE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELLPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Schnedtje OATE: December 13, 1967

FROM: Snlomo ?eutlinger

SUBJECT: Co=rme :s - r. ner seminar held Deeer 13, 10"7

1. Mr. Chenery's seminar talk at the 3ank on December 13, 1967
encourages me to think that we ought to gave igh mriorityT in the
Investment planning 7ivision to the refinemena of develolment cri't eria
in addition to or in substitution of the usual rate of' return criterion
for appraising and evaluating projects.

2. My reasons are as follows: As it seems, the "statesmen ' in the
econornIcs rofession never seem to be satisfied to let a "7aln-d point
of vie-.. prevail. There have been times when the 'industrializers had
the upoer hand, now the " agriculturalihers' hve their turn. At other
times we had the "inira-3nruCturaliszs" ield o;er, etc. Now, so it
seems, "program aid" seems to oull dow;nz the scale so forcef'ull that
"project aid" is th-reatening to be hur>Led off the other side of the scale.

3. There is, of course, more than one grain of truth in what Thenery
and the pro-=-:gram aid champions are sa-ing. ?or instance, I agree that
aid to a oroject or a sector carnot be justified, regardless of' how well
the project or the sector utilizes that aid, if the oountry through bad
policies or bad investments in other sectors fails no mobilize te the t sk
of development. The converse arsolutely does not follow, however. Neiher
is aid so plentifiul nor axe the good performers (either in an ex post or
an ex ante sense) rich enough to aff'ord a car-7ess aTtitude tow the
efficiency with which 1ll resources are being used. Neither a olanned
nor an ?x ocst high growzh rate is evidence that a-n the micro leT l all is
well. The most effective "checks and balances' f'o -oublly oera:ed
projects are careful planning. A thorough revie! of orojects and a reQuire-
ment that standards with respect to macro-zerformance be met- are both
necessary. Neither alone should be taken as beinz .suffIient.

14. In summnary, Chenery raised two valid objections to the "prject
aid" aproach (1) that it is inaooroopiate if' the overall program as
inadequate and (2) that projects, as concer-e now, do not alwa-s contri-
bute noticeably to marco-cerformance. On this second point we might do
well to ponder.

SReutiinger:bso

cc. Mr. H. G. van der Tak
Mr. Jan de Weille



McKinsey & Company, Inc.

NEW YORK - WASHINGTON CHICAGO CLEVELAND - SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES

LONDON - PARIS AMSTERDAM DUSSELDORF - ZURICH + MELBOURNE

245 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

212 687-3600

December 7, 1967

Dear Mr. van der Tak:

Thank you for your very nice letter of November 8. I have

been waiting to write to you to say how much I enjoyed talking to

you at the World Bank until I had the final runs of the example

that Mr. Reutlinger sent us. I now have the runs and am attaching

them to Mr. Reutlinger's copy of this letter.

Again, I found our discussions most interesting and will look

forward to getting together with you and Mr. Reutlinger at some

later date. In the meantime, all best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

David B. Hertz

Mr. Herman G. van der Tak

Head, Sector and Project Group

Economics Department

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

cc: Mr. Shlomo Reutlinger
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FORm No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK. FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. L.J. C. Evans DATE: December 5, 1967

FROM: Messrs. W. Schaefer-Kehzer ,R. Har and M. Palein

SUBJECT: Introduction of Risk Analysis in Agricultural Projects Appraisal

1. Upon Mr. Wapenhans' request, we h discussed the possibility
of applying risk analysis to the appraisal of agricultural projects.
Our discussion was based on general literature treating of the subject
of taking account of risk in project appraisal, on analyses of the
method previously made iy the Division and on the examination of the
Mogadiscio Iort Project bnalysis made by the ansportation Division.

2. After our discussion, we agreed that the most efficient way
of assessingithe possible obstacles to using the method would be to try

!it on one or several of our projects. Since it is our understanding'
that it is the intention of the Bank livestock mission now in Tanzania
to collectthii'.basic data in such a way as to make an investment risk
analysip' p.ossible, we feel that upon their return they should be en-
couraged to proceed with 'it. In basel-this shuld not be possible, or
the data availible should be inappropriate, wO think that an attempt to
apply the new ,method should be included in- the terms of reference of one
of the forthcoming appraisal missions.

ot, C'

NPalein/jfc
IBRD

CC: Messrs. Wapenhans V
Bartsch
Darnell
Hendry
Stoops
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Dr. DWIA S. UsOrt
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r. W.A. Wpeanhas October 26, 1967

Phinip Z. rp1eh

Underestimtion of L ti n Coots

. As I m10tined to you the other dy, a report that has recently boon
cailed to 97 attention os0tails information that may be of general interest
to the division. The report I entitled "he Rol of vuertaintues in the
Xoonmis 3vabaatim of Water Resources Projestax by Udard 0. Altosmq of
Stanford baiversity, August 1963.

2. Using as a basic reference a report of the 1.s. h re& a of Reolmation
(VIE) entitled "Analysis of Realamtin PreeUe, Oteber 1955, Mr. AltOuuq
has ofesared for 103 projects of the USSR the actual est with the cost as
originally estimated at the time of the authorisatio of the project. It is
not entiroly elear but this presmaobly mians that studies of Pfeasibility
predew were available at that time.

3. The aetual oest 0& was ouiiared with the estimated ost O4 an three
basest actual cost as it osourrod, actual cost adjusted for ohangee in
constructimn price trends and aetual cost adjusted for banges in project
pluming and structural and engineering modifm.tias. It is the second basis
that would be of greatest interest.

4. Projoets of an magnitudes were involved as the range In Ca was
from $100,000 to over $4009009000.. Mr. Alteon found no oerrolatimn between
degree of underestimation and sie of project.

5. Mr. Alteemur found the ratifnta/Q" to vuY trom 0 .74 to 1.00 with
an average of 2.19, that is, the average underestimate was 119 per cent.
The indian ratio was 1.551 mimi, that 50 per sent of the cost estimates
were uderestimated by at least 5 per sent.

6. Inameich as the USE is a highly sophistiated engineering and
onstruction Mrganisation it would sofn logical to infer that the degree of
widerestimation by other organisatimons wouAld be even greater than that
experienced by =MR.

7. Mght it not be a good idea to suggest that a similar stuot be made
of sonstanetin cast underostimation with respeet to Umk-finaneod projects?

a.*. r. larteoh

Pfvrpich seo,
Bank
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Joks. S. Raj
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Mr. JIm" 8. Raj, In October 2, 1967
(through Xr. A. N. 9mmankrb
R. 0. van der Tak

Semina n Risk Malysis in Investeent ARaisal

1. Tour attention is invited to a seminar at which Dr. D. 3. HArts Of
Mclinsey & Oenpacy, Ins. will speak on 'Risk Analyis in Investment
Appraisal". The seminar will be held at 230 p.m. on Wednesday,
November 1, in Conference Room 1038.

2. Dr. Heartsts presentation should be very timey, since his experience
with applying the "aggregation of probability distributionsO pproach to
actual investment problems in 5.. corporations may help to answer some
questions raised during recent discussions of Mr. Routlinger's theoretical
paper and in the course of esars. Jaycox' and Pouliquents application
of this method to the evaluation of Bank projects.

3. To ensure an effective seminar we want to limit participation to
a maxinam of 50 invited persons with a specio interest in the topie.
Nay I ask you to invite up to 5 members of the staff of IC as you see fit.
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Mr. D=aWd 1. son Ostabw 2h, 67

1. 6. van der Tak

3aawr Rau " AN st a ZaveB st n alse l

1. You are Inited to attend a seminer at which Dr. 9. 3. huts of
NedMsq & Gispom, Ins. il speak an "Rak AnalsIs in Iavestot

hWalfate. tae sindaw .U v e b.3 at S,30 p.m. en Womead*,
lovembu 1, Ia Gmfwuoe Rem 1038.

2. Df. arwtalm tatten shIM24 be Very umey, sane" his
e#part u'o with qmlyl the 1 egaWIe of probabMWtV sAGulbfni

approach to esatal Inmes t prob2.mi In U.S. eorpoaftems may hs34
to answm sam qstias raised diulAg recent satMumr of W. staiugw's
thee tial piper and in the suse of Nes. Jqoez' ad Peuliuma's ippU-

oatem of this mothd to Ue emamatLo ot leak projects.

3. b .wTO e iA OfteslVe sMdkaw w mWOt t 1Usit psXttpatt to a
mulmm of 50 invited persons with a spesiln interest in tb tiie. loyp
I ask you to invite Vp to 20 alor. s *f yew D 1ps t as you eo fit.

ass br. Kinavok

G/ee t 0So ti
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Kr. B. LipbImdts Septeber 11, 1967

T. W. mogg

'Tehmiques for P3jeot Appraisal Uder Iahortainty' - Paper %y

1. 1 only discovered this Paper afler or return from hom leave. We
sent only one epy. After a qidek reading I felt it was worth of wider
circulation In the ?rnsuportation Division. Six additional espies, there-
fore, vedistributed to Nessrs. Walmes, kth, Pak, Peuliquaw, PNsar and
*uters the cements of vhom are attaehed. osers. Jaroax and Thalwits
are presently attanding Prof. Walters 'Quantitative Zemmmies Geurse. On
Its copletion tboy should be able to approach leutlinger's Paper with more
freshness than others of us. I will arrange that their omments will be sent
to you.

2. The general thme of all the comments, with ibigh I agree, is tvat
the Paper makes an Intelleetual suse for using probability analysis as a
tool in same project appraisals. Rh, in this Xvision, have a trial case
(Somali Pert Proj ect) well uderway. The work done so far (by Messrs. Jaysex
and PoNliquam) suggests that it is worth tn+stsing at greater depth not only
becmse of its immediate value to the pmjeet but ais fhr the gwerallW
prastioed lessons and enceptual questions that are merging. We satisipate
having a specifie fase study report on this available by the and of the year.
Mr. Malone considers that a highway case is worth investigating - this we might
also do.

3. Paradmia l, the espirical and pragpatte work we are doing brings
out one of the main weesse of the bemtlinger Paper. That is, it is not
aimed at the operational decision makers and pojoet appraisers. The report
could undoubtedly be shortuied - many people in the Sank are familiar with the
elementary principles of probability analysis (esin tossing 'and all$) - mad
made more realistic by using sonerete illustrations in transport, egriaeltare,
pubic utilities and edmation to bring eat the likely benefits from using the
approach (the degree of sophistiention is another story) and some of the dif-
fiaeltie. likely to be met en route. In other words, came discussions of the
casts and benefits would be valuable, Wat, for exnle, might be the ispli-
cations for appraisal missions? Deon it mean they would have to stay longer
in the field? Thud the type of staff member we have be suitable, or wild
they require traing? It it likely to speed up project appraisal and lean
speratims? Is the prolest appraiser to be sqpplied (and, if s, by thma?)
with a 'do-it-yourself kit'? Doe it mean that project appraisal reports
beome even larger documents - 0 the data and intonrmatin the appraiser used
.... he m be wiplisitly presented in the qpraisal report and,..shld be
reviewed by the top level decision maker. e.3. Park, pp. 1-2)?

4. Er. Malone questions whether a case may not be made for the use of
analogme computers rather than digital ones.

5, If and when a shorter more practially orientated version of the
report is prepared, I aggest it should be made available on a wide basis in
the Projeets Department for general discussion. This could take the form of
reading prior to a talk 1y Mr. Autlinger to saeh of the Division's at, say,
one of their regular Division meetings.

Bak
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6. The incorporation of waoertainty in return calculations would
Improve appraisal workt more uniformity in approach, greater quantity of
information Included in the endoresult, and a more logical handling of the
basic assumptions. In additin, it wovUl stimulate the appraisor's aware-
ness of the problems affecting the project, by increasing the fosas on the
aforesaid assumptions. The opportunity could be seised of having a record
of such assumptions kept and made available for consultation by other staff
members who would thus benefit from the accumulated experience of the Bank.
fte incorporation of uneert*inty is theoretically feasible. The practioal
feasibility, though, remains largely to be ascertainedt

A- Theorelcpl Aspects

7. Xr. eutlinger has given satisfactory explanations on how wnsertainty
problem. can be handled. He has shown that *here is s theeretical Impossibility
here, whether one actualy caMutes probabilities or has a computer simulate
the possible outcomes of a project.

D. Practical Aspects

8. The question then is whether nme* sophisticated methods wv.4
Involve (a) the collection of a prohibitive amount of additional data, and
(b) an unbearable increase in the staff's workload.

9. It could be useful to distinguish among several stages of increas-
ing efficiency, and at the ~oui tinm of increasing burden for the appraisal
missiont

(a) the appraiser esly attempts to make siplicit more
of the knowledge he normally squires during the
mission. usually, the appraisor says less than he
knows. For ex*4a., in the process of deciding
whether a given magnitude is conservative, or average,
etc., one actually considers alternatives and weighs
thm. This information is thereafter wasted. Once
such information is recorded, someone with spe'riene
in probability calculus and economies takes the respon-
sibility of aggregating the data.

(b) the appraiser attempts to obtain more data to ascertain
h"sassessment of probabilities and to narrow the range
of his estimates. Sameone else then takes ever the
aggregation Job.

(a) the appraisor does the aggregation himself. This may ensure
more overall eusistemoy, but involves specialised know-
lege and tim.
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(1) the presentation and the interpretation of the final
results can be made very simple.

(v) the xanagoment wmld gain usful infrmtion fre S
presentation which woul inmlode risk indicatOers.

(vi) Mr. Butlinger's exposition ofAhe problms involved
is useful but ought to be sappimated bp om or
several case studies. The interest of emh ease
studies wmId be five-folds

a* Idautistion of possible limitatioms
that do not appear when using a sinplified and
hspethetieal =030;

b. Detearination of the extent b which the risk
analysis is orUth carrying out in the ease te9
appraisal nission, m3 eseleots a limited
amnt of additional data;

*. UsalisMt assens nt of the additional srklmad
involved in using the analysis

d. Deterination of the met appropriate division
of work among the appraisal tea, oeultante
involved in project preparation, and a specialimed
Dank team;

e. Detsrmination of acceptable shrtouts and study
of the poesibility of adapting the method to the
requirements of computer procossing.

Clearamo and act

Mr. g. Takaashi
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T. Friedgut )(.

S. Reutlinger - "Techniques for Project Appraisal under Uncertainty"

1. You requested a review of the draft report prepared by Mr. Routlinger
based on the following three oriterias

(1) Degree to which incorporation of the method would contribute
materially to the value of an appraisall

(ii) Additional demands incorporation of such an analysis into
project appraisal would make on appraisal mission; and

(iii) Possibility of presenting and xplaining this technique with
relative stmplicity in an annex to an appraisal report.

Dae to the pressures of time and the specific interest in practical aspects of
Mr. Reutlinger's model and its application to project appraisal, I have accepted
his presentation of the theory of probability, risk and uncertainty without
argument and assumed that his of the formula relating to pertinent
statistical values is correct.

Sumeary of Conclusions

(i) Incorporation of the method of analysis suggested by Mr. Routlinger
could contribute materially to the value of an appraisal mainly
by providing additional information on which to base decisions
and by providing a logically rigid framework within which
missions would conduet their analyses.

(ii) Adaptation of this method need not entail additional work for
appraisal missions. On the contrary, once it has been tested
and undergone minor adjustments to adapt it to the conditions
met with in the field it could eventually stramUne appraisal
work and increase mission efficiency.

(iii) There should be no difficulty in presenting and explaining
this teabaique and its results with relative simplicity in an
appraisal report.

(iv) Theoretically, the incorporation of uncertainty into analysis
of capital investment is not new. The practical feasibility
of using the type of analysis suggested by Mr. Reutlinger would
have to be tested on a suitable project or projects marked for
future preparation or appraisal.

it There are some errors in the presentation of the statistical formulae
but most of these can be attributed to faulty typing and proof reading.
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Material Contribution to Appraisal Work

2. In essence, the paper builds up a case for examining projects in a
manner which would:

(a) Force the appraiser to state explioitly his assumptions regarding
behavior of key variables influencing costs and returns to the
project)

(b) Break down aggregate values usually presented in reports into
their major camponents so that these latter appear emplicitly
and may remain as information which can be utilised at various
stages and levels of decision making (not the least important
of which might be supervision missions)j and

(c) Require mission members to collect data which wald facilitate
either formal estimation of probability distributions of
values of key variables or allow formulation of subjective
guesstimateeN of their distributions. 'Where information i

not always available in the desired form or with the desired
accuracy estimates of ranges and possible probabilities should
be obtainW 7 a specialista or people with specific knowledge
relating to the values of such variables.

3. There in no doubt that an appraisal miasion must be aware of the
asainptions invieb4d in its analysis and also realise what casonents make up
the aggragate values used in cost or income estimates. Presently it is assumed
that writers of reports actually go through a stage in their work uwere these
points are set down explicitly, whether they appear in the first or subsequent
drafts or not. Where a report doe not contain such information, it is easy for
both writer and reviewer to gloss over crncial aspects and, through repeated
revision and alteration eventually develop analyses which become inconsistent
with the original assuptions. In this respect, then, the analytical method
suggested by Mr. Reutlinger is of considerable value insomuch as it imposes rigid
and precise thinking an the appraiser and also reduces the danger of misinterpre-
tation or en atic reasoning which may mislead readers at higher decision
making levels. -

4. Collection of data on probability distributions of key variables
influencing the project is also something which in done, at least i ntiiVely,
at present by missions in the field. Otherwise, one would have to assume that
cost estimates, yield assumption and projections of prices and production were
made on a random babis. Rer, too, the author would have the data set down in
orderly fashion. No one can argue that having more information on which to make
a judgemmnt is not at least as good as having less information. The suggested
method of analysing ttis data supplies one with valuable information in the
form of$

f There are those in the bank who consider the value of the calculation of the
internal rate of return to be not so much in the final figure arrived at
in the calculation but rather in the framework it supplies which forces the
appraiser to set down explicitly his assaptions relating to the timing of
cost and benefit streams.
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() xpectd values of (present value of) costs and beefit.;

(ii) Rang". of expected outcomes within ay desired probabiity
limits; and

(iii) Probability that the present worth of a project at any given
rate of inteweat will be sero or negative.

For example, in interpreting the results of his hypothetical project appraisal,
he states the following&

"From a table of the standard normal distribution, ve note that the
probability of S being less than -0.67 is approximately 25%, hone
the probability of getting no positive returns from this investment
is 25%. In terms of the internal rate of interest (sicl), 1-O
corresponds with a rate of return of 8%, hence the probdlity of
getting less than that rate of return is also 25%. )/"

(iv) Bywproducts of the above could also include information on the
variance and standard deviation of major east, yield or price
components. Such data could contribute much to the under.
standing of problem which arise in various phases of con-
struction and Implementation. They would be of particular
iqprtense as indicators for sipervision missions regarding
points of interest to be studied in the field.

5. Obviously the economists' adage nyour analysis is only as good as
your data* holds true here. If imprecise information is gathered, or figures
are manufactured simply to fill a questimonaire, the whole exercise is futile.

Addiional Demands on appraisal Rission

6. One can stwdy more easily the additIonal demands which this type of
analysis would impose on an appraisal mission by partitioning the mission's wik
into three phases.

(i) Initial preparation in the office;

(ii) FIeld work; and

(iii) Analysis of data on return from field.

(i) inital g tiq. As explained in the previous setten, the
analysis demiands i uUm spec ation of assumptions underlying the determi-
nation and caloulation of major cponents of cost and benefit aggregates.
I believe that aome preparatory work should be done in this direction in the
initial phase of the appraisal, on the basis of the goearant submission.
Ideally the breakdown of major cost and benefit components should be done at
the project preparation stage. The appraisal mission, on the basis of the

Wao seareeponds with a rate of return of 8% since this was the rate of interest
used in ealculating the present worth of not hensfits.
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preparation report could then prepare questionnaires or data forms in antcipation
of Interviewa with appropriate officials in the field. The value of such a
proedare would be in the aplicit specification of types of data which a mission
would have to gether and in the indication of the officials it would be necessary
to interview. This mounts to no more than carrying the instructions of MDrectAr's
Nmsrandum No.1 I one logical step further and will assure a much better organied
mission and, consequently, more efficient utilisation of the mission's time in
the field. Here again it can be noted that the additional work involved relates
only to madng explicit what heretofore has been1mIirin proper preparation of
a project mission.

(ii) Field Work. In the field the mission would have to devote some
time A to collection of Lafrmation relating to the probability of certain
factors taking on certain values.* Again, any mission estimating values, whether
based on mean or mode, to be used in an appraisal report, would have to collect
actual data or make assusiptions and guesses where data in lacking. In a sense,
than, this is not necessarily additional work but more in the nature of transfer
of work which is usually done in the office, to the field. The obvious advantages
of this aret

(a) collection of data in the field will be exeouted in an orderly
fashion and filed on preprepared forms;

(b) where actual data is not available and estimates have been made -
this will be obvious from the coepleted forms or questionnaires
and as time passes and the analysis advances the initially
distinct boundaries between fact and fantasy in basic data will
not be obliterated; and

(c) mission mbers will be less apt to accept as factual$ fussy and
unfounded estimates palmed off on them by government or other
officials who may have special interest in promoting the project
or have incoaplete knowledge of the subject. A constant demand
for past figures and inquiries into factors affeoting the value
of any given variable should increase the deree of accuracy of
any mission estimate, regardless of whether the suggested
analytical method is ultimately used.

(iii) is of data on return from field. The amount of work on
calculations and da preparaeon assocaM spec cally with the analysis is
directly related to the coeplexity of project cost and benefit data. 22w model
is based on specification of (individual and) aggregate probability distribution
functions of main variables and present worth of the project. This is achieved
through utilizing probability data collected in the field to calculate expected
(mean) values and variances of such variables. If performed by a mission momber
on a desk calculator this could conceivably increase his work lead to some
extent. however, I feel that much of the work, if not all of it, ultimately

Mg, para 3#It will be made a general praetice for all appraisal missions,
before going into the field, to prepare a draft outline of their report, ...

How much additional time would depend on the sise of the project and nubaer
of 1SESEIta items for which data on probability distributions is considered
nosessary.
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would be handled by the Dank' a computer. If it were properly programed and
the data collected systematcally the results Gould possibly be produced by
the computer in a form suitable to be inserted directly into & report annex.
This could result in the saving of time and effort rather than placing additional
burdens on missions.

7. In order to assess fully the additional burden that this type of
ens'lysis might place an an appraisal mission the method w ould have to be given a
trial in te field. When a project appears which is deemed suitable for use as
a guinea pig W. Rdutlinger could prepare the necessary questionnaires and data
forms with reference to the project preparation documents. These would then be
carried into the field by the mission and used to the extent possible. On return
to the Bank the system of data collection and the analysis could be reviewed on
the basis of the field trial and the method altered to solve problems and dif.
ficulties encountered. A few trial missions may be required before the system
is sufficiently adapted to agricultural appraisal work to be introduced as a
standard procedure. The investment involved, however, could bear a handsome
return once the method becomes fully operatimnal.

PoebL 2fpeeun neplnto of He L godtl!!!1*h MoLdA be 1glaseptal

.*The idea itself is a simple one. Its theoretical development and
the mathematical groundvork which !r. Retlinger has layed in order to arrive
at the ultimate formalae necessary for the calculations, while important in
development of the method, are not indi pensable in explaining the advantage.
of this analysis over analyse mploying a single estimate of the rate of return.
Once one accepts the fact that figures used in project appraisals are subject
to uncertainty, common sense should dictate that any estimates used must be
qualified with information relating to the probability of achieving the projected
results. Detailed explanations of how the probability distributions are arrived
at are a matter of technical interest and are no more needed than the formula
connected with calculation of the internal rate of return or a set of multipli-
cation tables to show how a combination of prices and quantities yields a value
for total cost or total revenue.

Tliedgatsl
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P. 0. Malone

.. t1M on Teokiue. for Pjo eot Aspralsal uder
fteamt

1. If, as appears from Kr. beutlinger's stad, the analytical methods
of appraising and decision-making have been refined to the stage where it
is possible logically to allow for the input in most appraisals being a
collection of probability distributions rather than of single-valued fonotions,
then I believe that it behooves us to take the concepts and methods set out
in the study seriously. I believe also that the "message' is there and is
clear -- that it our methods of appraisal are amenable to such refinement,
and we do not refine our methodology accordingly, we will be open to the
criticim that our appraisals are at best imprecise, at worst misleading or
even wrong1

2. With our present technique we just do not know how far wrong we
may be in the assessment of the outcome of a project if all the input data
turn out, in the event, "worse* than anticipatedi nobody else knows either
at this noment (fortmately), but this happy state of affairs may not last
for long. Am I read Mr. Reutlinger's report, if we recognise the existence
of an element of uncertainty (igpo oc) in the input data of our appraisal
arithbetie, and app2$ the probability calculus, then presumably we will be
aware of the probability distribution of the "solution" (the internal rate of
return, or any other criterion) and lif we then epress this "solution" in
terms of a single value, at least we will have an idea of how far in error
this single value might be. This is an advance on our present method, but is
no more, really, than a variation of the old adage "It's not what you don't
know that is dangerous, but what you don't know you don't knowit"

3. To convince myself that we operate under conditions of uncertainty,
as Mr. Reutlinger terms it, I listed the main ingredients of the calculation
for the rate of return in a highway project appraisal. These are,

:) present traffic
I rate of induced growth of traffic

iii rate of natural growth of traffic
iv the traffic 'mix" (the ration of light vehicles to heavy

vehicles
the project cost

vi) maintenance costs
vii) vehicle operating costs (for different types of vehicles

and differact types of road)

All the above are put into the rate of return calculation as single figures
but all without exception are estimated, each value representing merely one
ordinate in a probability distribution.
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4. The mathematics used in Mr. outlinger's arUcle are, in essence,
those required to combine probability distributions rather than discrete
values. Mr. Rsutlinger suggests the use of high-speed electronic calculators,
that is, digital cosputers. I feel - although I stand to be corrected by
the exports - that there may be a case for the use of compsters
rather than of One. Analogue computese havte aovantage that thay
provide a static of the parameters involved, (in the case of a highway
appraisal, these would be traffic volame, the rate of grwt#, internal rate
of return, etc.) and that one em play* with the setting of amy one or more
of the input parameters and observe the effect on the sutput, (for higway
projests, this would be the interml rate of return). In this wsy, one can get
a better "feel" of the variations in input which produsea cfiant changes
in output. I think this is a point which might profitably taken up with
Nr. Routlinger.

5. No matter how the athmatics are carried owt, it will still be
essential to define, in quantitative terms:

I.) the input parameters (e.g., probability distribtien of preset
traffic, of traffic growth, of project cost, etc.);

i) the output (i.e., the criterion which we are using to Rappraise"
Ue project - internal rate of return, bensfit-cost, present
value of total benefits, etc.))

111 the mathematical relatonship betwn each of i) and ii) s
any inter-relationships between the input parameters (e.g.,
the effect on the normal growth of traffic if the induced
growth is greater h anticipated).

To define such parameters and to quantify such relatonships would be a useful
discipline in itself. The results of such an emeroise might well affect the
tpe of information we reqaire and gather on appraisal missions.

6. Obviously a sharpening of our appraisal techniques will take time;
however, I believe that it would be useful to make an early start using first
a simple model and then atteopting stop-by-s$ep emplaxity. Fortwaately for
us in the Transportation Division the problem is not too difficult, ad we do
not have to worry about the effects, on benefits, of factors such as rainfell,
which must comlicate the appraisals of the PNer and Agriculture Divisions to
nightmarish proportions.

7. To am up t

1) I believe the article is timely and that it behooves us to try
and understand the possibilities of appraisal under uncertainty
with a view to improving our technique;

ii) I feel that the calculus of uncertainty may perhaps be more
usefully carried out on an analogue computer than on a digital
emputer;

iii) Irrespective of how we go about the athmatics, we must first
define and quantify the relationships between the input and
output variables.

8. I personally would welcome a talk or talks on this subject 1W
Xr. Jsutlingerl I think a talk would be much more useful to the praemtibr
then the "Alm which, even in the mest charitable terms, is rather "heavy
gingV.

rMamov*
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Dat o set o- I

At th time of yaw visit with s at the Uk, I had premsed to esad
you a draft of vW paper en u tai y sn3lysis. Wa, se..ohat bhlateGy, I
hesb dome todft waner tperate oever.

As you will ae wham you roml" the paper, the sebjeet has bee treated
meitber wih atheestloal riger m in wo.eeiooe f"aMhin. son all oemorees,
the appesh ta i s the Pae ba its 6-ambeIks t fdch I m t In the least
quite urwo. V M will get orvand to NNtIng the paper I will pub*My atteapt
to divide te paper into twes pertes (1) A gamse dioeussiai of what it in
all deut and what is prepe ed to be dmow ashet it (mews er less ehoptor 1, 2
and 4 of the draft); (2) A etumtial treatmet of hw preAbiuty diatribe-
tien sa be aggregated and vW1 es, bed en basi* axiom In probability heer,
(mm. er loe ohaptes 3 tf te pseet draft); and (3) br step by step to de it
and poseebly a ease stuy. h he hird part a pwmadut pleas ohould be Stman
to the sijalatiem metbod wsked oat br yew. I did met elaberate ask en Wis
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Mr. Vincent Rogg bgust 30, 1967

9. P. Math

Mr. Retling's Draft Study on a'ShgiQUes for Project traisal
under Uncertainty

1. I have read Mr. Retlinger's study and would like to pass on to
you the following brief coinentes

2. The study Is a reminder that most of our appraisal work Is done
in a climate of uncertainty. In the great majority of cases each one of
the variables in a cost/benefit and rate of return calculation is
"guesstiated" by a number of people in consultants' offices, foreign
ministries and Pink missions. Our own seocnd-guessing variable imputs
tranamitted to us by others without oesment as to their expected ranges
of probabilities compounds possible (and likely) errors.

3. Depending on the number of variables (such as expected increase
-- both "induced' and 'normal" -- in AgRT road user savings, themselves
based on a multitude of variablea; axle loads and load factores castruo-
tion and future maintenance costs; maintenance savings, etc.) and their
ranges of probabilities, our rates of return may conceivably Wy "vay out"
in some cases. Mr. htutlinger' a ezmnples -- all based on few variables --
confirm this danger. lbreover, this can be the case with both "marginal"
projects and those whose rate of return (conventionally calculated) ranks
them as very good. It is by no waniAertain that a project with a cal-
culated rate of return of 25% will In reality yield a -- maybe lower but
still -- acceptable return than another one for which a mere 15% had been
calculated to begin with.

4. We must be interested in any refinement of the tools we are used to
working with -- as long as the cost in terms of time and manpower which in
spent applying thme does not outweigh the benefits to be derived from them.

5. Xr. utlinger may not be fully aware that even the mean and
variance calculations, which he proposes as amenable to being reatinely
executed by the project econamist without access to a computer, go far be-
yond the time limits within which the latter is usually compelled to work
-- even assuing that he is handy with the matheatical gymnastics in.
volved. It would seem to be both unfair and unwise to have only a part of
all projects subjected to this privileged treatmenti that would inevitably
raise questions as to the quality of projects which - for whatever reason
- have not been subjected to this procedure.

6. It is possible, on the other hand, to pre-program a routine
probability analysis for a number of "standard* projects (highWay con-
struction or betterment; railway construction or modernization; port con-
struction or expansion, etc.) and to subject all relevant projects to such
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analysis. Usn-'standwd' projects would have to be dealt with inadivida-
ally, but *Ay in turn could becam oeuyter-teeted models for futare
epplisation (e.g., the highway maintenance dissuasiaon presently under
wy in the diVtismo).

7. One prerequisite for the procedure sketched under paragraph 6
would be the availability of an economist in the pro ect/transportation
staff who is both well versed in the appliability of quantitative tools
and ibo knows the practical problems and difficulues of project appraisal
intimately. This staff meaber's utime ought to be devoted to finding tse
proper tools (inaluding coptrIsation) for the woastien of our questions.

S would be our chief correspondent with the Oompoter staff.

8. mere can be little doubt that an increased awareness of the
riskiness of our projects, and any prmcedure 4duigmed to apply similar
standards of probability analysis to all of them, would improve the V*Mr
of our appraisals. ?b further Isaprove our awareness of the ranges or
probability of individual variablec, much more x "at analysis of con.
pleted projects would be a necessary omaplesonto any systematic ex ante
risk analysia.

9. If we were to routinely apply pzsbability analysis to our appraisal
woxk, the splbs of data inputs (mieuioik, consultants, mixistAres, eto.)
would of course have to be &aked to make appropriate revisions in heir
procedures z to suubit well-founded probability ranges of variables rather
than single sets of data, etc.

10. Zu eanclusion, I feel that the Bank can ill afford to have others
-- insttutai s or in-ividsals -- take the lead in a kind of work In which
we ought to be leading. With natanal planning epparatuases getting in-
creasingly sophist ate4d our pre-soonpter tscksiques of product appraisal
may one day me longer be vp to par. We ought to take Mr. Rstlinger'.
paper very serienaly, and be should be asked to help us translate his still
rather abstraot concepts into routinely applicable tools of project sprasal.
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A. D Spottswood

Techniqes for Projot Apraisal Under Uncertainty

Because I have not had an opportunity to study the paper
produced by Mr. Reutlinger except in a very cursory manner, I do not
intend to make any coments to Mr. de Weille at the present time. (I
am leaving on August 31 for a trip abroad and expect to return
October 6.)

From aV examination of the study I did not find any
discussion of the time it would take to employ all the techniques suggested
in the decision-making process. From my experience with the Indus Study
I learned the difficulties and the time required to establish a model.
It would therefore appear to me that unless the so-called decision-
maker had unlimited time in which to make a decision, the techniques
suggested would not be very useful.

ADSpottswood spoo
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FAD Rome

August 24, 1967

Mr. Angus Rn.
Ministr7 Of Overseas Develepumat
Mand Isuse, Stag Place
Lando, 8.V. 1, gland

Dear am. sone

Thank ye for yeur note of August 7 forwarding as a copy
of your paper on "UsaCUMUts, inginesas and Project Appraisal".
I have road this paper with interest and I an in general agreewnut and
have only two or three comntaS

First, cmnoeruing your point (A). For agricultural projects I
feel that the aci R tary roeu to wigineere is aich wider than that of
"ecainist .*The apr' icltwrIst with expert knledge of soils, apvnoq
and other technical aspects of praductio, and experience in agricultural
ado' tration and services, is equally important in project preperation
and appraisal.

I am In fall agreement with your point (a). Orpsmatin and
maaglent for project execution and operation is of fundamental importance
and in met cases in the developing countries is the Lmiting factor to
investment and develmsint.

In the Bank we do normally rely an ofosultants ter engineering
aspects at project preparation, particuiarly if major worxs are involved.
For other than irriptimn projects we are relying more and more an
speciallr trained staff for this wvrk, using permanait missions In last
and West Africa, and more inportantly, the FAD/IBID Cooperative PropaSn
The main actvity of the Program, which now has a praneant staff of 30,
is projse6t iamtiatem an preperatin. The staff work togeer within
FAD as an 4 ltor-discipllnarx team under single direction. The term calls
an the specislised knowledge of the subject matter Divisions as necessary.
The Progras is working very saeesesfully and its experience has confirmed
the essential need for an Inter- ipeIlinary approach in project werk.
y wort vith this team has also confirmed zw persaaal view that preeet

work in ts sense of preparing feasibility studies of prMJects for finufing,
demands special skills and special experience which can ony be gained by
actual wozr in this field.

I have not pubhelaod anything more on project appraisal but
hope to be doing so in the not too distant future. fsumbnd&, yon .Sgt be
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intewstoa In r aricle an 'InvoStol Aitm aIn in the Spteber
66 oditli at ?In o an. Dr I m-t, which a pUMUtly Is avaIA10

to yon. The coatral thaw ot this artile Is ro&lW the Institutama3
e*stales to inwswtmat aid mosuweo being taken twa'ds lowulng
these baoxiers.

ai--e37 yar.
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. H. G. Van der Tak DATE: July 27, 1967

FROM: M. Schrenk

SUBJECT: Coments on the Report "Techniques for Project Appraisal under Uncertainty"

1. The subject is a tough one and it is treated on a rather high level of
abstraction. This puts anybody, who is trying to comment on the report
without being a specialist in this very field, into a somehow awkward posi-
tion. Any comment and criticism may look amateurish, and be fragmentary,
"naive", irrelevant, or simply wrong by sheer lack of competence, or lack of
time to dig deeply enough into the mathematical outline. This is why it is
so easy to criticize the report, but so difficult to contribute anything
seriously on the same intellectual level. However, I suspect that the people
who are supposed to be convinced and to accept this new approach are not much
better-off than I am. Thus, even naive and wrong statements may contribute
to reach the goal of the authors, simply by revealing some "traps" into which
the reader of limited competence may stumble and reject the approach precipitately.

2. I appreciate very much the idea and the scholarly approach, adopted to
integrate the basic principles of uncertainty of expectations into the "discounted
cash flow method". The fundamental theses and the principal conclusions are
clearly stated. For example:

(a) Any appraisal of a project, in which more than one independent
variable or datum is uncertain, has to be regarded as "poor" withbut
an explicit risk analysis. Any decision-maker, who is not a crazy
gambler includes risk considerations into his decision and thus has
to be provided with full information about the degree of uncertainty
and its implications with respect to the outcome of the action under
review.

(b) The common "team approach" (several independent variables or
data are estimated independently by experts in the respective field),
and the division of responsibility between the groups of project analists
and decision-makers enforce to deal explicitly with the uncertainty of
expectations. Any trial of an expert to introduce "risk allowances"
into the single estimates for which he is assigned, would be an act of
usurpation, because it anticipates a part of the final decision, un-
visable to the decision-maker. Moreover, uncoordinated risk allowances
here and there in a complex calculation lead to a loss of information
and to an uncontrollable overall downward bias of the final result.

(c) The concept of the probability distribution type of expectations is
quite sensible. The assumption that "subjective probability" of a
"non-recurring event" is the standard case as compared to "objective
probability", that is to say probability distributions with parameters
calculated a posteriori from empirical data collected in a sample of
identical events is very realistic. The outlined probability approach
can fortunately digest both subjective and objective probability distri-
butions simultaneously.
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3.1 Dealing with uncertainty, we face a problem characterized by the
following example: An economist has to forecast a specific variable x (say,
volume of demand). Applying a certain hypothesis (consisting of a sophisti-
cated formalized procedure of projection, sheer guess, or anything in between )
he derives at the time series of "most likely" occurrences of the event mrt
(t = 1,..n). But he has any reason to lack confidence into these figures.
Thus, by modifying the hypothesis (changing some of the numerical assumptions
of the projections, using alternative ones, or just introducing other guesses)
he tries to pin down his feeling of lack of confidence by giving for each year
a"most optimistic" and a "most pessimistic" estimate of the occurrence. Because
of the fact that optimistic and pessimistic are undefined with respect to the
direction of deviation from the most likely occurrence, it is preferable to ,
replace these terms by "lowest likely" and "highest likely" occurrence, lxt and hxt(t = 1,..n). "Loest likely" and "highest likely" have to be interpreted in
the sense that an occurrence outside this range cannot be excluded logically,
but is regarded as being "highly unlikely". For example, it is expected to
occur in, say, no more than two out of 100 cases. The range between lxt and
h then is the measure of the lack of confidence of the estimating person
int mxt; that is to say, for each year there is a subjective probability
distribution existing, the mode and the + 3 3 range of which are estimated in
terms of Mx, it, and hxt. In graphic presentation, there would be a curve
over time each for ixt, and hxt, x being somewhere in between the other
two; the distance between i and hx is supposed to grow over time due to
reduced confidence into the more remote future. This is the typical situation
in any forecasting under subjective uncertainty; it appears with respect to
events both of economic and technical nature. If things look less complicated,
then it is just by simplifying assumption, for example, that mixt or hxt - lxt
remain constant over time. The question now is: how can such a judgment,
as represented by these three basic estimates (The H.B.R. article expresses it
identically) be transferred into terms of probability distribution?

3.2 Let us assume, that for a certain period the following estimates
have been made:m x = 130, Ix = 80, x = 150. If I understand the report
correctly, then the following procedure of evaluation has to be applied:
(1) Distribute the whole range into several subranges of equal width; if three
are chosen, then the first subrange is 80 - 103.3, the second 103.4 - 126.6,
the third 126.7 - 150; (2) take the median of each subrange, that is to say,
92.6, 115.9, and 14o.2; (3) transform your expectation with respect to just
these three hypothetical occurrences into estimates of probability, the sum
of which has to add up to 1.

3.3. Nothing is wrong logically with this procedure. However, its
application to reality looks highly artificial. The three basic estimates
of vivid actual meaning to the estimator, representing his appraisal of a
"continuum" (which is the very meaning of the basic concept of probability
distribution) have disappeared. Instead, three deliberately looking discrete
hypothetical occurrences are defined which have no recognizable real meaning
and relationship to the original view; the estimator is then asked to express
his feeling of the likelihood (which is an utterly vague concept in itself)
by allocating relative weights to these three hypothetical occurrences.
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What is even worse is the fact that the most valuable piece of information, namely
the "most likely occurrence" is neglected completely. Logically, it should
appear again in the probability estimates, but its actual representation is
very poor. If the original distribution has a skewness, (that is to say, the
most likely estimate is not just in the center of the range) which one should
expect to happen normally, then there is a strong tendency to lose it completely
during this procedure. This final result will tend to be always a symmetrical
or even rectangular distribution; the example in the annex to Chapter III
demonstrates this outcome involuntarily. Without digging any deeper into the
psychological implications of the procedure, I would conclude that it is a
useless tool, because it spoils the available knowledge and understanding of
the problem and creats artificially a numerical weakness of the final results
which is beyond any control.

3.4 An increase of the number of sub-ranges, aimed at approximating the
original character of the expectation as a "continuum" and, at the same time,
increasing the accuracy of the results, lead to nowhere. The estimator is
hampered by the necessity to estimate the relative probability of all alter-
native occurrences simultaneously, and, in addition in figures which add up
exactly to 1. If looking for more than, say, three alternative occurrences
this procedure looks just inconceivable under any realistic circumstances.

3.5 Fortunately, there is no need for this direct transfomation into
a probability distribution: an alternative, more realistic method is
available. PERT and CPM have developed a concept of describing the uncertain
estimates of time requirements for specific activities, which uses exactly
these three eleaments: "most likely", "optimistic" and "pessimistic" time con-
sumptions. (It should be stressed that these are technical estimates, con-
ceptualized by engineers; that is to say, economists and engineers obviously
think the same way with respect to subjective uncertainty.) In these planning
techniques simple formulas have been developed to derive directly reasonable
approxiamations of , (the nean or "e:pectation value" of x) and V(xt) (the
variance)by using h three elementary estimates:

IXe t + 1a +h tet 1t " 1 h"
6

(xt) hxt - 1 t

V (xt) = g(xt)) 2

which are then used for the further calculations. Using the figures of the
numerical example, ext = 125; (xt) = 11.7; V(xt) = 137.
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3.6 The theory leading to these approximations is that of the
"beta distribution" which is certainly discussed extensively in the
literature about OR and PERT and CPM. The PERT method may have its own
deficiencies, but it definitely has the advantage to be based on a more
realistic concept of the nature of uncertain expectations. The whole
argument against the use of the mode (most likely estimate) and the pessimistic
("conservative") estimates of paragraphs II, 18-28 is logically correct but
looks irrelevant. It is based on just the artificial concept of discrete
alternative outcomes and not on the more realistic of a "continuum"; there-
fore, the approaches, discussed and refused legitimately, can hardly be consi-
dered as serious methodological alternatives.

4. As stated in para 3, we face the fact that for each independant variable
we have an expectation value and a variance for each year (the variance
usually growing with remoteness of t from the present point of time). Then
we have to calculate the expectation value of the net benefit, for each
year (in which quite a number of independant variables may be involved)
and the respective variance. And finally we have to add up all the annual
net benefits for the expectation of the capital value of the project, and
have to calculate it's variance. If any correlations are involved, be it
between the independant variables for a certain year or be it over time
for a given variable, thtn the volume of computation work will easily
reach a fantastic volume because of the covariances, if I understood the
formal presentation correctly. This doubt is exactly the point I want to
make: the reader of average skill in elementary mathematics gets lost
when he tries to face this crucial question. The numerical example does not
help him either. Probably this problem is the reason for simulating the overall
variance, as suggested in the H.B.R. article.

5. Neglecting all the prior discussed douts in the method of deriving
the parameters of the probability distribution (c.f. para 3) and in ths
neglection of the time dimension of all the estimates, (c.f. para 3.1, h),
the numerical example has another deficiency. It is of a rather serious
nature because any untrained reader tends to understand the approach rather
by looking to the example than following through the formal outline. The
deficiency is the fact that all distributions (c.f. page 56) are strictly
symmetrical; the only exception e 2 turns out to be a typing error and
should read +10 instead of -20. The mean or expectation value of a symmetri-
cal distribution is(by definition) equal to both the mode and median of the
distribution. Hence no calculation at all is required for achieving the
means, they are just the median of the three given figures for each variable.
This is a somehow dangerous simplification, it could lead the naive reader
to the assumption that such a situation is typical, which is not all the case.
(A extended discussion of the skewness of the distributions, as prevailing
in reality, would add another dimension to the problem of how to transfer
realistically actual estimates into parameters of probability distribution,
c. f. para : ). What is really puzzling are the results of the calcu-
lations on page 58 and the conclusions drawn from them. First of all, it
appears that some errors have slipped into the calculation (which could
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rather be discussed orally). What has to be pointed out here is the
fact, that for logical reasons the first and the third, and the second
and the fourth case have each to provide identical numerical solutions
(which is really the case after eliminating the calculation errors).
That is sinply because of the assumed symmetrical nature of the distribu-
tions: any change in the degree of confidence does not change the means
or expectation values of the distributions at all (except in the term ZEat
which is influenced in a more complicated way by the uncertainty of n this is
the reason for the two different solutions). The statement on page 59
consequently is conceptually wrong: If uncertainty were neglected, then the
median expectations would have been chosen, and the result would have been
exactly the same, the conclusion on page 63 is wrong accordingly. (All
further calculations should also be checked for correctness; if the figures
of page 58 really prove to be wrong, then the errors will spread all over
the rest of the example). To sum it up: the example as it stands now, does
not and cannot prove the influence of uncertainty on the mean (expectation
value) of the outcome, with the exception of n.

6. 1 miss the discussion of one of the crucial questions: what is the
actual meaning of a certain variance of an expected (mean) outcome for the
decision-maker? There is only one brief reference to this question on page 62,
which may be clear enough for a scholar in this field, but keeps the average
reader lost. First of all, the introduction of S = ... etc. and the whole
rest may be correct but is rather undigestable to him. Secondly, the properties
of the standard of deviation (which is commonly expressed as , and not S),
being the square root of the variance, should be discussed explicitly, for
example in terms of alternative deviations from the expectation value and
the respective probabilities. In this context, the diagram on page 105 in
the attached H.B.R. article, showing the accumulated probabilities over the
scale of all possible outcomes, looks very impressive and should immediately
be meaningful. This very diagram shows in a nutshell the achievements and
the properties of the probability approach to the decision-making problem.

7. The suggested procedure (direct cstim.ation of probabilities by considering
only three or two alternative hypothetical outcomes) tends to confuse two
fundamentally different cases of uncertainty. In the first case, (the one
under discussion in the report) we have a subjective "continuum" of expecta-
tion, distributed around a "most likely" value; the actual occurrence is
expected to fall anywhere into an estimated range, with decreasing likelyhood
departing from the mode. The second case, which is clearly distinguished from
this first one, is the incidence of clearly defined alternative course of
events. To give an example: there is a subjective probability distribution
of the expectation of the future volume of domestic sales of a certain product
under given political conditions. But the country under consideration may
consider to enter a specific kind of free trade arrangement with its neighbor
country. Then we have clearly distinguished alternative set of well defined
environmental conditions, leading to completely different probability dis-
tribution of sales estimates. With respect to this second kind of uncertainty,
the direct estimate of the subjective probabilities of the incidence of the
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alternatives is a very sensible and realistic concept. The difference
between the two cases is immediately evident, if the final evaluation in the
final decision-making is looked at: nobody would seriously think of merging
the two alternative course of events, and calculating one mean or expectation
value, but would look definitely to the alternative outcomes and their respective
probabilities and variances.

8. A computarized model of the investment problem is desirable indeed,
but not only for simulating hypothetical outoomes of the venture in order to
obtain a probability distribution. Another advantage would be to run a
"sensitivity analysis" of the problem, (a formally similar but conceptually
different "simulation" approach) as a tool for planning the optimal information
effort. This is indicated somehow on pages 50 and 51 of the report, and more
explicitly, on page 103 of the H.B.R. article. Simplifying somehow, this
approach can be described as follows: (1) The model is formulated algebraically,
i.e. the basic equation for calculating the capital value of the project has
to be spelled out as far as possible, showing explicitly the effect of all the
(estimated) independant variables and parameters; (2) the model is programmed
for the computers; (3) without any particular effort, a set of very crude
first "guesses" of the values of all the independant input data is prepared;
(4) the model is run with this first set of expectation values; (5) one after
the other these first crude input data are modified to the "negative" side
by changing them successively by certain controlled percentages or amounts.
The resulting changes in overall outcome tell a striking lesson: they show
clearly which of the input data are the "critical" ones and which are of
minor importance and require no more than just this guess. This could serve
as the key to allocate the limited time or money for the appraisal of a
particular project in such a way that the data exploration is concentrated
on the critical ones, in order to keep the overall uncertainty at a minimum.
Any improvements of information during the whole process can be fed into the
model immediately for continuous adjustment and control.

9. Except from the calculation and conceptual errors discussed in
para 3, the example in the annex to Chapter III reveals several typing errors,
(rather to be discussed orally) which sometimes are quite embarrassing to
the reader. This leads to the suspicion that similar typing errors may have
occurred elsewhere, thus a careful scrutiny of all the formulas is recommended.

10. I have the feeling that the authors had something impossible in
mind with the report: namely, to satisfy both the scholar in this field,
and the practitioner who has never heard anything before about this topic.
I am afraid, neither will be very happy. The scholar may prefer a more
austere presentation, describing briefly the state of the art, and high-
lighting the shortcomings and indicating future solutions. The practitioner
simply wants to understand the actual achievements of the approach, and how
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it fits to his problems and to his view. If the goal is more towards the
latter, aimed at "converting" him, I would suggest some editing. The form
H.B.R. has developed for that very purp6se is samehow exemplary. For the more
sophisticated reader, specific annexes may be attached. This shortcoming
is especially true with respect to Chapter IV which is definitely too "much"
and too "little" simultaneously. The aim to make understandable and acceptable
the whole concept of integrating uncertainty into procedures of project appraisal
stands for itself and does not require a review of the highly complicated
theory of decision-making under uncertainty, including "dynamic programming."
A simple hint that maximizing the expectation value (in the case of choice
between alternatives) or achieving a positive one (in case of a single yes-no
decision) is a poor criterion, and that uncertainty about achieving the expec-
tation values are another dimension in his overall utility function, would
be enough for any conscientious decision-maker. He has anyhow to find for
himself his "optimum", by means of his very individual "risk preference
function", and nobody can reliee him from this problem. The position sketched
in this paragraph, is pointed out quite emphatically in paras 1 and 2 of the
Summary and in para 2 of the Introduction, saying "the primary purpose of this
paper is to present workable procedures of analysis to practicing project
appraisers."

cc: Messrs. Walstedt
Reutlinger
Schmedtje

MS/gb
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Mr. Barmnd A. ds fries Jary 17, 1967

Note en Amraisal of in

1. I a in general agremant the prepatls oonsidefatimn
d&vloped in your note of Jyuyt il, maly, (a) 1wrever possible projects
dwuld be evaluated en the basis of the pries at which products ioeldA be
bought or solA an intewatomal narketg (b) engaged as it is in fimeasing
single projects, the IC wil hase to aeompt the general proteetionist
policy of the Country as gives.

2. I would suggest, barever, that:
(a) it may be indicated that the above muntiened omnsidwation

are relevant to all projects taen up by IWO, and met enly to projects
prateiing textiles and steel, ohink bapan to be maxted by ecess ompacity
in other cewatries; (b) the idea o a Oeutimae prie to take acoont of
marketag pemliarities (.. in the cam of mugar) mW be presented
sameujat differently. Th free world market pries, representing the
alternative east, would be the relevant me for projeot evaluation.
Hoever, takdng asont of the Kdoigifg (rsestrietive) mature of the
world pries a Ighwu then usual level of protection tr desetie psrdoetiom
may be omsidsre asytable in Saah oIses (a) the idea, in the last
pemgapb on page 2 ot yew note, that a projeet receiving protection out
of lime with the gemanal level, woUld be in a1 likelihood eameelafly
Uvrenfitable, dose not appear via1ing; (4) th peition of a gemmally
free trading eOeatmy (lines 2-, pge 3) is not esI M4 Similar to
the point made in the earlier part of the paragAh. A ewtWy uq be
tree trading becease it does not have a maMfacturlg seator. A develop-
ment or -a-Mtasing project in sah a case may require a departure from
the general proteetion levels. As you point out en page 2 of yer note,
the relevant o1n4it ratin is that proectim ehoul not be agrosely "at
of lime with the protection gemesrafy reseived by firms in the sm or
related inesties. (WaOAis AMed).

abor- yd

oa: Wr. Walstedt



Man* lana. ln" I Sflp Vatflr June 30, 1967
mmd PLaM *

Alneaet Stevense

alkm"s e b a ow Ad n&mie nowe Vaseal tlim

the ftSsbed dwelt study "TeeMqs few "rajeet AppnMaC mit
U nima W pOpeed by t. AlMO UMitager of eW Immetant

I -s esdtq ye tw esptes ot the drft Ia ease the re may
staff mAsus I yar Upertosat *e ye eastdn we*ld I"* to red
it. We should mia say s$moats they way bew a the draft.

.@ s .re d ven/e

RGilmore/Astevenson/ner



Mr. Jan de Wilue Jun. 22, 1967

Sham EUSutlingerS

L. a. hvid 3. Norts of MaKimay and Ceapaiy, Inc. (huagmmit
Cosum teato) visited here briefly with Wt. van der Tak and woeolf several
days ago in response to an earlier invitation.

2. The topi of our discussion wA the simulation teohnique for
assessing the preoabMty distribution of the rotun ffr an invesrsknt,
which Dr. Sorts has presented in his paper, "llk Anaeyais in Capital
ruvwtmsntoU published in the Jamuary/February issue, l96k, of the
Eawvuad BUinsss Revisit.

3. $I=@ the publieation of his paper, Dr. erts has ad occasion
to appy the as1aation tesimque to the evaluation ef a vwriety of
interesting investment problem. Up*. Ruts has stated his willingesso
to respond to an invitation to present a semare discussion about this
topie to interested peromu in the Bank.

4. rs. terts has Aloe kindly offered to ecapute for us with his
preopus and ecp--ter a probability distribution of returns for the
bypothetieal project described in or *pw.

estlingwube



Nr. S. ?rnkhad June 2, 1967

5gaglaes ?.equee few Pwejest Aspeis4l

1. At yrw roqet, I attended a meeWag IAn r. Chaamet's Offle
- the above subjet. Nr. Huesa, a Tug ?nftwmm sl preventar asmined

to 0, Mau. a met I wt1 a1g e baout ta me o aiaAtien im
abwera Ae$i thefy. As MlIuttlemS he deseadbed a .aqnitew progpm
1w"i he ftedIwad to tot the Ipmot at varies "permaa am tp ae

am dvelqgsat bmk pewrfitabl3tr. Re mgsted that a Wad1m 'Iaproah
uight be uNA In aoe of our appratal.

t. we hase IAMS -mia tbat retum .m11u1&tmm. ap"tpw5a1
"sports provide readers with a rathor sparoas foeslag of asooram or
oortalnbf. At a diviuim saar, last year, I tw .d to maIlpm the
mssAvit:w of rate of rotmxa .ziterim to as!pua made sith rospeet to

yilie, mst., psmees a tw* of mste a" efits. flt mInA T a-
the natLem, Er. Pmalid, wrto a poor whor he amgd that o might ons

ae OaVIxg ramgs" of eftaat.d Vsals rather thean etaUl Met praable
vAr ia essmotis with our appraisals. Nxro roestly Nr. -at1lapw of

the Deommsmt Daparbs t Propared a rather eqbisated p"lar uhors he
eq#ested that a aggrate probebIAt" 3e'tWJJV.iWA fr Aa rate O Woeton

toad be obta. an the bast of pqbm to sttatem or the ai Oesw
POset of benfits a .ets*.

3. The lota of Xr. beia's prora is qiute gmmeral ad sheuld be
olauve3 Oaw to adapt to the zbqatwasats of a rate of return o4.vlatia.

I suest that we atteapt suob as ad at ia easseetim with mapvtsUlo
surrentay wadarw . Oe posibLiUtr Is th Mr Vally Projeat dhm the
respsse of cotten yielde to ratafoll or psatuide appliatbm offUnamoy
*1g0t be smalyao&. )motr is U6e %mm"d Livestock Prmjewt in eemmootion
with iich it might b useful to test the smastivit of the herd dev*p.
mat 304.1 alseaV w~ez* et for Bras.

e s oer..a ademst

Vape /rrI-
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IFLJATION AND MOMETARY EXPCSU?2 IN LATI-N AAE2IC. IU IN 3 C._ EA:TIG

In area-: in which economic instability exists -or is rnincr ; h

investments and operations are subject to apecial circumstances that u=ually

are not found in countries relatively rore developed. In or-Ccr to face those

circumstances, special tools and abilities are -needed to avoid substantial

losses or investments that result in economic disasters. This nemoran.dun tries

to explain the nature of such conditions, some of its affects, and some of the

protective measures that may be taken.

2. There is no panacea for all the ills of such operations. A remedy

that can be desirable in certain geographic areas or for a specific co-pjany may

not be adequate in other circumstances. Thus, this paper should not be con-

sidered as a practical manual for the rapid and easy solution of prcblems that

probably are very complex and unrelated. It only will point out some of the

areas that may require special attention or a great deal of consideration.

Maybe the best recommendation to an investor is that he should assure himself

that any company in which he invests should have a financially i"hly-qualified

management with experience in solving the problems in any situation of ecoromic

instability, inflation, or monetary devaluation.

3.' The monetary losses .are real losses and not only losses in the paper

(it@ 40=11 Iggaizo)n 1.ss) 3grigtin tho ws gOf inadoqvnato aGQ 0-u ting ic-,

that do not show the losses tend to hide this. If net assets in the function

of any constant value a.e worth less after devaluation, the investor wol'd have

lost money, as much as if.one of the accounts receivable of the comp-ny would

4. have turned a "bad debt". In many cases, these losses not only reduce tha value

of the investment, but also create serious cash and liquidity problems.
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FADJJC CONTROL

1. This memormavnn is aonoerned with avoiding the large avoidable
increase. in engineering cost and the delays vich arise on projects bet-
ween the tine that dahe engineering is authorised and the o0mlation
of oemstrustice.

2. I have sJminod several prose"t cimprising malmly heavy civil
and meanical engineering works ranging In valve between * 3,000,000
a * 60,000,000 ad estinate the avoidable lesses arising during design
and construction at betweon 10$ and SC of the tendered contract price.

3. A gsamral average of the avoidable lasw in projects involving
mainly civil engineering onstruction is of the order of 2. The mest

onmfortmate aspect of tMis less is not so moh the oeget term effects of
servicing the capital, as the depletion of funds available for immitete
use in deveiOs nt.

4. The losses are mnin3 due to iMdequaciee and faults ins

DmIGN PBIOD

(a) defimitim in detail ot the opera+Aal requienmits of the
project. This results in later changes of deelgm - usually
on a large scale - cmicb disrupt the contracter's constran-
tin prosed.... In transpertatim, pert design is probably
the mast septible to this fault becas of the washer of
parties involved in the deomga;

(b) engineering detailing of the contract deseents with resultent
later disruption of the construction procedures)

(e) site investlgatimn before design; and

(6) progr ming and processing the wark mneossary to identify and
detail the faclities required,to obtain legal and finaniasl
clearamses, to carry out site inmestiation, to prepare eng-
ineering details and to let the cantract.

CST HUCTIOX 11IOO

(a) progrining of work preparation and mnenction;

(b) prepalng the feam of a periodical Financal Review of the Con-
treet Naies;

(e) ahacking of outstanding and anticipated claim for increased
payment or ext"asio of tine;

(4) the analytical eamination of progress against the progran and
ataAl c*sts (iJlAding clais) agpint the erigiml priced

- Pills of QiNantities



Mr. W sn@ 0u. , 2 My ,l 1967
Mr. A. F. Geelot and Mr. Pater bngelmon

(e) develop&ng in the ConsultantsI and the Contracter'. site
representatives the wil and skill to eradicate delay and
additional costi and

(t) checking the mafety of permanent and temporary works as
the work preceeds.

5. it is often argued that these famations are the resib$3 ty
of the Consultants and the Contractor and should be left to them. This
is not a profitahl policy because it dos not work, the reason being
that self-interest is a major consideration and self-interest does not
prmpt Commultante and Contractors to regard the objectives ot these faun-
tions as paramount. The method eutliMed in the attached Appendix is
therefore suggested as a first draft of a method of control which ould
be preseribed by the Bank for projects during the construction period.
I have uditted suggesting methods of control during the design period
for the sake of brevity and clarityl these could be considered separately.

6. I believe that a simlar method of control could be devised for
transportation studies.

7. It will be noted that the control does not ensure that trouble
will not arise an any particular project. Nbat it does ensure is that
defects in the quality of supervision will be detected and can be remetad
and that, in an aggregate of projects, the aggregate of troubles vill be
minimal.

iAa

Attachment
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Coatiaoa to be observed br Consultants appointed as bgiaeer
on a CLvi bai&erina ggngrat mbest to Dak FlasaoiJ

1. These Coditima are intended tor

(a) avoid mucessary delsys and Iereasen in oestj and

(b) sigmi at am early a date as is possible the onset of

additins in cest and delays in construotis.

"phgal " Ians the Consultants' hmo offie., "resudnt-nginer"

means the agineer' s site reposentatve.

IUIDT IMIKU

2. The consultants win previde the Client and ta lank with te cur-

ribulin vjt& of their poposed resident engineer and .111 offer the Dank

the Opnrtmaity of disnssing the emntmte and its supervision with a Partner

of the Connltants and the prpoeged resident engineer, either in the C ssl-

teants' hm office or the lank in Washington as nay be areed.

3 *The offer of appointment to the proposed resmmt enmer wil be

subjeot to the Client's and the Sank's approval.

4. upon approval of the after of appoindment to the proposed resident

engineer and before the offer is neW, he will be shoumi

(a) the sntract 4.IMent

(b) a schedule of .ontraot details still to be prepured for works

not fwlly detailed in the contract dometls

(c) the unsuceesful tenderers' pries; and

(4) these Conditios.

5. The infomtion deearibed in paragraph 4 will be discussed between

the CeAsultants' Partner in Sharge of Ue contfat and the proposed resident



AmMIz

engineer and the ofer eof appointmnt will be made and &a*epted on the

understanding that emues; or emlanatioas for emgiusewiug inadequsy

of the 21rks, late enlstioa, or emseive est, however well founded

tbor my appear, have no metary valve and axe therefore useless to the

Client.

It to eapeoted that the Consultants will propose a raident ng-

inser whose qans knoledge, eporione and salary will be in

ks epig with this Condition.

6. Subsequent to ths discussion the Consultants will make their

deoision whether or not to offer the q-p.inant to the proposed resident

7. Upon the resient engineer's acoeptanse of the api@tmsnt, the

Consultants will imfe the leit and the Bak, stating the salary (La-

buMiag fringe bonefits) of the appoiatmat.

CONPACT 2jWAI1

6. A master o*w af the contrast details viii be laintained in the

resident eogineer's office. This will eoprises

(a) the original eontroct doessntj

(b) variation orders serially imbewrd, or their equivalsstj

(c) provisional cia and P.g. ma orders serially ambered, or

their equivalentj

(4) msafaoturers' drawings and sperifatiins;

(e) teoopvry works details; and

(f) ma other detail in the ftom of drawings or in aw other forn.

These doeonmats w:ll be maintaimed so an to teo= a snvemient

reference to the work to be eaciated and payasat to be made in intria

eorttiefLtes.



9. All Instructions from the Consultants to the Contractor will be

.opied to the resident engineer.

10. The resident engineer will ollaboate with the Centracter's site

manager in the preparatima of a detailed program of eastructIsn, either In

network or bar Oheat fem. The program will iulmde details of the mthods

of ceenstruttin and pjLat to be utlimed.

The resident enginear will add to the program the time eehevlual fort

(a) preparing contract details for provisle nal suam and P.C. ua

works and vriatlme, or their eqIivaleatg

(b) preparing ar othr details in the tfom of drawings or in saW

other formp and

(e) taking a other action required of the Client or the Consul-

tants to faclmitate emxection of the works (e.g., fraima

legal or admiistrative elearares).

PRWGREW

1U. Bering the course of the sentrast the resident engineer will main

tain progress by*

(a) detailed enation Aith the Centaester' s site manager of pro-

grosw plotted aainst the prgra amd the causes for deviatiemi

(b) obtaitiag *loe kamoledge of the Coataetrr's works aag t

diret:y eontrofling -mst-a, and their epiiap;

(e) frank""s with the Contractor, edeotmndiag of his probism of

orgazuaing and executing at a cmpettive prie, aend tmding

~,017 passible aseistane, of amr kind eonsistent with the eon-

tract)



(d) keeping to the dates for carrying out action required ot him

and doing all in his power to clo action required of the

Client and the Consultants in ascordame with the program;

(e) utiliuing network anampis and/sr methed study as and uhis

their use would be of advantage$ and

(f) strongly resisting the desire to offer the cold comfort of an

awsew for delay, as an alternative to prevention or remedy.

12. The resident engineer will recommend to the Consultants the appems-

tiOn of the strnger provisiONs of the Contract (ClassO 46 of the Conditions

af Centract (Intemmti*nal) or its equivalent) before it is too late to retrieve

the tim lst, but only after he has been able to establish with the Consul

tants the cause of and renedy for delay.

3. Ow hngiamer and the resident engineer will aintain on site a

register of etstanding claim frm the Contracter for additional payment

or extension of tine.

At three-mnthly intervals of time the bagineer or the resident

engineer will reqnest the Contrasator to give notice of any Clain not on

resord and will contim in writing uith the Contrastor the latter's reply

to the reqvewt.

2114 The hngineer and the resident engineer will prepare a Financial

Review of the Contrast price at intervals of tine to be decided by the Con-

sultants after consultation with the ank and the lient. The Fnacial

svieM will incluas

(a) the original Contract priA

(b) adufststs arising due to nasured quantites differing frcm

the billed quantities)

(a) increases or decreases arising d"e to variations



(d) ad 1 stments to the sums entered in the bill of quantities

against preiasnal sa and P.C. sn itme or their equv-

alents ;

(e) increases or decreases arising from escalation olauses

(f) estimated costs of anticipated future variations;

(g) a list of claim oomsidsred valid by the Costma'otor and

(h) a lust of future claims antusipated by the bigineer and the

resident engineer.

Where the prices entered in the Finanial Roeviw have not bon

agreed ith the Centreter, both the Coensultants' and the Contractor's

estimate of cost will be giv4v or stated as not available.

Sam or PBWNWUlT An meCOR&E WORM

15. The bngineer and the resident emgener wills

(a) check and record the line and leavl of psaamnmnt and temporary

works at regular and reasonla intervals of time during and,

for as lng as is necessary, after oenstructieat

(b) check and record at regular and reasoamble intervals of tine

that ne alterations to permanent vorks have been made omeptiag

as ordered or agreed in writing by the bogineer or resident eg-

(e) *eck and record in writing at regular and reasonable intervals

of time that no alterations have been =Ae to temporary works

iiich have been eppreved by the Censultmnt. in &eordamce with

the Contrast;

(4) check at reasonable intervals of time normully wsee. effects

(e.g.1 sGeIMings for erosion or aseretiem))



APFgN)IX

(e) eonmsid in particular hydrauli and sils conditions as the

work preseeds. Uhe resident engineer itl record in writing

his opiMa or, the status of these oonitIons and att rec-

..andatin. he may have for ojw progrmn of Irestigati or

testing of thmn; and

(S) arrange spesial prograw for testing an inspeotion of wlding,

Idlig or other operations having a direct bearing on safety.

ROing SUPSAMIION

16. ?e resident enginer will provide cheek lists or programs fort

(a) inspeeisa ad testing not overed br parag*aA 15 (f)i

(b) the submission hy his staff of certificates of imepectien

before covered works, or covered site conditions are built

in;

(a) setting out rutines; and

(4) nethods and dates of recording imfommaten, reporting, photo-

graphing, and obtaining and making roUne returns.

17. Se bgineer and resident engineer will organa. the site staff

to embI lsal site engineers to be trained in Consultants site supervis-

in by partaking in the wb.le of a resident eoginser's functions other than

that of giving instrstiouns to the COntraster.

1. Th kgineer and/or the resident engineer will make all deouments

referred to in these Conttsaw available to the Jank's representatives dor-

ing their visits to the site and will discuss the inpdioa ene of the dean-

Meants with the Banke's representatives.



Mr. Patrick X. Reid Nay 3, 1967

B. Chadenet R. Chadenet

Projects Department Docunents

ftrther to our telephone conversation on Monday, I an sending
you the following documents concerning the preparation and appraisal
of projects:

Agriculture

Project Preparation
Beef Cattle Projects
Credit Nachanism

Iducation

Criteria for Bank/IDA Financing of Iducation and Training Projects
Brief Guide to Preparation of Education Project. for Presentation

to IUD/IDA

Power

Sumuary of Information Neded for Power Project Appraisals

?elecomuunication

S8ary of Information Needed for Telecomuunication Project
Appraisals

Water Works

Questionnaire for Water Works Projects

Transportation

Iighvqys
Railways
Ports

BC:oco

I
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Mr. Irving Friedman May 1, 1967

S. Aldewereld (igned) M e

tesearch on Pot-er Tariffs

I understand that the Econo'rics Department has plans for
research into power tariffs and that the broad idea at prezent is
to try to deterine whether the tariffs which our borrowers set
are so structured as to result in a reasonably efficient use of
capital resources. As you know, tre Balk/IDA have r-ot hitherto
made any detailed review of tariffs during project arvraisala.
The practice of the Public Utilities Division has been to Craw
to the attention of our borrowers any deficiencies our appraisal
teams noted in their tariffs and to recozne:nd or, in some, cases,
to require that they retain cocsultantts to review then. The
reason for this approach is that the designing of a proprtariff
is a hithly specialized and tine consIZzing task and we itnve always
considered that where there were problc-s specialists should be
brought in to handle the:.

On the ether hand it has always been my position that we
should welccome any research by the Econonics Departctant which vould enable
us to improve the quality of our apraisals. I hope therefore that the
Lco-onIcs and Projects Dcpartmcnt-& mill be able to detertine jointly
whether any work, which contributes directly to the efficiency of opera-
tions, can be satisfactorily done within the Lank.

I stress that this is a matter on which there should be close
collaboration between the two Dc'partiertq sinc I am disturbed to find
that sor.!a iork hns already been done in the teconoics Deprrtnent without
the knowledge of anyone in tho Projects Dcpnrtnent. I would hope thit
work with such a direct bearing on cur operations would not be started
before the Economics Departz.ent had consulted with the Projects
Pepart-ient.

CC; Messrs. WiIli-as
ianzarck
Cadenet
Knox

AfKnox mvzinc



r . Shiamoe Reutlinger April 26, 1967

Bernard Oiry

Commants on OTechniques for Projeot Appraisal under Ucertainty

You have invited my comments on your draft above referred to.
Although such difficult a subject would require a more thorough exandatien,
I could only glans through the text and I can offer the following ecmentss

General comeants

2. From a general viewpstnt this paper is interesting and you have
couched in simple terms a very difficult problem, narrowing the topic to
mean calculation and variance analysis. The paper my give the impression
of a god sasary of elementary statistical techniques, although this my
not necessarily be detrimental. The addition of a few cnarete cases in
the major fields of Bank activitu could have helped to give a more pragmati
orientation to the study (parer, tramsportation, agriculture, ... ).

2. Investaent decsins under uneortaintr have been the objeet of a
large amount of work with the blossoming of manw operations research centers
in recent years. Squally important has been the develommnt of corresponding
ecomputerimed techniques and simUation programs. In this regard, it would
give a more "eperationalO charaster to the paper if a section could be
deveted to the description of existing tools in such ovperative-program-
user libraries, as those of IN and CDC for various types of computers.

3. It would have helped considerably if this first draft of the study
had been acoompanied by a bibliography of the sources used or books recommended
by the author to supplement this introducetry paper. Several new publicaetions
might be useful, such as ULIUm Fel1ner's Prba.ilty and Profit, R.D. Irwin,
Inc., Nemewod, Iln sa, 19. % and B.X. ansbertmn, Thue Tt! of Profit,
Basil Raekell, OWterd 965. eference should be =Ae also to th werk of
Frank I. bight, Disk. 4nert4nty and Profit Noughton ifflin C., 1921,
*iLch remains a most outstanding and fecund analysis in the field. I might
also mention the article of J.1. Ryan and A.0 Garder, The Measurement of
D-A* Misk', in the Southern Econamic Journal, Vol. 31, No. 3, January

.. L~ast but not least, we should be aware that the use and abuse of
probabilitr theory to deal with uncertainty in economics has come periodically
under attack and that the tevorsy is open more than ever.

5. From an orgamisatimal vievpoint, Chapter IV should perhaps preee
Chapter III and I have mixed feelings about the section going from page 13
through 21 inclusive.



TO 1 Nr. lMame Aoutinger -2- April 26, 1967

6. Begarftig ts uU&1W emoept (p. 78), it is true tat the
indivitol's utility fametiu praides a slassial sample. XEwm ,
Nak loing operations are 4sed at sestal utlitW rater than individmal

UUlitY. The discussion of te social uti2iy f*tnion should peras
enter th pis.tve.. ?hu mst lateres"ig is the Swain's at** (P. a2)

of V8 aaemetes, a proper iflustratlan? 1Wat woulA be for instouse th
Sutlit fassuen of latin American exeutves? 8illar3, the train
storage etwspile (p* 89) seems to as tposal of train amportiag countries
rafter than of grain iaper"Lg oAntries.

Speeifi@ Oasente

Page 5, pars is I would prefer ... inorease in lending fwr various
kinds of agriseltral ps'roatsw to '...arictu
and partloular kinds of agricultural projects".

Page 5, para 21 Delete eqrehnisiva reviews are available .lsewre".
0Lvo instead a bibliogpphy of a few beeld reference
books to supplament ths intrndnotory review.

Page 6,
fseote 1 u Are prices non-oeotvelabl3?

Vage 23, pers
I The prbabMKI ealsuls is wmsk older than the 'new"

mthates oLoh is primzariy a wnew" method of
preventing maamatoal esompte.

Page 2%,
pare. 5 a In agpisultare ts additional .atput of a eeiadita .as

the prodnet of the mab of additional prodcing units
nd the aditanal eutpat pew unit.

Page 26,
pars. 6 S Uquatimas (4)?? e"plan symbei.

Page 12 1 Squatinn 20 f uih mns sigp? It should be plus or m ns
or thsereieally pIS sipg, with the posoibility tat the
estimate of a might yield a minaus sip.

Page 61
pae. % v Are addiMonal ields Uke to be 'timeless'?

para. a wProbiaUtW or westimate" of 2O0 to 25%?

ess Mr. U.0. van der Tak

I0sa 



Mr. . . 0. Dart April 1, 1967

Cornelis P. van Dijk

UMOrtainty and the 3Uemoic kAte of btura of a Proiect

1. Mr. Agnews' proposal to attach probability coefficients to all
factors determining the bank's rate of return calculations has muh wider
applieabilityl it can be applied to all our judgment. and has the advantage
of nking it clear that thse judgments are in fact nothing more than a
choice out of a number of alternative possibilities, based on asasaptious
which are by no means certainties.

2. Previous studies and discuassions have made it clear that cur pre
sent knoledge of the sconemit beuefits of inmastments in edecation is such
that the application of rate-of-return ealculations to education project.
cannot be expected to lead to results which are sufficiently reliable to
guide the Bank in its investament policy. Since Mr. Agen's. proposal has a
wider significane than the field of oost-bensfit analysis, bimever, it
will be worthwhile to raise a fr questioms as to its general relevance.

3. The theoqY underlying Mr. Agnews proposal is formally correct but
6e03 to add another unsertainty to the rasgo of unertainties we bars alrea#:
the uncertaintyrof correctly judging the probability ceefficients (or distri-
bution) which abould be attached to the various possible outcomes of the
different factors. If we are not in a positn to judge the prbability ds-
tribution eerrectla it is difficult to se how the applieans of Mr. Agne's
proposal can add anything to our knowledge.

4. The theory of probability is built on the relative frequency idea,
in which the frequency with which reprodesible events occur give uas a guide
to their happening again in the future (e.g. the tossing of a coin or rolling
of dice). Here the probability distribution is simple and not open to rea-
wouakle doubt.. In the reality of ecosnmic analysis we are often dealing
with factors which are unique (happening in a new situation or reaching val-
ues never attained before), ne-reprodueible and ma tiea ambigisus. Here
the probability that an event will occur or snt occur (with all the shades
of grey between thase te extremes) is mush more difficult to assess, even
if we bad a great deal of statistical information or the judgmets of many
speialists. In a great many casoe we would sinply have to put our hunches
in. Here the basis of our judgment of the probability distribution itself
is open to reasonable dwubt.

5. The logical thing to do would be to add another dimension to the
smarcisea to calsulate the probability that war judgement of the probabil-
ity distribution is sorre t. Suppoeo we bad based our judgment about the
probability that event 2 will occur on the opinion of 100 specialists; me

C- aek whsthUspsehability is that the pinion of these specialists is



Mr. . J.G. art -2 - April li, 1967

*erut and measare e.g. Va isnbsr of time tbqW failed to predict morrestly
in the past etc. etc. te proat can be extended ad sf isitam of cearme,
and all the way the statitisal probability tat ar fiual astoome is csrect
wuald dScoease, our feflimg of ucrutAlty wold invsesse, without ladm g
us to bettur Judgment, with higbor probabilities. Or best judgsent oeld
stil be the best we have, wo oily feel less sure about it.

6. The qpsstie =W be voised ibthsr this mereise cam add avthimg
to or kaveledg or ocas Iprove our judgmente. If the parposs of NO. Agar's
proposal Is to briag into the opem the sm usmortainties srvouaiig our
3 udgments, vmaId it nst be sufficient to state clearly an which assumption
thes. Ju4gput. rest, without attaebing to times asamptioms mimaerlal val1is
which are uncertain and ot dbioe valve.

eas . 1etbes



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND IEVELOPHENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum DATE: April 12, 1967

FROM: Hans A. Adler

SUBJECT: Comments on J. G. Agnew's Memorandum on
Handling Uncertainty in Project Appraisal

1. Mr. Agnew's memorandum of March 13, 1967, on "Uncertainty and
the Economic Rate of Return on a Project" raises an important and
interesting issue. Because our actual procedure in appraising transport
projects is somewhat different from that described in the memorandum, it
may be useful to outline it. The major difference is that we generally
do not make the most probable estimate of costs and benefits but a more
conservative one to allow for risk so that our estimate can be compared
with the opportunity cost of capital, which is also more-or-less riskless.

2. The most important estimates in the appraisal of transport pro-
jects are the costs of the project, the unit benefits, and the traffic.
The element of uncertainty is now handled as follows for these three
items:

a) In the case of traffic, we do not use the most probable
estimate, but a more conservative figure, - one which we regard as
almost certain and from which most of the risk has been eliminated. Where
the uncertainty is great, we present alternative estimates. We have not
made a systematic review of how our traffic forecasts have turned out in
practice but a sample review indicates that our underestimates substan-
tially exceed overestimates, especially for roads.

b) As for costs, three distinctions should be made. First,
for construction costs of roads, our method was changed in 1964 when we
began to insist on final engineering being more-or-less completed; the
same is true for land acquisition in countries where this presents a
problem. As a result, while our construction cost estimates before 196h
did not allow adequately for risk, they now generally do. In the case of
ports, our estimates have aimed at the most probable cost; we have not
reviewed in detail, however, how actual costs have compared with estimates.
There have been only few railway construction projects. Second, for equip-
ment, we also allow for risk (through contingencies) so that most final
costs have been less than estimated. For many types of equipment, firm
international prices are readily ascertainable so that the margin of error
is relatively small. Finally, it must be kept in mind that the correct-
ness of our cost estimates, in allowing for risk, cannot be measured by
merely comparing final and estimated costs; to the extent that final costs
are higher because of general price increases, it can also be assumed that



Mr. Warren C. Baum - 2 - April 12, 1967

benefits would 'be higher, On balance, it world 3-.m tierefore th2t our
cost estimates make allowance for risk.

c) The probability of error for estimating unit benefits varies
with the type of benefit. Lower transport costs from paving a gravel
road, reducing distances of travel or replacing steam engines with diesels
can be measured quite precisely and the range of probable error is small;
many of our projects are fortunately of this type. On the other hand,
where we attempt to measure the net value of additional agricultural out-
put, the risk is substantial. We have tried to handle it by making con-
servative assumptions and sometimes by indicating a range.

3. Unless others outside the Bank have already calculated the pro-
bability of error in the types of estimates which we make, the most
meaningful way of making such a calculation would presumably be to review
our past projects and to develop from them the necessary probabilities.
This would be useful only to the extent that we follow in the future the
same methods we did in the past; as indicated above, our method for
estimating road construction costs was changed in 1964 and our methods
for estimating agricultural benefits are also evolving.

4. The overall importance of the issue should also be kept in mind.
In a project showing a rate of return of 16 per cent, an error of 10 per
cent in either traffic, unit benefits or costs (other than from general
price changes) would change the return by one percentage point; in the
quite extreme case that both unit benefits and traffic were overestimated
by 10 per cent while construction costs were underestimated by 10 per cent,
the rate of return would be reduced to 11-12 per cent. This would indi-
cate that a more precise evaluation of risk would be important only for
relatively marginal projects.

5. My general conclusion is that the most promising approach to
the problem of risk in project appraisal is to continue to review our past
projects, as in the case of the Iran roads, the Honduras Western Road,
and the Salvador feeder road study now planned by the Economics Department.
These will give greater insight into the problems of estimating costs and
benefits, including the reasons for errors. After a number of them have
been completed, it would be useful to review whether a consistent pattern
of error can be determined.

HAAdler:ncp
Bank

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Carmichael, Hardy, Loven

cc: Messrs. Chadenet, Ripman, Bell, Lipkowitz, Agnew
Messrs. Sadove, van der Tak
All Transport Economists



Nr. $.J.G. Dart April 3, 1967

F. Lethem

Vacercaiac and the IE.nni* Rate of etrN 0n a Ete"st

1. Mr. Agsew's paper appropriately revies the mdarnig of the rate
of return as eomputed by the bank, that is, uggregate estisated costs
and benefits of a project are calculated for each year of the projet's
life and lead to the eamputatie of the Ortrnal rate of return.

2. This method does not take account of the varying deop*e. of uncertainty
to which the estimates may be subjest. RAWever, to improve on the present
practice one should be in a position to estimate the probability
distributine of the various factors. In the case of eoputtag a rate of
return for oducation, it would ftply estimating the pvobabilities of costs
in*Uding foregone inoomes by students and the prbabilities of benefits
(inosme differewoials).

3. It dos s ot seem logical that the sompuateies of probabilities would add
some measure of increased likelineos in the results of the rate of return
to eduestion. This would only be the case when major ebje tiens to the
approseh will be solved. (See C.P. van Dtjk: Comments on Mr. Naug'

paper).

ee: Mr. van vijk

ILe them/at v
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs, . H /larren C. Baum DATE: February 7, 1967

FROM: V. 9. Hogg

SUBJECT: Underestimates ot Construction Costs

1. We are concerned about this for various and obvious reasons.
There is a general suspicion of continued over-optimism relating to
prospective costs (and benefits) in much of our operations that history
tends to confirm - quite aside from conceptual errors which double-count
or otherwise inflate the optimistic estimates of benefits.

2. This perennial overoptimism is not necessarily or always a
sign of incompetence or dishonesty. In an interesting paper two French
statisticians, apparently, have studied this phenomenon: l/

R. Giguet and G. Morlat, "The Causes of Systematic Error
in the Cost Estimates of Public Works", Annales des ponts
et chaussees, No. 5 (Sept-Oct, 1952), pp. 5h3-62 (trans-
lated by The Rand Corporation T-76, March 2h, 1953).

3. It seems they provide 2 major explanations:-

(1) Cost estimates are usually based on the most probable value
of an uncertain outcome, but the mean value of the proba-
bility distribution exceeds the most probable value. The
reason is that there are a large number of independent pos-
sibilities of things "going wrong", and, while each may
have a low probability, some of them are bound to occur.

(2) Because an accidental underestimate increases the like-
lihood of a project's being adopted, there tends to be a
selection bias towards over-optimism.

4. Do you agree we ask Research Files to request a copy of the
Rand translation for possible circulation among our highway engineers?

l/ Source of information, -dater Supply; Hirshleifer, de Haven and Mlillman,
University of Chicago Press (1960), p. 165.

VJHogg: gh
Bank

~ L~ f~j Ct
= ~~' rc ,#w( ~4 ~A,-,



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK' FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 0 r

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 26, 1967

FROM: H. B. Ripman

SUBJECT: Enquiry from Mr. Thor

Mr. Thor telephoned me yesterday to enquire whether the Bank

would consider financing an agreement with a consulting firm in a

Scandanavian country which had been entered into with the govern-

ment of a member country (for example in Africa) for which the

African country could not now afford to pay. I told Mr. Thor that

this case had not arisen in our experience and that we would consider

it on its merits if it did arise. I added that of course we only

financed such studies when they were likely to lead to a project

that appeared promising from the point of view of Bank/IDA financing.

c.c.--Mr. Williams

HBRipman:pgn



Mr. Cyril Davies August 30, 1966

Dig.d H. BHPI

#mxndamzts to 2.K. 5.01 - roect Appraisal

I attach a suggested amendment to para. 4 of this O.H. which
would mention the responsibility of IFC for Projeat Appraisal.

I have taken the opportunity to suggest some minor amendments
in other paras., and attach a list of suggested amendments.

c.c.--r. Chadenet

HBRipmas:pgn



Suggested amendments to O.K. 5.01
Project AMsraisa

4. Project appraisal is the responsibility of the Projects Department,

weopt for industrial, mining and dsvet opwent finane* oompwiy projeots,

for whieh .7.C. is responsible.

11. (last words)

to show what proportion of the total is Mkaly to be local currency

and what foreign currency.

15. (last sentence)

Income and expenditure accounts must be forecast through the period

covered by the financing plan, and a cash flow must be oonstruted to make

sure that the necessary funds will be available when needed. The aseowitions

on whiah these foresasts are based need oarsefk oonsideration, and should be

.peoified in the apprsisat report.

18. (third sentence)

A "take or pay" contract is one where the buyer undertakes to pay a

minimam amount during a period for a given quantity of a product or servios

20. Delete "(e.g. an hotel)" fron the third sentence.



May 23, 1966

Mr. D. 8. Thornton
University of Reading
Department of Agricultural Economics
7 Redlands Road,
Reading
=GLAND

Dear Sir:

Thank you for your letter of May 17, 1966. I am happy

to send you, under separate cover, a copy of the four documents on

probIms of project appraisal that you asked for.

Yours sincerely,

H. G. van der Tak
Economics Departoment

miGedT :sm



0 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
OF THE

p INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTY 1818 H STREET. N.W.. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20433

TELEPHONE: - EXECUTIVE 3-6360 CABLE ADDRESS: EDI INTBAFRAD

May 10, 1966

Mr. Arthur Karass
Director, European Office
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
4 Avenue d' Iena
Paris, France (16e)

Dear Arthur:

Mike Hoffman has asked me to take care of your inquiry of
May 2 regarding some 01natructions" for project appraisal which Mr.
Beringer wanted, Please find enclosed a batch of material which we
have used AA the various courses of the EDI. The "memoranda" drafted
by a "major international financial institution" are disguised opeu-
ational memoranda of the Bank. The other papers are outlines which
we have used in the Agricultural Course. There is nothing secret
about anyone of the papers, but they should not be considered official
IBRD documents. I hope that the papers will be of some use to Mr.
Beringer.

As you probably know, I hope to be in Paris next week to
attend a $eoting of the Advisory Committee of the OECD Development
Centre and shall probably pay you a visit on May 18.

With kindest personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

John H. Adler
Director

&Eilosures

JHA/mwm

cc: Mr, Hoffman



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Michael L. Hoffman DATE: May 3, 1966

FROM: John H. Adler

SUBJECT: Project Appraisal

I refer to your memorandum of April 25, particularly the last para-
graph. But before I get to that, let me say that your memorandum, and
indirectly the report on Malaysia, really deals with the broad quest of
project versus program loans. At the risk of being considered old-
fashioned my sympathies are still heavily on the project side, although
I would define the term in a very liberal way. (For instance, I can
conceive of the loans to India to finance imported inputs for industry
as a fine "project." I also would use the project label to a road
improvement scheme which consists of a large number of small bits and
pieces along various roads.) I think that the paper on Malaysia re-
flects too much the annoyance of Peter Cargill with the preoccupations
of the Projects Department.

Now as to the concern of the EDI with project evaluation techniques,
I think your impression of what we can possibly accomplish here is some-
what exaggerated. In the General Course which, as you know, has partici-
pants mostly from Ministries of Finance we can do little more than show
them the essential elements of project evaluation techniques and try
to convince them that there is an economic dimension to the project
selection which they should not overlook. In the Projects courses we
address ourselves not to Ministries of Finance, but largely to officials
of other Ministries and of development banks. There it would be a
serious mistake to pooh-pooh project evaluation techniques. But we do
not sell them the idea that the most elaborate techniques of project
evaluation are essential to their work. To be sure, we teach them
something about discounted cash flows, cost benefit ratios, the critical
path method and even about shadow prices. But the emphasis is on
balance sheet, profit and loss statements, market studies, cost estim-
ates, etc.---the kind of thing any "generalist" with some accounting,
engineering, or even economic background can understand and apply
without difficulty.

One other relevant point: we are really not concerned with project
evaluation techniques designed to satisfy the requirements of the Bank,
or the IFC. Our concern with foreign financing is incidental. We are
just as much interested in helping them to appraise and select projects
from their countriest internal sources.

I also do not think your concern about our creating a new group of
people in Ministries of Finance who become bottlenecks in the flow of
projects from spending ministries to sources of domestic or foreign
financing is warranted from another point of view. From an organizational
point of view we follow the Waterston line which stresses the importance
of project preparation and evaluation in the originating ministries
or agencies of government.



MICHAEL L. HOFFMAN



HEADOUARTERS:

WASHINGTON 25,D.C.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDREss-INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
CABLE ADDRESS-INDEVAS

,DITERMfONAL

EUROPEAN OFFICE:
4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16F) - FRANCE
TELEPHONE KLESER 25-10

May 2, 1966

Dear Mike,

Ch. Beringer is an 0.E.C.D. Staff member who is often in close
cooperation with us. In a letter to me dated April 27, he enquired
whether "there exist recent I.B.R.D. papers containing instructions
for project appraisal, particularly criteria and methods? f roject
selection in the agricultural field."

Ch. Beringer would need the material, on a confidential basis,
for a job he prepares for 0.E.C.D. I would be very grateful for any
assistance you could give me in this matter.

With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

Arthur Karasz

Mr. Michael L. Hoffman
Associate Director
Development Services Department
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433
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Tbe pmt w=ann Set forth sow *6ght an ti pr3oblm
auIng z.B.a.D. in osam 4th p.Jseft 4d4I and . vstIE"4n.*

and suggests a s*wle. ot stwU1a Vt vould enable those preblUw tO
be olvd.

")a f*1sing plam he. been adoptsds

(1) ? esjet dssgig and sewovsion,tim problem that it prasets fer
I.L.L.D. and t% V s of stv* tht M. be nslMbsld.

(2) Analysis Of tka wiisesiag aasulteatas .erviies aVi-nble.

(3) Sty ot ta doeknd tor Ui se ees of Ot 0004tLz euAC*Aeur.

(4) =otswzatm of an qUpttwm Agu tor the eost at projet
dasiga and sqpw"ES.

(5) Suy of sm t.

*T.N. IL N0N3B1RNG In the o&*gIaMl.
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I - PMZ?.J'T D" N 69 5UP8m1KOL TE g SAX IT

WAIBBS F . L A3 #AD 6S AM M I!= , 2Z MY! OhT JK

(1) MZJUJe dM&Ma And U&J21igna

Iu VOW gORMl1 to*, P"Je0t 11gn and .ujmVslta MNY
be defianed s e mwAi e mnp at wos end servimes wimts:

- pre tmtn is andw for th dea am. to uidertaks a .eiit. proJects

- tm teolial flatures and oet at that projeot ane dedided vpsm; and

- assistane Is proVded In tI matter at the aboA oft thm fim that
is to be entarkted with t easying ent St ti k vwk.

The parw s or bodies pawtozdRg thm said weft and servI .

- pswtiapate S$ tn abaime of tha Wans, and the ft ymbg ethekd
to be adepted tor % e autMU Ot the prjeSt, and

a as55e fmpmSI5lbilttV for the ispSatLea and saUyraISn ot the veies.

72u.sMA tMe plan. we sIabs asim that# the decision to
umdertaes the eapital project having been t ukm the sobemn has been
d.am up in benad autitnm. So einuesg fumattws that we shall be

OseMibiag aw, then, te t61104 aS

- the emnrqlg at tie fliu telsis"eal survm (for qamp', the
t-p p smh s-xrW* as ala. the takg at seaullp and the labors-

tUag work equled for that survWj)l

- the obates cc eseomnetnwo and sometimes the sluice Om the teoalodwal
squipeept (L1 the eese Of an *2tri* pCWer-*tatiW), fOlling upon
a stuW at the tosaoMq to be emloyed and o the price. asked)h

- the anstialag St pOet fer wo ariad sat, and 00 OhdAfe Of the
matbe to be uuedl

- inspetion and supervisian of work of eomtructig the projest.



(2) 1M nwobamn ftaz 1.3. J.D. in the 1024 .af mdsizmesi ooiultante' mwrvie

CsultantsI services an p3ritg an is aimbr 1 eat part in tam
carri out at p StS, tMA bi-- dos, on ts an , to teoulal
dwvs lo mut, Which makee it -- - una tor the assistane ot speoiali-ts
to be listedO, =to an the other hind, ItWO vatd ratare of the taohel.
qWeS eqiqed in em. a h th sow p stti qii a aattSehutaot
dogreeat oo-otdistLon betseen thn we* t the *po*ial*te oummbd.

f4hw1"W, th services of .nmaztig ouinultanta e also ginAng in
4portmooS beewme at the taet that Isw 10 groift ineaxuw. it the fet

that &l tamw of pnoJect pronarston ae thoreWo werth wIn. On pre.
portL =i t the tot% ca t at the mps Iep e 1 b e -- s1 e i s
is 4i.ed a wyi p 2awg. s - it mW amount to botmin 26 md 151 in the
ase t a d&n L - mad it sem m 1)2i' that thi Sham ft otin3

costs vil insmaase tfuther during the next fow yeas.

3h einaeotin with the pejects *t4 it finances, LIR.D. Is a3hd
Von to seek he2p em a wy wdssmive seaeU from engi ring -e- ltt,
ad the Wing dewm at the mOt sVdaatsiy poaiq to adopt with mouu

to tMir services raises nomnar prd1eins

- 4 -ni 1it te A2M. In wheb the oeavdoes of o ntting engkSueze am rnqirot

IM2n it is a 9astmRS ot bsifg ablo to specify the *rpos it aneistanoe
tiat it is deoixable, it not mesay, for consultiN ainerse to pre"ide,

bV i tngvisuMg boeosmn the var JIM (ewtain t 3Ab Call
for a d"Il I-s -, , tacdem knwu-bow thnoae) wnd between the warisus

eoamrrad (the parts to be played rmpbetively bv the nawultig
r a ofie and the local Aumstrautin will )L3* depend on the

lovel it competene at the latter. ) It will alo be esmry to stipulate
the otandaM at time -p1tfoaUieme that the CiieS - at 00mag Wagimers
will have to pwoess to noet the weds it each pe at pxoj* regardg
whieb thy ae eallal vpm to rnider &sstsuse, tim pdnt at Which their
partidwasm should be ambiated, ote...

- FANpn the nam " 1mm fe tNo gat at tUs said participations

In pobt at ftee, an Iiness i n som ultaV eMmrses %, at Me
and other sam t=# Iqm'a the sta*d4 at temo al M'e3IWA2V and
reducs the east it futow wirkl it is theiifom nessear to decide the
extent to whith e ultante should be espUe4 amd In yespect at e.gh
&tape Of the vask. IIn U f 'kM&n"+%f w 44V. -%tV4

r M'. &Mr the am" Pbas at exeutio af the proec.t, i..
c p Studifte, surveys carrled out during the pro at

the we*k, organisatU= at tbo plawning procemo, imspaction and simervisian.
The 3aig Mat $VM*a Iil-L a& be izgvrWe -ME : js rSC 2fuEBAet



WChi6of gw emg1ne.rag offies ospable of instiog tae z it1sntof IBRDs

u is It pesSbi to intosemt ts best at thes (iinee at) mSUltatS
and mas a ehoits from smg mw? In Us fields (or ti .. iomt4.s) in uich
tbr. is a shortsgp of sp..alibts, I=R ovold consz itself with Om asns
to b e l'4rd to rody this state f atsfat s.

saab of the tme thbadl we bave Jist tooimod upo involves, at *eee,
a gret isir ft other pwbhm, from amsn which it will be dsiwblo, in
oollsbosa'Woa with ID, to mains a HOAson dos)Udg pam tIe otmit to
which the latter We an ntowsst In the solutivS of thsen priob1 (see pamo-
graph V othe pasat 1su i).
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Do. io be *e~n 2s Stufs to be

FL*2do mat wtunat aSumilow , nsmasa.. aetummrm tu
AMtspis at USe

%Wt mW at tonSLaI SumMelo 1

Irat mt mr ant anm sa IW N w ses
imia fa ataMaw .

s. ** at a*ma ad .4a at

smog *a 
at at qtlia

a'*o NAMR DIO In We Qd~um3 Fam



(31 Iamw-za of t A imf. to be 9ideztd.

Tk sB a s&r7Usg&-pdLzt tm thUU gwoupS of prWmb3* allulsd to abeoe,
a ehsetUe table ean be dramn vp to ahm the ito otion tist vewd be reo
quined to eoablo tie.m questiuus to be asmmezed, such a table is presnted
in bred eftlise, in th dagMa shown "pesito.

rim data to be oelnectod sor be regnqd into thiw eutegorias of stoide.,
sGowving vesp*etUv%3w the angineering servioes avwiabL, the dme1d for
onglmoving servics and asertainmnt of tim optimu mast of those servims
and Sections , UI and IT ot the pzesesnt inmi1ndua deal with tbsee aspts
of the qosstles. Fisl3y, an eutlij is given In -aStton T of a stAiY that
ought to ooustitute the p etl .zarymiawstlptio stag of an enqidz7 asled
at deterdasag ts proper sub-diviion and procie. degres of uwgunu of the
projects to be mefrtken.

The serdies af wnisulting magiumers arn mde use at In three different
spheres ot asavitg. via.$

- Public Weeas

- Agriultrej and

AO tie problesm arising iU tm ease of each at thse seators present
fioaturs that ane poculiar to thooe seout w AI A" so,=&

It MWy be poo odt ekm "lwN
E in the ocawem of future stuaes, if OM) Is concerned sboiat tbsu.

n - ZU IS MO7 TUM &y&UAA

The purpes at tkis portion of t sttyi to infomT IBI of te
*rganisaWtamal streeture ot, and the vothols eMLAped bp, the varilus
engineering fi1es, bly owasta o orig n and bamnh of aottvi. is
Atoeedure vL1 nueovar, vaol it poesib to deteraine how the service.
prsided are develapLng in tim light of tim sore admr toolmiques now
avana&bl. iAth the klodge of to soeils ehsegod and the periods
for eaNh of the types of survey of W"doh tie woak of ooxvultig eag*-
worm emoolsts, it will be poSsible to deteniaa tas propertion of seasts
assigood to ong.zsrlag staides in the osse of givwn projeets, as .1*o
the extent te iddsh this ntie varies with ts oftl of the projet.

During a prsldnary plsan of this sty it would be assxsary to
solleet ts data that are essential tor inkin the saloUatims referred
to show.
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(1) 013 1 "in of

Intonalt an would be sought trim Arms of egqmars In their .matries
at Orloa, via. MndaIs

4 TMas itod States aid Canadal

- Gat BritainS

- ?wa**esg

* SNA- a s mle esasjts Snd

- Jqpm.

Mai Uit could be am-mdnd to met th wimbes Ot I13W,

This nrv would have as Its puapien the p mtaraIr of a
eatalagw eamowrating the lasding tuns of engiaemas by vaAtemaitys
and gznqLag toas acoadiag to bimnh of a IW.,1y.

IU respset of eata of these firm we should pside detailed
ifomaatma rugmatagu

- its intrnal expisatiaj

- its speai eparv of a&OWvitys

- it$ leol, at tmim4a1 prIttaiIW

- the qusoiSioattnm at Its sltarf

- the eoutrims in whish it apeflteo

- the roftne.e it has to shm)j

- its *eles at e as, by 0000"

- its mthaods t ebtaisIt IsfnrmatLa rogapditg ot-s pwedts;a

- its tinasncal strm tur (a special eftoat wouad be made to establish
awi Uk tat Agbt possibly est, betaa May of tie tms studiad

.. d th sateiprises likely to earry sat the pmojeats)g
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d its tumnewr (as alme the amprwti must per ee=U and ector).

te intom iace obtained tram eaniering ornsultanta offiess mild
aso eable s to drtsmie puweiss27 wat staff, eqidamt ad pyriods
of Us ane required to arx out eah of the dutis performed W ean-

sulti" englere, hr tips of projest and br *utzy.

(2) ANIAyIs Ot. 91AI

i should them bavo at our disposal sufficient data to .li.V of
a first alatiun big made of the ost at msginserig fuetioms, as
these oasts are mu 3j inurked, ty omrq aid %W branch of aUtt41.

fb task taken into ocuutAsration when ealslatng priess will here
be thss vijah are ammOU entrusted to ow and the sa irm of osamultng
amginen in the ease of projets by tw, Vi. 

- the teakad.l smrvew (sMdag the tasks Ommosted therwith)i

- price stool and

- uIspeetam ad supervision of the works.

Pr thw deliditing the part piqed bw the oonsulting engiwmws we shell be
ablo to arvive at hmogenous results, which wil be presented In the form
oft ou"sheming (for a gSvm mnotxy and for a sharamteristie type of

pVfluOtmattes .seaoiu ng in the ratio beuersn the ost at stadies
and the ost of the cApital iSmlmats, in terst the o@r-*l valms of
these latter.

1e shall thus be abig to indicate variations in the ost of stvdies of
the same type, depeidlng pn the e ootry oncerned. Such difforemes are
mamW to be eoeribed to tro basioal4 different ressons:

- p*wieal eedittow of weak in the eountay, vis. mst of ivtng, diffi-
alties aricing trom dstsame, Iek of ma of emmdeatias ste..

These factors are respesibla for the flustuatioms in real termm, in the
ast of the studies, and amy pries increse Mat Shab variatims my entail

cannot be reduced.

w the eanditiom reinutiug tr4m the .eomuen and tamtaag pliq of the
*olor7 oSSared*

A oauntr'as l slation, systm of taxatio and the trade agremmots
in fores betesen it and other eountries amy result in a situation such
that the amgissring offiass of one ationality onm have become realy
establish in that couatma. SAnce, in this case, there is no open oswemti.
timi. no pries-regulatiang factor is at work.
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After kaving smamNzd alsbr the v atow no m for fo tva&Ua in
the ast at stulis, we sal att t to panv$d * ta W shnAng tUands
in the q iusatuve of ash at the a~as mwaw b the surv, and
Shen p IS tko rolwig pdau 1"01 a n W i Wth tm Imam t at -

MUmem SflWM With the PMOp CC Uti

mongs sourdg in 0 atMAU fiUed at tsmibolss

- OhMAIgss in the rzsonpou qapild (1Ps at stoft, equSmt and
mthsds)s

- ohmOng in staost plon (a s sa taM n),

- east uvoments.'

'h shall also t to deetalum *m xwt to AAAe ,US aS'S - ofae s
sek to basin estm k st in low .m@otis, awl Lsia.to vomiaes f m

ointris in uWhU timX' qm s t4, as also to a3Atan ti USW5SINt
mn b' that pert at their tanover *idA volatos to work oarrid ot in

their ewwdw at o.44

nioad2, ie hall desrVa ts doewiasat ubeft ioi t bt sdimng
in mticssa s r - th0 OCOUamets AMued bW I M axe 4.MA OuW
dOsMptia var perhaps ui s IueIme s, if it apnamsu M 7

tO *pwm the salA y e o intemtton.

Th pmrps at tMs portion at the stoW is to msk a dtSLWM
aalmysis o the aewbinm avalablo for nswt&ug te psaat domod
fer oginmwrs g ssows, in taw at the Vsp at pvjo.t aid at 09
coDUtrat Oemssrz4 so as to shms

- ti heiaits stages at iiLh & t wassaazy Sar tho angiamen to
ParteipAto in th e sewtan at a proWsst$ and

- the vextses vaoUtos wsVled to deal vith te pbsimn adatiz awA
timir efoet ,c easts.

Me owvw wit he eautosod inly in the eomtitee that ve4ve assiae-
ta fronm IBD, the liontian being both soqt trim the aiems-
at, awd trm the mob@xprise astabishaIN U, sose atries. se
falIAWig pints Uil bo ma ndma b owmat and bp Motor adiptod

few te parpwes a the avqrsoI

C1) htiMf t tba &d

Wo aftl fArst have to deift s to liits t thes tasks carred ct tr
th e O.tnAdLg e-1-mes, fey p)sh ppo n 1 shUKel a nwi the sosuuwois

bases alapsift bshNs a Us tm at ihish tm aoostwuwtic of a project is
proposed mad the esu sldia ct No w*s



aan~ , u - oe~u

tiie Ot~uw

T&R? 0' OWI7M1 TOL

imBPEMZON A
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Apart freM te deat"4 thAt 43 bave been t.MWs tedift tis de at
WO proj t ad Us theaTyi Mat at te wWIk, al th st0 s Sat e 0

prpasel amd Am in the taeg dsrapm on be dult wit an
nginmorig neme. In pant of fast the my ma qmn"U the W9o3Jot

lmap* oS, Srer Vo Oa 5an a woik he be .abl to teW.

tds botvg im,%p the ollait WtsAws wqUtIr to be hsommand

* am an .3 staes, togetmer wth te iamp sR aM s.grvwiam at
Us wak, bamn estsd to o ea the so gi nmostil..

D 140a te IsMl M dtastics phd-uiaeIn us t ds uka?

- DOs that Adm2tawnesa Stoasiambt part at the StWe OW WA
eat pert at the wak 4t b Vs i a A =gwyI4mn?

'Is soims to 0e0s wstaa 4n embba f to dotesate o fild
over wbt* the work at 9 eglierig aef--o etane, b owtor and by
owm*AW0.

NoUt w most "MoSwin tbe r A-veW that a*%st th eaSt at awta
ino men.

(a) wke-AMIA mom

24 Dhma a e in4te"mU to *sbbwb 4

2w mntled med s pla4d oaotwevt tr Us oarryng 0t at tae p
baw a am lal1 aftast M eas. As a wetter at taot the s at
ueaeefia t swmv *r the aostreat 1l 31bryV dv - pam tUs addmios-

tisn weeeduvs agqs.

ra best preoodweo tea ve i a ivwm miU*%U %31 dpemda

. Is teaboshtl 9as 'atm at tie Pversst lAmP4 it the it*
laWaN staff effLartta y qunuefw to Smadis tho w2" at us dds
oarAed eat br the Arm wo osdl*J Vnzum. St will be In tii intoawots
to -sor a pFeldft "s&bm mt to wobse a wxIiaWu tmsotor at Iftt-

~ve 0"06

4/WigSld Styn, LMO. a apable at SpWS*g te
swylig out Ot the sumues, my a the aN ha haely fweb vm ct c

iS ,t&t*b-to-tUSv prooedwe mn *bes tie laust bkiAer, ieels be
e$ wum* for sot daime so.

A Pr"Oost- r with M$L tosimthel gMftaIIiIaw I431 aSCO be able
ip wsom tm oarlam 0a99s as a PO2L 6PWnWSUdJg uvosr Its

et' .S a the adtgwel hash.
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- OB the vwauo at we* invowAdl the otsaat for bxUldig a brwl4
for ammfe, will amst alstgo be 2st bt pubo linwlr whom snW
thn a msrtm$ smomt at wa is InvWM e. Q t1s sindttlazg
tmows them pur the pat f the enering . s , am the sawon
is tru in the ease at do.

- an the tsdmims evlqejp cvepsttive bidang my wan hae its
attracmons in ose hare thern is a shoes betwo voar1.s pesio
tmshniqusm. IMs is tram in the ame at a dma or a bridg, but not
in the eas at a ro&m.

staw at these wrious pmrnatn win enable %w to shmr what sta *
sholdA he adptod in ebowdxg the umtho t of poitg .gis6ri SOenttots.
Whn that vothed hbw been defiod, ve shall als. have to s ate the
foru In whim the iwitatim is to be dxm ip.

,s it is mammmary to specif the extent to whleh the tasml that
the eosswAivg attles is besng asled to oawwy oat win have to be is-
orlbod in isteil (in the save ot a road, tor saile, the dLetaos
bmwao tiro camsswuti ewem-'iont shoud be guvea# an also the
distan s bet a . to l 2' a).

no .un of draoing vp the towler vin also have to be atpu3mted in
the Iuvitatn to tendrs lx-svno, brsadm at prim, sto..

2-9 bergmd ANleAW &K sMQA 9At
The periods a23Ased tow qc3atson hae an important effect ap esj

in paint at fat, the moms spt d wil depend Wpcn the i aUisahls.
In the ease of a wmM, it omlr a shet porlod is allowed tor osflas.#
the tp e,;pMAl vuW 41n be aids W %wing ser14 phot ol sp s, and
'Am 0;0t a thOm a suorW sarried tt ela g dmd lvel.

2-3 M 2ial Aaturee at t2 gguotra in whio the work is bdMmarried outs

The rolmat paulte- have airedy been dealt ith in the surey at tUs
eassultint.I sor view wmiab1s.

(3) MQWa&S a xmsu

Our survey at the eesultents' serviom amilebla anambled v, on the
basis at wit pdes and averap periods tequdzwd tor *eoqjtSAn, to lay
dwas an avamp patm for each at the pbases of the wek at eosuting

We are as in a po&ttoq# an the am hand to defima the tasks Ut
the ososultifg emgissrs an called qpos to prtom in sah a the esutries
stoftd a, an the other, to eststs hat Ur the ost of carrying out
these tafs fctuamtes in asmoardns vith dmad.

mrsW2y speakisg, the tatons that gw wise to varia~tW s in priem at.
of tro twpo



(1) Th umataut barnwo (lent eohntal prfttw tedw C tie attdbmIt 9
prs emlugS bah lntsg et a cectaut, ssditts pseuter to

t em amtrf). l dals a t ta t wthin wkNtoe situ
ats tab an petosmmd, eMd fy have bee madl waw and tr

in te paint hemplr.

(2) s matalin betmsa peita aiinsd for .u kta at bse C pm-
tASe Ut Ms aW terw"We lve . - 4. Msoa tie pdadb

.ll00d tr eai*tan aiw des d by tin Ojetal saf pseeeted
t ear given Vsato , * ar-all est ate s tal prsetsa CM

ami devoid ca tie dognee esei-esm~t Um 4mnSevntl wask.

It will thomte be the pups CC the AtLl persm at the passent sb
to hta a (kItn) snewdasuriq wt, and a (prsahtl) prqjest eat into
satte With a 4iw at aoomuq ft pxtonmsaat en Use pat at
the uMssg aglwsen, tO skMMeS tie tat ant CC 09me *st
to a mAe..

Ths part a the a* Ia mS&wAd to Mse it pouuiblo to detaatA the
a004t 40 a ardnl Oat at ab o s atath e ot a wwk e altig
esaien a to at at te wa e wit ti ajeet a a s f*ap-

t spaselntd b tstr creer-aU sat.

In adt to atqetf ais*ate, I& shall a"t s tiaelag astam a

-Pm. u GAG at ao t Sim a 4nrn NSTr tIn ate sut tatl
at un SINVOO &uVICao ts

wser w r th essutaenti' mvrta awilabla.

MM Iju$S prouedzea Wu bee deAutd pa In ah mar deeAed
is tie 0741 ehapter (Br Cr dwrtnd), am ins ase. t pa4ss2

de twM bitn stat bq the fis C eats -tsm aa.

S o pedals lMed tr eanflaout a given tak will be avmp pinto.
istAb Vst ae too abort gild u as inav alrm wA, Laasve en

inmraste in eatt, an Juesteld aly iU epetal -. aW e va tie
Us-its tserim to as eat at wfl " Vs' , aid nla in OsI.

to an aitraq wt a pLA at ta Piojeft tger.

sm bla q a **V pesu-motata paamter is the atable qwuntVt
we hav p5452y allad tie "dogne ot preditia with which the sarwy ao
been codeucted%, and it is important to ade s this idea loeely.

Lt s tale the case of a road. W satU supose that a contract au
beet aaed for the week, fofldAng ups the Isn of an invitation to
tender.

the consultants' cae may poemibly pertma the folluing tskes#
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- RODaMLO and prtiaKili StdyS It is an this study that the decision
to be taan by the employing AuthOrits, so far as the carrying out of
the woit is semserind, will be based. A bad eenomic stady my lead to
the rejection at a pratitable schwa, or viao-vorsa. fts study tie,
homear, so direct effect on the east of the works and is, norseover,
penral y carried out by the Projeet-Mamager himmelf, or by a fira
ether than that which will be earryIng out the englmeering wosts proper,
For this reason we shall not take this study into amoemt when oaleula.
ting the *p*MWm cost fgure.

- Pnr amy projects The asment of informtion contained in a pratwinawj
scems my vary witdely, and it is essential to stLpadate how br thw
studies relating to a poseaiaxmy project are to be carried (preliwinary
loyout, Asel larests first dtlingas, ste.) Th. east 4C drawing ip a
given tpe of prat ataury project eam easily be waited out on the basis
of the data e ted psetiously, as can als any increase in east that
my be involved in providing sMU UStary iOfmtin-

f tehbical ourWeyi This depends in part an the quality of the pnlianai7
design. In fast, it the pre-nry sche haidLy exiots, there will be
a Irbed insemase in the asomt of work required to carry out a sas-
faStoty teodbical survey. We shall, an the other hand, need to nassure
the increase in east involved in meeting a reqanst for additional
*ress-seetions or drifliugs, or for moe advanced gzsnulmatrie tests
an the quarry aterials, ete..

- Price studys fIts stdy my be of a very .azvmy nature in the case of
countries where thee is open ceopetton and whee the firs bave?
difftreftt* (countries of) Origin, but it sheulA be carried out in noh
greater detail in osamtales where the mavikt is distorted by agresments
beteen ffla, by proteatiamist legislatieso, by bids from conserns having
only a liAted knwledge of the east of the work, ete..

Cstray to what happems in the san just desoribed, the increase in east
involved is carrying out a more detailed survey is diffioult to awaeure,
and we shall taim into assount only Iwe pries per oomtry for this type
of stedy, ene reftring to a s#mmary sta, v rtaen for the purpose
of establ~isbLg an onler at magnitade in tUw matter of prie,, and the
other relating to a sre advanced study, eendsted with a view to pro-
viding a basis for judging the bLds submitted, shoed abooral contimas
PWuSmil On the PdliG Works Market in the eVMtry efsOernod.

- Inspeetion and supervisions The standard of supervision, and the treqvmey
with whieh it is earuised will largely depend on the stamdard of the
tehekical stuly made of the sentract specification and the sahdule of
priue.

It the foregaing studies have been conducted properly, inspection and
supervision shoulA be reduced to a mr routine. If, an the other hand,
those studies are inadequate, it will be necessary to Inresse the number
at spervisews and the amber of inspection visits paid to the site.

*!..s E0 19 100e e4.al Flema = ; -isso n PRO a VpVa-
%.esAa -#& r
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*A lsresead act zaeuetig ftm Olsen tlip=ti aS endsi n
en be ena% be 1texkd at, gince it is raflscbd i e gpetfi n si r
at dimi muaMoths.

am tarn 0t of sah p-o Cthe Wo* athe settag ea*&" n s
affets te amat a t . omeedn phaeW ad Imle ha an effet on

as mamt ot the wiA aar d Out. b t" a stal ease, we shall am
es0uidtr WV my at an t Oa wasr a wU.*b the owt at the vorka

warses I svita ene east at the tfmlh server.
tS

it in . SWA to moaws that eC the chapts C/o e wl I 4n0al
tft, be as chM inm not the felolaSIg squ 0eI

Cost at the works Cost of the Cast of
works

Cost of the
techniael Sraiy Cost of the Cost of

tecaial the
survey teobuical

survey

The gape correSpOnd to the discovery of phencmna (a strLp of rocky
groud, for esmple) that can easily be avtLded by no4d4Ing the layout

Of the read. Suoh phncnuna, had they not been dsoveend, would have
resulted In an increase in the cost of the works.

In paint of fast, we shall base our argtmnt on the probable eat
of the worls, and not en actual costs. The curve ashoing how the cost of
the works acoording to the cost of the teciacal survey will therefore bave
the folleing shapet
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Cast at the
waitas

Cast at the tOI t so w

An mn indIle a the ma1taIA *iuad be mdeI tohe imlorINg nsumw

(1) DtorU mtnaLM Ot the "PtSSIN east at the p ti*.z7 prqJoots to a
gav east of tS pis1tSnua eheas theis carmspands am optafa

mt-lgie* for the uhels of the other wU04 falirig wltin taw
asapa at the servies asedw d I csWsultug engisw, so k as to
onourn that the d.WI4 aa& te4 erst f 1auerw&t Is bspo as
1w as pesV#2. DAttsmitaibn at is ntmmam u vqum an

OAsK*s at the pvb3 cast at the wts ter a o. e% at th"
aurws. The east-ftule tor the pSOSmwWO asftr. o po ds
to the lamt pudat shaum b the .Obimus vstmt cureo.

Pria Mnimau investoont curme

Tn aurme sham La dotted linesMprssnt the east at the invest-
NMt (surver + wotrs) for a givfn

cost Of the pin2Saiwy pwdst,
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Cost Of the studies other than
the p$o1f5Z shee

(2) Deteroination of the optima ocet of th other phases of the work of the
onmuevtLi engLnMseIs Us procedre deswtibed aboie will be p"at"d

for each of the phases ot the wft* of the egine"W, the aseowtin
being that the Ost of the preding ees Is knam. 'a initma cost
of the investwent will be established wben the optima figure for the
fina phase of the engigeoring serviges haa been datorsaud.

(3) Absards CC rsultus Taidg the tosuizg oaloulat o as a stmw$*g
prent, it is possible to deterine, by sector and by OvMstty, the
optiman ratioes

Cost of oqnsultina enginmers' services

Cost at spital invetment

Ooc atarse at these ratios with the normal ratios arrvtd at in the
onIres at the seend part of thi sut will demonstrate the advan-

tuges oursd by OlOYing the optima plan of action.

The foregoing chapters give an Over-all pietafe at tWprobl that
projeet esgimoiag my present for IBIM. The solutoM of those pro-
blems would enable the latter to adopt NORM Offet"O p1OUW tIRldS
esgineernag stuies, thanks to$

- a better kois sp oat ths oasult&g eninsers, offios in existewe"
thwnghut the Wsrldi as also o*etheir sgma atioual gtrwitus cAn

watbods I

a .ontzat-pa&ing procedtre that Mithed the spWal ociltaios
pinvsiiing in the Umrimow sMtrjes and branches of astvitVI

- a method of dete uLDziag the sps o et-figure that reqres to
be earmarkmd for egiseetlng maty purposes, in order that the O@mrll
cost of the espital VuSvtoUSnt JA kept to a Mditin

* treasts of the probable de elqmnt of engiveztng design as the
result of the use of nomn modern fteatpaqss, and ot the ineMasing
teehaieal coopetens ot adnistratas.

On the basis of the above-swnatioad data, ID) will also be able to
dstexuM pnoisely At portian of its budgpt it AbOld eamrk for
engineering studies/ftn yMNS.

We hare attqpted to describe som mans of solving the problsm
a&rsing but the pr a zn sehew we have sgumitted sheuld be regarded
as a basis for discussion rather than as a definite pMsPsOl. Frxs this
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augl, It aight be mtul to dMim, bw agreement Idtth IBI, tho proble
that are chief2y repsib2 for the 2.ttor's pn'sat em Wies, as also
to decide vim the order in wch It i,11 be possible to deal with thm.e
prel]zw.
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TIM shO of stdies theat we lave Just submitted Sha1d be wrpd*d as
setng forth the broad outlines of a b&sAS for the disomien af possible
p-ow to be drnmn up in coc2abomtio with XBA.

fstm l essental pont do Indeed remaim to be settled, e.g. the
pstem dotSn4tioo of thm sectors tat ae to be molendpa, the *hWice
of the ovntries to which the surver would zolats and the omdor in
Yhich the probam would be studI,.

Th being so, w prqpose that a r*2num7 sruey she3d be earvied
out, ith a vim tot

Sxamdnig the pasent mslatioiuhlp betwon IB= and firm of ewitLng
. g-mez (fthsb emiat.ed for the p..g odat oetaw, apamiss of

tviv Of ngSing SUltnt m% iato at SngiIAftRIg oN't to the
east of ps'qeets, etc.);

- inmSUtiM the prob in axsIng for IBID freUs the imasig use mids
at tbe serviams of sultiug aginmem;

Spaposing a tm~v in order cf priertiq, of the problems to be sbeiS4d,
sn a m beig asportd by reaso.s to 3Ivtl1 it and

- 5gineting the studae npqdinrd for the salutm of tine prehae, a
d;timad -eSopttom beztg given at ta mstheds that wo1U4 be eqgAWpWd.

In order that this prsla-x surver m be carried ont ma psepose
that ma Sideatimn sbouLd be given to the idea af sstag a torn. at two
MMhA engineers to BRD for a perted at two or thse wimi, so as to
e mble than to osomul% an the spot, a tiu Of the 3o n tsrtwat files Ca
the s*jeot of eostrtac t lnsiosd br ID and mw oaltad, nd to
intarview a am*or af ISD 0syaltstt.

TW Would stay, mUmg Other N 3I

- the SAthods nasn3a avqeud for piaseig muatrsot with fine of rnewing

W the .awt duties perfozind by the amneultmuts, i.e. a precise dafimitin
of the mops, Of the eafas, tasks aw$.ed out an the mite, work per-

tf*Ud, s*eVdO ronRsid (In prntiulaw, do the affices Of e jmerzng
esultonts parmbase phaat ani eo1jmsat faa the Potor Q nPOr?)

WK~IC 1 NM V'IM= Is W5 Im via= ns
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- the order of mapgtude aof the engineering services provided in a certain
umber of typical caseal

- a difficulties that my have arisen aaing to inadequate study or uiIer-
vislc# and their effeet on the total cost of the works.

Fo11admen the above-usationed via% work wbmU be done in ri
on the data sted, the mults being ocbined into a report that would
be dran up tr the purpose of at hiiag, to tke anlaet extent powuib2.,
the alas already referred to.

The report would then be subettd to I= and, after its oonclusaiom
had been disUwssed, a definitve programm of woxk, pssibly comstuing of
sucessive stages, would then be dran up.

*A&*, GUOG STED

lot wk n k 3rd tk week week

bngimer No. 1 ontacte with IBHD Writing of the report
tudy of files Pseparation of a pro-

graum of work

aginar No. 2 - s i 5iislon
I ]of the

report and
of the pro-

Dlrector of studies graw of
work

PE)&4iW GZ(T 0W THS STUDY

Anginsers 1 55 days at F796 per day ................ 4 13,700

1rector of
Studies 1 5 days at 11,512 per day .............. 7,550

TOTAL 1fT1"

The above-mentimaud astmt includes neither the eost of travel nor living
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1MORANDUM

Project Evaluation

1. The attached memorandum "A Proposal for Strengthening the
Role of the IBRD in the Field of Project Evaluation", by Arnold
C. Harberger, which Mr. Adler referred to at last week's meeting
of the Committee, is distributed for information.

2. The memorandum may be discussed at a future meeting of the
Committee.
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